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Large-Scale Network Analytics
Han Hee Song, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011
Supervisor: Yin Zhang
Scalable and accurate analysis of networks is essential to a wide variety
of existing and emerging network systems. Specifically, network measurement
and analysis helps to understand networks, improve existing services, and en-
able new data-mining applications. To support various services and appli-
cations in large-scale networks, network analytics must address the following
challenges: (i) how to conduct scalable analysis in networks with a large num-
ber of nodes and links, (ii) how to flexibly accommodate various objectives
from different administrative tasks, (iii) and how to cope with the dynamic
changes in the networks.
This dissertation presents novel path analysis schemes that effectively
address the above challenges in analyzing pair-wise relationships among net-
worked entities. In doing so, we make the following three major contributions
to large-scale IP networks, social networks, and application service networks.
For IP networks, we propose an accurate and flexible framework for
path property monitoring. Analyzing the performance side of paths between
vii
pairs of nodes, our framework incorporates approaches that perform exact
reconstruction of path properties as well as approximate reconstruction. Our
framework is highly scalable to design measurement experiments that span
thousands of routers and end hosts. It is also flexible to accommodate a
variety of design requirements.
For social networks, we present scalable and accurate graph embed-
ding schemes. Aimed at analyzing the pair-wise relationships of social net-
work users, we present three dimensionality reduction schemes leveraging ma-
trix factorization, count-min sketch, and graph clustering paired with spectral
graph embedding. As concrete applications showing the practical value of our
schemes, we apply them to the important social analysis tasks of proximity
estimation, missing link inference, and link prediction. The results clearly
demonstrate the accuracy, scalability, and flexibility of our schemes for ana-
lyzing social networks with millions of nodes and tens of millions of links.
For application service networks, we provide a proactive service qual-
ity assessment scheme. Analyzing the relationship between the satisfaction
level of subscribers of an IPTV service and network performance indicators,
our proposed scheme proactively (i.e., detect issues before IPTV subscribers
complain) assesses user-perceived service quality using performance metrics
collected from the network. From our evaluation using network data collected
from a commercial IPTV service provider, we show that our scheme is able to
predict 60% of the service problems that are complained by customers with
only 0.1% of false positives.
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The explosive growth of today’s networks has created exciting research
opportunities in analytics. The analysis of the rich information embodied
in networks leads to a plethora of potential applications for network secu-
rity (e.g., fighting spam[37], defending against Sybil attacks[106, 100]), sys-
tems research (e.g., overlay networks[4, 83], content delivery systems[102,
1]), information technology (e.g., improving Internet search[67] and content
recommendation[9]), business (e.g., fraud detection[22], viral marketing[45]),
etc.
Despite the significant benefits obtainable from networks, understand-
ing today’s networks is not a trivial task. One reason is the increasing volume
and diversity of networks. Today’s ISPs and enterprise networks can have
millions of overlay paths; commercial service networks and online social net-
works can serve millions of user nodes. At the same time, a wide variety of
networks have been introduced on IP networks — from the traditional World
Wide Web (WWW) to the newly emerging Online Social Networks (OSNs)
and content streaming networks (Internet Protocol TV, Voice over IP, and
teleconference networks). With such increasing volume and diversity, it is
1
difficult to understand even the very basic structure and performance of net-
works. The other reason that analyzing networks is difficult is the increasing
demand for performance-aware applications. Users of networked games and
Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) on mobile phones are sensitive to Quality of
Service (QoS) and require for better Quality of Experience (QoE). With a large
body of performance sensitive applications demanding better performance and
higher reliability, it is difficult to monitor and improve service quality.
Given such highly sophisticated network systems and diverse user re-
quirements, network analytics can provide several benefits: First, they can help
us to understand networks. Second, they can be used to improve the quality
of network services. And third, they enable new data mining applications.
Understanding networks. Measurement of node relationship leads to an
understanding of network structure. Monitoring traffic from each network en-
tity further allows an understanding of dynamically changing link and path
performances represented as delay, loss-rate, bandwidth, and etc. These find-
ings can in turn be used for predicting trend changes in the near future.
Improving service quality. Leveraging the measured data as input, we can
conduct network management and traffic engineering for emerging services
with high requirements for QoS and QoE. Such comprehensive service level
monitoring can allow quality sensitive services to support the rapidly growing
number of subscribers while maintaining reliable service.
Enabling new data mining applications. By further mining and analyzing
2
the measured data, we can discover new applications. Estimating the proxim-
ity (e.g., closeness or similarity) among users of OSNs, for example, forms the
basis for enabling a wide range of applications ranging from systems research
(e.g., constructing socially aware overlay networks [79]) to evolutionary study
in natural sciences (e.g., modeling complex networks [47, 8, 24, 74]).
1.1 Challenges
While network analytics can provide important benefits, analyzing large-
scale networks creates the following significant research challenges:
• Scalability in network analysis space
As networks evolve to gather more users and subscribers and support more
functionalities, the size of networks rapidly increases over time. Thus, an
analysis must efficiently handle the workloads of these massive and ever-
growing networks. In a network with O(N) nodes where N is the number
of nodes in the network, the number of paths interconnecting the nodes
can be as many as O(N2). The quadratic growth in the number of network
paths with respect to the number of network nodes makes it impractical
to measure every path.
Using the brute force way of simultaneously measuring all network paths
— from each end node to all other end nodes, in a large networked system
— can lead to inaccurate measurement results and pose an enormous load
on node and network resources. A naive scheduling solution that schedules
a few measurements at a time on each node can reduce the loads on any
3
given node and network and avoid interference with other processes and
network flows. The increased measurement time, however, can result in
stale, inaccurate measurement results.
• Flexibility in accommodating multiple analysis objectives and
constraints
Different applications require different metrics to be analyzed. The design
space is often large, involving a number of control variables. In an experi-
ment measuring the path performance of an IP network, control variables
involves choosing the sites to launch experiments from, choosing the type of
network characteristics to measure, choosing how to randomize, choosing
the granularity, frequency, and duration of each experiment, and so forth.
In addition to the various design choices, there exist multiple design ob-
jectives. Different applications (e.g., VoIP gateway services versus cable
access network providers) often have different notions of performance, and
want to analyze different metrics (e.g., delay or loss in the case of IP net-
works, and bandwidth and jitter in IPTV service networks).
Finally, the design is often subject to all kinds of constraints imposed by
the network and operations, such as the accessibility of measurement in-
frastructure, the availability of network resources, and operational policies
and restrictions.
• Robustness to the dynamic nature of network
Today’s network environments are highly dynamic: path performance varies
4
over time, links flap, and new nodes are continually added and deleted. In
order to keep track of the changing conditions in real-time, network mea-
surement should work in a timely fashion. Specifically, the measurement of
performance metrics should offer fast adaptation to topology changes and
balanced distribution of loads to measurement hosts.
When processing the measured data, analytics should incorporate efficient
computation such as partial, incremental updates to overcome the overhead
of computing the entire network snapshot from scratch.
Even if the measurement is performed in the best way possible, due to the
massive scale of the measurement space, there is no guarantee that the
measured data will be perfect. Large-scale analytics should be designed to
yield the maximum accuracy even when the measurement results are noisy
and incomplete.
1.2 Research
We develop novel network analytics that effectively address the above
challenges under different types of large-scale networks. In doing so, we con-
sider three analyses conducted on IP networks, social networks, and applica-
tion service networks. In all three large-scale networks, the single issue is the
scalability of path analysis because the growth of the network path count is
quadratic to the growth of the node count. Therefore, in high level, we focus
on pairwise relationship among large number of entities.
5
1.2.1 Accurate and Flexible Inference of Network Properties
For IP networks, we analyze the performance side of paths between
pairs of nodes. Here, we design and implement a framework for large-scale
path performance measurement and analysis in IP networks. We develop two
approaches that aims at (i) exact reconstruction of network path properties
and (ii) approximate reconstruction of path properties.
In exact reconstruction of network path properties, we devise a network
monitoring system that only requires a small subset of paths in order to rebuild
the exact properties of all the paths in the network. Observing that a large
number of network paths are linearly dependent on other paths, we select
the linearly independent set as a basis set running active probing. For an
overlay network of N nodes, the linear algebraic approach we develop bounds
the number of measurements to O(N logN) while the existing general metric
systems [5] require O(N2) measurements.
Once we set up an upper-bound of the monitoring cost this way, in
approximate reconstruction of network path properties, we further deal with
the problem of scalability and flexibility. Here, we present a Bayesian experi-
mental design based framework , NetQuest, that provides far better scalability
in continuous monitoring in exchange of a minimal sacrifice of accuracy. The
framework not only allows us to conduct experiments that span thousands of
routers and end hosts, but it also provides better flexibility to accommodate
different design requirements of different users: differentiated design for pro-
viding higher resolution in measuring certain subnets, augmented design for
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conducting additional measurements given existing observations, and joint de-
sign for supporting multiple users interested in different parts of the network.
The evaluation on the Internet showed that our measurement framework could
estimate path delay within 15% error by monitoring less than 2% of the total
paths.
1.2.2 Scalable and Accurate Social Network Analysis
For massive-scale social networks, we analyze pair-wise relationship of
users by proposing techniques for the measurement and analysis of social struc-
tures that quantifies the proximity (i.e., closeness or similarity) between nodes
(i.e., users) in the networks. We consider two scalable and flexible proxim-
ity approximation works: (i) scalable proximity inversion and (ii) clustered
spectral graph embedding.
As a first step, in scalable proximity inversion, we estimate a limited
sub-family of node proximity measures in social networks with millions of
nodes through two dimensionality reduction techniques, proximity embedding
and proximity sketch. In proximity embedding, we compute true proximity
measures among only 0.1% of the millions of nodes and derive the proxim-
ity structure of entire networks via matrix factorization. In the other di-
mensionality approach, proximity sketch, we use count-min sketch to exploit
the mice-elephant phenomenon and concisely represent network structure. In
a performance evaluation using five popular real online social networks, the
techniques accurately approximated proximity measures that have a low-rank
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structure, such as Katz measure.
While scalable proximity inversion made significant progress in approx-
imating proximity measures that form low-rank matrices, there was still room
for improvement to handle proximity measures without low-rankness. As a
follow-up, we propose clustered spectral graph embedding(CSGE), which dra-
matically improve the accuracy and scalability of proximity estimation over
proximity embedding and proximity sketch. By combining the concepts of
spectral graph embedding and graph clustering, CSGE embeds the massive
original graph into a much smaller reduced graph with relatively high dimen-
sionality. While preserving the essential clustering and spectral information
of the original graph, the reduced graph can be flexibly used for a variety of
analysis tasks instead of the original.
As concrete applications showing the practical value of CSGE, we apply
it to three important social analysis tasks: proximity estimation, missing link
inference (i.e., inferring the locations of unobserved links based on observed
links), and link prediction (i.e., predicting future friendship relationships). In
proximity estimation, CSGE not only provide an order of magnitude faster
computation than the state-of-the-art technique, but also support approxima-
tions with an order of higher rank with an equal amount of memory footprint.
The improved computation and memory complexity led CSGE to approximate
a wider range of proximity measures (e.g., approximate rooted PageRank mea-
sure with 1% of error). In missing link inference, CSGE result in several-fold
reduction of the false positive rate subject to the same false negative rate.
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In link prediction, it yield up-to a 20% lower false positive rate. The results
clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach and serve as the basis
for social network applications and evolution models.
1.2.3 Proactive Service Quality Assessment
For application service networks, we examine the relationship between
the satisfaction level of subscribers of the service and network performance
indicators. Among many types of application service networks, we especially
target IPTV services, and present a service quality assessment framework,
Q-score, which accurately learns a small set of performance indicators most
relevant to user-perceived service quality, and proactively infers service quality
in a single score.
We evaluate Q-score using network data collected from a commercial
IPTV service provider and show that Q-score is able to predict 60% of ser-
vice problems that are complained by customers with 0.1% of false positives.
Through Q-score, we have (i) gained insight into various types of service prob-
lems causing user dissatisfaction including why users tend to react promptly
to sound issues while late to video issues; (ii) identified and quantified the
opportunity to proactively detect the service quality degradation of individual
customers before severe performance impact occurs; and (iii) observed possi-
bility to adaptively allocate customer care workforce to potentially troubling
service areas.
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1.3 Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2
presents our two network monitoring frameworks for accurate and flexible in-
ference of IP network properties. Chapter 3 describes our two proximity ap-
proximation techniques for scalable and accurate social network analysis. Then
Chapter 4 discusses our novel method of proactive service quality assessment.
Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of our major contributions and avenues
for future research.
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Chapter 2
Accurate and Flexible Inference of
Network Properties
The Internet connects over 200 million hosts and nearly a billion users
worldwide. How to better understand and thereby control this enormous, de-
centralized, and constantly evolving infrastructure is a major challenge faced
by today’s researchers, engineers, and network operators. As an essential
means of achieving better understanding, network measurement has become
crucial to a variety of existing and emerging network applications, such as
ISP performance management, traffic engineering, content distribution, over-
lay routing, and peer-to-peer applications. For example, ISPs and enterprise
networks put increased focus on network performance, and demand capabil-
ities for detailed performance measurement in networks of hundreds or even
thousands of nodes. Performance monitoring also becomes a critical capability
that allows overlays and peer-to-peer networks to detect and react to changing
network conditions.
While much progress has been made in network measurement, two sig-
nificant challenges remain. First, large-scale network management applica-
tions often require the ability to efficiently monitor the whole network. The
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quadratic growth in the number of network paths with respect to the number
of network nodes makes it impractical to measure every path. Second, existing
techniques are often tailored to specific application needs, and thus lack the
flexibility to accommodate applications with different requirements.
To address these challenges, we propose two approaches towards the
development of accurate and flexible network measurement: (i) exact recon-
struction of network path properties and (ii) approximate reconstruction of
network path properties.
Exact Reconstruction of Network Path Properties.
In exact reconstruction of network path properties [16] (Section 2.2),
we develop a scalable overlay loss rate monitoring system which provides the
best accuracy achievable by selecting a minimal subset of paths to monitor
so that the loss rates and latencies of all other paths can be inferred. In our
proposed technique, we selectively monitor a basis set of k paths. Any end-
to-end path can be written as a unique linear combination of paths in the
basis set. Consequently, by monitoring loss rates for the paths in the basis
set, we infer loss rates for all end-to-end paths. This can also be extended to
other additive metrics, such as latency. The end-to-end path loss rates can
be computed even when the paths contain unidentifiable links for which loss
rates cannot be computed.
Given the measurements for paths corresponding to the basis set, this
linear algebraic scheme can reconstruct the end-to-end performance on all
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paths exactly. Moreover, we show that the size of the basis set(k) grows
as O(N logN) through linear regression tests. on various synthetic and real
topologies. We also provide some explanation based on the Internet topology
and the AS hierarchy.
Approximate Reconstruction of Network Path Properties.
Once we have established an upper-bound to the monitoring cost this
way, we develop NetQuest (Section 2.3) [90], a framework for approximate re-
construction of network path properties that provides far better scalability and
flexibility with a slight sacrifice of accuracy. NetQuest is a flexible measure-
ment framework that can support large-scale continuous network monitoring
which consists of two key components: design of experiments and network
inference.
We apply Bayesian experimental design to determine the set of active
measurements that maximize the amount of information we gain about the
network path properties subject to given resource constraints (e.g., probing
overhead). Bayesian experimental design is built on solid theoretical founda-
tions, and has found numerous applications in scientific research and practical
applications, ranging from software testing to medicine, to biology, and to car
crash test. Recognizing its potential, we bring Bayesian experimental design
into large-scale network measurement. Making the experimental design appli-
cable to such context involves addressing several challenges. First, it is not
clear how to formulate the problem of designing network measurement under
the Bayesian experimental design framework. Second, the traditional Bayesian
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experimental design often targets at a single application. In our environment,
there can be many applications with different design requirements. How to use
Bayesian experimental design to support such diverse application requirements
is an interesting open problem.
To address the above issues, we first formulate the problem under the
Bayesian experimental design framework. We then explore a series of Bayesian
design schemes, and use extensive evaluation to identify the design scheme
best suited for network monitoring. In addition, we develop techniques to
achieve flexibility by designing measurement experiments that maximize the
information gain for different design objectives and constraints. In particular,
our approach can support the following requirements: (i) differentiated design
for providing better resolution to certain parts of the network, (ii) augmented
design for conducting additional measurements given existing observations,
and (iii) joint design for supporting multiple users interested in different parts
of the network.
Based on observations obtained from the measurements, we then use
inference techniques to accurately reconstruct the global view of the network
without requiring complete information. Our results show that our measure-
ment framework can estimate network-wide average path delay within 15% er-
ror by monitoring within 2% paths. It achieves a similar degree of accuracy for
estimating individual path properties by monitoring 10% paths. In addition,
we demonstrate the flexibility of our measurement framework in providing dif-
ferentiated monitoring, supporting continuous monitoring, and satisfying the
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requirements of multiple users.
Contributions.
We make four main contributions. First, we provide a linear algebraic
bound on the number of active probing that is required to exactly reconstruct
path properties of networks. Through both synthetic and real overlay network
topologies, we show that for reasonably large n (say 100), k = O(n logn)
through linear regression tests on various synthetic and real topologies. We
also provide some explanation based on the Internet topology and the AS
hierarchy.
Second, our work brings Bayesian experimental design into large-scale
network measurement. While Bayesian experimental design has found many
applications in other scientific fields, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that it is applied to designing active network measurement experi-
ments.
Third, building on top of Bayesian experimental design and inference
techniques, we develop a unified framework within which a large class of net-
work performance inference problems can be modeled, solved, and evaluated.
Our framework is flexible, and can accommodate different design requirements.
Our framework is also scalable, and can design measurement experiments that
span thousands of routers and end hosts.
Fourth, we develop a toolkit that implements our framework on Plan-
etLab [80]. Using the toolkit we conduct an extensive evaluation of our frame-
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work for efficient monitoring of end-to-end network performance. Our results
demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of our framework.
2.1 Problem Formulation
Symbols Meanings
P set of all network paths
S set of subset of P (S ⊆ P )
L set of links on paths in P
m number of end-to-end paths (m = |P |)
n number of IP links (n = |L|)
A ∈ {0, 1}m×n original routing matrix
AS ∈ {0, 1}S×n reduced routing matrix
x ∈ Rn vector of unknown performance on individual links
y ∈ Rm vector of observed end-to-end path performance
yS ∈ RS reduced vector of observed path performance
v vector in {0, 1}m (represents path)
Table 2.1: Table of notations
Formally, the problem can be specified as follows.
y = Ax, (2.1)
where x is the vector of some unknown quantity, y is the vector of observables,
A is a matrix that associates y and x (often referred to as the routing matrix).
In the context of network performance monitoring, x is the vector of unknown
performance on individual links, y is the vector of observed performance on
a set of end-to-end paths, and the routing matrix A = (Aij) encodes whether
link j belongs to path i, i.e.,
Aij =
{
1 if path i contains link j,
0 otherwise.
(2.2)
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Note that our definition of routing matrix applies to both one-way and round-
trip performance measurements. For round-trip measurements, the routing
matrix can work for asymmetric routes.
The above formulation applies to any additive performance metric, such
as delay or log{1− loss rate}. In the case of representing loss rate to additive
metric, we first represent a path by v ∈ {0, 1}m, where the jth entry vj is one
if link j is part of the path, and zero otherwise. Suppose link j drops packets
with probability lj; then the loss rate p of a path represented by v is given by
1− p =
n∏
j=1
(1− lj)vj (2.3)
We take logarithms on both sides of (2.3). Then by x with elements
xj = log (1− lj), we can rewrite (2.3) as follows:
log (1− p) =
n∑
j=1
yj log (1− lj) =
n∑
j=1
yjxj = y
Tx (2.4)
Let pi be the end-to-end loss rate of the ith path, and let y ∈ Rm be
a column vector with elements yi = log (1− pi). Then we can obtain the m
equations in form (2.4) as we did in 2.1. Therefore we can represent both
delay and loss rate in the same form.
Besides performance estimation, there is another type of tomography
problem, commonly referred to as traffic matrix estimation, which tries to infer
end-to-end traffic demands based on observed link loads. In this context, x is
the vector of unknown traffic demands, y is the vector of observed link loads.
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There has been considerable recent progress on traffic matrix estimation [65,
109, 110]. In this work, we only consider network performance inference, but
the framework and the techniques we develop can also be applied to traffic
matrix estimation. We plan to explore this direction in our future research.
Our goal is to estimate f(x), which is a function of link properties
x. One interesting example is f(x) = Ax. In this case, the quantity of
interest f(x) represents properties of all network paths. More specifically,
when x is link delay, f(x) is delay on all network paths. Another example
is f(x) = 1
m
[1, 1, ..., 1]1×mAx, which corresponds to a network-wide average
metric (e.g., f(x) is the network-wide average path delay, when x is link
delay).
In large-scale network measurement, it is too expensive to directly mea-
sure network properties on all paths. So the goal is to select only a small subset
of the paths to probe so that we can still accurately estimate the quantity of
interest. We formalize the path selection problem as follows.
Let P be the set of all network paths (|P | = m). Let L be the set
of links appearing on paths in P (|L| = n). The performance on paths in P
and the performance on links in L are related according to the linear system
y = Ax, where x is a length-n column vector, y is a length-m column vector,
and A is a m× n routing matrix.
For any subset S ⊆ P (with s = |S|), let AS be the s × n sub-matrix
of A formed by the s rows corresponding to those paths in S. Similarly, let
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yS be the sub-vector of y corresponding to the observed performance on those
paths in S. The experimental design problem is to select a subset of paths S
to probe such that we can estimate f(x) based on the observed performance
yS, AS, and thus the following linear system
yS = ASx, (2.5)
In this work, we consider the case when f(x) is a linear function
f(x) = Fx, (2.6)
where F is a given r × n matrix.
The other major aspect of network performance monitoring is network
inference. Its goal is to infer x based on AS and yS. The major challenge in
network inference is that the linear system yS = ASx is often under-determined
due to partial observations, and can thus have an infinite number of solutions.
2.2 Exact Reconstruction of Network Path Properties
In this section, we illustrate the analysis technique for exact reconstruc-
tion of path properties. In particular, we address its algebraic model, basic
static algorithms, scalability analysis, and evaluation.
2.2.1 Algebraic Model
In this section, we introduce an algebraic model of this work. We
expand our notations as described in Table 2.2, in addition to Table 2.1.
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Symbols Meanings
N number of end hosts on the overlay
t number of identifiable links
k ≤ n rank of A
li loss rate on ith link
pi loss rate on ith measurement path
xi log(1− li)
yi log(1− pi)
p loss rate along a path
N(A) null space of A
R(AT ) row(path) space of A (== range(AT ))
Table 2.2: Additional table of notations
Suppose an overlay network spans n IP links. Normally, the number
of paths m is much larger than the number of links n (see Fig. 2.1(a)). This
suggests that we could select n paths to monitor, use those measurements to
compute the link loss rate variables x, and infer the loss rates of the other
paths from (2.1).
(a) Ax = y (b) ASxA = yS
Figure 2.1: Matrix size representations.
However, as we discussed in Section 2.1, A is rank deficient: i.e., k =
rank(A) and k < n. If A is rank deficient, we will be unable to determine the
loss rate of some links from (2.1). These links are also called unidentifiable in
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network tomography literature [11].
Figure 2.2: Sample overlay network.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates how rank deficiency can occur. There are three end
hosts (A, B and C) on the overlay, three links (1, 2 and 3) and three paths
between the end hosts. We cannot uniquely solve x1 and x2 because links 1
and 2 always appear together. We know their sum, but not their difference.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the geometry of the linear system, with each variable
xi as a dimension. The vectors {α
[
1 −1 0]T} comprise N(A), the null space
of A. No information about the loss rates for these vectors is given by (2.1).
Meanwhile, there is an orthogonal row(path) space of A, R(AT ), which for this
example is a plane {α [1 1 0]T + β [0 0 1]T}. Unlike the null space, the
loss rate of any vector on the row space can be uniquely determined by (2.1).
To separate the identifiable and unidentifiable components of x, we
decompose x into x = xA+xN , where xA ∈ R(AT ) is its projection on the row
space and and xN ∈ N(A) is its projection on the null space (i.e., AxN = 0).
The decomposition of [x1 x2 x3]
T for the sample overlay is shown below.
xA =
(x1 + x2)
2

11
0

+ x3

00
1

 =

y1/2y1/2
y2

 (2.7)
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xN =
(x1 − x2)
2

 1−1
0

 (2.8)
Thus the vector xA can be uniquely identified, and contains all the
information we can know from (2.1) and the path measurements. The intuition
of our scheme is illustrated through virtual links in [15].
Because xA lies in the k-dimensional space R(A
T ), only k independent
equations of the m equations in (2.1) are needed to uniquely identify xA. We
measure these k paths to compute xA. Since y = Ax = AxA + AxN = AxA,
we can compute all elements of y from xA, and thus obtain the loss rate of all
other paths. Next, we present more detailed algorithms.
2.2.2 Basic Static Algorithms
The basic algorithms involve two steps. First, we select a basis set of k
paths to monitor. Such selection only needs to be done once at setup. Then,
based on continuous monitoring of the selected paths, we calculate and update
the loss rates of all other paths.
2.2.2.1 Measurement Paths Selection
To select k linearly independent paths from A, we use standard rank-
revealing decomposition techniques [38], and obtain the reduced system (Eq.
2.5) discussed in Section 2.1. where AS ∈ Rk×n and yS ∈ Rk consist of k rows
of A and y, respectively. The equation is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b) (compared
with Ax = y).
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As shown below, our algorithm is a variant of the QR decomposition
with column pivoting [38, p.223]. It incrementally builds a decomposition
ATS = QR, where Q ∈ Rn×k is a matrix with orthonormal columns and R ∈
R
k×k is upper triangular.
procedure SelectPath(A)
1 for every row(path) v in A do
2 Rˆ12 = R
−TASv
T = QT vT
3 Rˆ22 = ‖v‖2 − ‖Rˆ12‖2
4 if Rˆ22 6= 0 then
5 Select v as a measurement path
6 Update R =
[
R Rˆ12
0 Rˆ22
]
and AS =
[
AS
v
]
end if
end for
Figure 2.3: Path (row) selection algorithm
In general, the A matrix is very sparse; that is, there are only a few
nonzeros per row. We leverage this property for speedup. We further use
optimized routines from the LAPACK library [6] to implement row selection
algorithm so that it inspects several rows at a time. The complexity of row
selection algorithm is O(mk2), and the constant in the bound is modest. The
memory cost is roughly k2/2 single-precision floating point numbers for storing
the R factor. Notice that the path selection only needs to be executed once
for initial setup.
2.2.2.2 Path Loss Rate Calculations
To compute the path loss rates, we must find a solution to the underde-
termined linear system ASxA = yS. The vector yS comes from measurements
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of the paths. Zhang et al.report that path loss rates remain operationally
stable in the time scale of an hour [107], so these measurements need not be
taken simultaneously.
Given measured values for yS, we compute a solution xA using the QR
decomposition we constructed during measurement path selection [38, 26]. We
choose the unique solution xA with minimum possible norm by imposing the
constraint xA = A
T
Sz where z = R
−1R−TyS. Once we have xA, we can compute
y = AxA, and from there infer the loss rates of the unmeasured paths. The
complexity for this step is only O(k2). Thus we can update loss rate estimates
online.
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Figure 2.4: Regression of k in various functions of n under different router-level
topologies.
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2.2.3 Scalability Analysis
An overlay monitoring system is scalable only when the size of the
basis set, k, grows relatively slowly as a function of n. Given that the Internet
has moderate hierarchical structure [98, 34], we proved that the number of
end hosts is no less than half of the total number of nodes in the Internet.
Furthermore, we proved that when all the end hosts are on the overlay network,
k = O(N) [15].
But what about if only a small fraction of the end hosts are on the
overlay? Because A is an m by n matrix, k is bounded by the number of links
n. If the Internet topology is a strict hierarchy like a tree, n = O(N), thus k =
O(N). But if there is no hierarchy at all (e.g. a clique), k = O(N2) because all
the O(N2) paths are linearly independent. Tangmunarunkit et al.found that
the power-law degree Internet topology has moderate hierarchy [98]. It is our
conjecture that k = O(N logn).
In this section, we will show through linear regression on real topologies
that k is indeed bounded by O(N logN) for reasonably large N (e.g, 100). We
explain it based on the power-law degree distribution of the Internet topology
and the AS (Autonomous System) hierarchy.
We randomly select end hosts which have the least degree (i.e., leaf
nodes) to form an overlay network. We test by linear regression of k on O(N),
O(N logN), O(N1.25), O(N1.5), and O(N1.75). As shown in Fig. 2.4, results
are averaged over three runs with different random sets of end hosts. We
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find that O(N) regression has the least residual errors - actually k even grows
slower than O(N). Considering the simulated topological models not included
in this dissertation, we can conservatively say k = O(N logN).
Note that such trend still holds when the end hosts are sparsely dis-
tributed in the Internet, e.g., when each end host is in a different access net-
work. One extreme case is the “star” topology - each end host is connected
to the same center router via its own access network. In such a topology,
there are only N links. Thus k = O(N). Only topologies with very dense
connectivity, like a full clique, have k = O(N2). Those topologies have little
link sharing among the end-to-end paths.
The key observation is that when N is sufficiently large, such dense
connectivity is very unlikely to exist in the Internet because of the power-law
degree distribution. Tangmunarunkit et al.found that link usage, as measured
by the set of node pairs (source-destination pairs) whose traffic traverses the
link, also follows a power-law distribution, i.e., there is a very small number
of links that are on the shortest paths of the majority of node pairs. So there
is significant amount of link sharing among the paths, especially for backbone
links, customer links, and peering links.
Such link sharing can easily lead to rank deficiency of the path matrix
for overlay networks. As an example, consider an overlay within a single AS.
The AS with the largest number of links (exclusive of customer and peering
links) in [92] has 5,300 links. Even considering the coverage factor (55.6% as in
Table 2 of [92]), there are at most 9,600 links. Since there are N(N −1) paths
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among n nodes, link sharing must occur before N = 100; in fact, substantial
link sharing is likely to occur for even smaller N .
Now consider an overlay network that spans two ASes connected by
c customer/peering links, with N/2 nodes in one AS and N/2 nodes in the
other. The N2/2 cross-AS paths can be modelled as linear combination of
2c×N+2c virtual links - bi-directional links from each end host to its c peering
link routers, and c bi-directional peering links. Thus given c is normally much
less than N and can be viewed as a constant, only O(N) paths need to be
measured for the O(N2) cross-AS paths.
Now consider an overlay on multiple ASes. According to [96], there
are only 20 ASes (tier-1 providers) which form the dense core of the Internet.
These ASes are connected almost as a clique, while the rest of the ASes have
far less dense peering connectivity. So when the size of an overlay is reasonably
big (e.g., N > 100), the number of customer and peering links that cross-AS
paths traverse tends to grow much slower than O(N2). For example, a joining
end host may only add one customer link to the overlay topology, and share
the peering links that have been used by other end hosts. Meanwhile, only a
few nodes are needed in a single AS before link sharing occurs in paths within
an AS.
We believe this heavy sharing accounts for our empirical observation
that k = O(N) in a real router-level topology, and k grows at worst like
O(N logN) in several generated topologies. Note that the real 284,805-router
topology represents a fairly complete transit portion of the Internet [42]. In our
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analysis, we conservatively assume that there is only one end host connecting
to each edge router to reduce the possible path sharing, but we still find
k = O(N) when N > 100.
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2.3 Approximate Reconstruction of Network Path Prop-
erties
In this section, we illustrate a network measurement framework named
NetQuest which approximately reconstructs path properties. In the subse-
quent subsections, we describe design of experiments, inference algorithms,
and evaluation of NetQuest.
2.3.1 Design of Experiments
Network measurement, especially when conducted at large scale, re-
quires carefully designed measurement experiments. The design involves spec-
ifying all aspects of an experiment and choosing the values of variables that
can be controlled before the experiment starts. Making the design decisions is
challenging given the complexity involved in experiments. Manually making
all the design decisions is both time consuming and error prone. It is therefore
highly desirable to automate the design process and do so in a mathematically
sound manner. Not all aspects of experimental design are amenable to formal
mathematical treatment. Choosing the values for the control variables how-
ever can be expressed in a coherent mathematical framework through the use
of Bayesian experimental design, which has gained considerable popularity in
the past three decades. Below we first give a brief overview of Bayesian ex-
perimental design (see [13, 20] for a detailed review). We then put it into the
context of large-scale network measurement and demonstrate how the general
framework can be applied to meet common design requirements.
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2.3.1.1 Bayesian Experimental Design
The basic idea in experimental design is that one can improve the statis-
tical inference about the quantities of interest by properly choosing the values
of the control variables. This can be formally described in a Bayesian decision
theoretic framework as proposed by Lindley in 1972 [60, page 19 and 20]. Be-
low we first set up the framework using decision theoretic terminologies, and
then put it into the context of network performance monitoring.
As summarized in [13], Lindley’s framework is the following. Suppose
one wants to conduct an experiment on a system with unknown parameters
x drawn from parameter space X. Before the experiment, a design η must
be chosen from some set H. Through the experiment, data y from a sample
space Y will be observed. Based on y a terminal decision d will be chosen from
some set D. In the context of network performance monitoring, the terminal
decision d is an estimate of our quantity of interest f(x), where x is the vector
of unknown link performance. A design η refers to a set of paths, S, which we
choose to probe. Through the experiment, we observe end-to-end performance
on the set of paths in S: yS, which satisfies yS = ASx. Here AS is the routing
matrix formed by the set of rows corresponding to paths in S. So the goal is
to estimate f(x) based on the observed end-to-end performance on the set of
paths in S (i.e., yS). So the whole decision process consists of two parts: first
the selection of η (i.e., S, in our context), and then the choice of a terminal
decision d (i.e., an estimate of f(x), in our context). A general utility function
of the form U(d,x, η,y) is used to reflect the purpose of the experiment. For
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example, it may reflect the expected accuracy of an estimator for f(x) in the
context of network performance inference.
Bayesian experimental design suggests that a good solution to the ex-
perimental design problem is the design that maximizes the expected utility of
the best terminal decision. More formally, for a given design η, the expected
utility of the best terminal decision is
U(η) =
∫
Y
max
d∈D
∫
X
U(d,x, η,y) p(x|y, η) p(y|η)dxdy, (2.9)
where p(·) denotes a probability density function with respect to an appropri-
ate measure. Bayesian experimental design would then choose the design η∗
that maximizes the above U(η):
U(η∗) = max
η∈H
∫
Y
max
d∈D
∫
X
U(d,x, η,y)p(x|y, η)p(y|η)dxdy. (2.10)
1) Bayesian Designs for Path Selection
We now apply Bayesian experimental design to solve the path selection
problem. Different Bayesian designs can be obtained by choosing different
utility functions to assess the quality of individual designs. Below we introduce
two such designs: Bayesian A-optimal design and Bayesian D-optimal design.
Bayesian A-optimal design: For estimating f(x) = Fx, we can
use the squared error ‖Fx− Fxe‖22 = (Fx− Fxe)T (Fx− Fxe) to assess the
inaccuracy of an estimator Fxe. So a design η can be chosen to maximize the
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following expected utility
UA(η) = −
∫
(Fx− F xˆ)T (Fx− F xˆ)p(y,x|η)dxdy, (2.11)
where xˆ is the estimated x under the best decision rule d.
To derive an easy-to-use design criterion, we will assume a normal linear
system. Specifically, we assume that yS|x, σ2 ∼ ASx+N(0, σ2I), where σ2 is
the known variance for the zero mean Gaussian measurement noise, and I is the
identity matrix. Suppose the prior information is that x|σ2 is randomly drawn
from a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µ and covariance
matrix Σ = σ2R−1, where µ and matrix R are known a priori.
Let D(η) = (ATSAS +R)
−1. The Bayesian procedure yields
UA(η) = −σ2 tr{FD(η)F T}, (2.12)
where tr{M} (the trace of a matrixM) is defined as the sum of all the diagonal
elements of M .
Maximizing UA(η) thus reduces to minimizing the function
φA(η) = tr{FD(η)F T}, (2.13)
which is commonly referred to as the Bayesian A-optimality.
Bayesian D-optimal design: It is also common to replace the quadratic
error function in Bayesian A-optimality with an information-theoretic met-
ric. Specifically, one can choose a design that maximizes the expected gain
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in Shannon information or, equivalently, maximizes the expected Kullback-
Leibler distance between the posterior and the prior distributions:
∫
log
p(Fx|y, η)
p(Fx)
p(y,x|η)dxdy. (2.14)
Since the prior distribution of Fx does not depend on the design η,
maximizing (2.14) is equivalent to maximizing
UD(η) =
∫
log{p(Fx|y, η)}p(y,x|η)dxdy. (2.15)
Under a normal linear model, the Bayesian procedure yields
UD(η) = −n
2
log(2pi)− n
2
− 1
2
log det{FD(η)F T}, (2.16)
where det{M} denotes the determinant of a matrix M .
Maximizing UD(η) thus reduces to minimizing the function
φD(η) = det{FD(η)F T}, (2.17)
which we define as the Bayesian D-optimality.
One problem with (2.17) is that when rank(F ) < r (r is the number of
rows in F ), det{FD(η)F T} is always 0 and thus cannot distinguish different
designs. Our solution is to redefine
φD(η) = Πrank(F ){FD(η)F T}, (2.18)
where Πk{M} is the product of the k largest eigenvalues of M .
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It is often reasonable to require that a design η remains good under a
small perturbation to the function of interest: f(x) = Fx. As a result, if F
is not full-rank, we can perturb F slightly to make it full-rank. Therefore, we
only need to consider the case when rank(F ) = min(r, n). In this case, we can
simplify (2.18) into
φD(η) =
{
det{F TF} det{D(η)} if r ≥ n,
det{FD(η)F T} otherwise. (2.19)
Note that when r ≥ n, minimizing φD(η) reduces to minimizing det{D(η)}
or, equivalently, maximizing det{ATSAS +R}.
2) Search Algorithm
Once we have chosen a design criterion φ(η), the next step is to find
the optimal design η∗ = argminη φ(η). However, the problem of finding s rows
of A to minimize a given design criterion φ(η) is known to be NP -complete
and it is computationally infeasible to compute the optimal design exactly.
To address the issue, we search for a good design using a simple sequential
search algorithm. The algorithm starts with an empty initial design and then
sequentially adds rows to the design. During each iteration, it greedily selects
the row that results in the largest reduction in φ(η). The basic algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 2.5.
It is possible to further improve the design obtained by the sequential
search algorithm using an exchange algorithm (e.g., [35, 69, 66, 76]), which
tries to reduce φ(η) by iteratively exchanging paths. We have implemented
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1 S = ∅ // initialize the path set to be empty
2 for iter = 1 to s // s is the desired number of paths
3 for each path i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m} − S
4 // compute the new design criterion after adding path i
5 criteria[i] = φ(S ∪ {i})
6 end for
7 // select the path that minimizes the new design criterion
8 S = S ∪ {argmini criteria[i]}
9 end for
10 return S
Figure 2.5: Sequential path selection for Bayesian designs.
Fedorov’s exchange algorithm, which has been shown to yield the best perfor-
mance among many existing algorithms [76]. However, our experience suggests
that the additional path exchanges do not yield noticeable performance im-
provement in the context of network performance inference. So we disable the
exchange algorithm in the interest of efficiency.
3) Incremental Update of Design Criterion
For large-scale network measurement, it is essential for the search al-
gorithm to be highly efficient, because the design space is often very large due
to the quadratic growth in the number of network paths with respect to the
number of network nodes. The major bottleneck of the above search algo-
rithm is computing the new design criterion φ(S ∪ {i}) after adding a path
i (line 5 in Figure 2.5). Recall that both φA(η) and φD(η) are functions of
FD(η)F T = F (ATSAS + R)
−1F T . Given the size of (ATSAS + R) and F , it is
inefficient to compute φ(S ∪ {i}) from scratch due to the expensive matrix
inversion and matrix multiplication operations involved.
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In NetQuest, we significantly improve the efficiency of the search algo-
rithm by applying incremental methods to update the design criterion. With
such optimizations, NetQuest has successfully handled routing matrices A with
1,000,000 rows, 50,000 columns, and over 5,000,000 non-zero entries (corre-
sponding to paths among 1, 000 nodes). Below we present these incremental
update methods in detail.
Notations: Let S ′ = S ∪ {i}, M = ATSAS + R, M ′ = ATS′AS′ + R,
N = FM−1F T , N ′ = F (M ′)−1F T . With these notations, we have φA(S) =
tr{N}, φA(S ′) = tr{N ′}, φD(S) = det{N}, φD(S ′) = det{N ′}.
Incremental computation of φA(S ∪ {i}): Let aTi denote the i-th
row vector of A. It is easy to verify that M ′ =M + aia
T
i . That is, M
′ can be
derived from M using a rank-1 matrix update. We have the following result
from matrix algebra
(M ′)−1 = (M + aia
T
i )
−1 =M−1 − αuuT , (2.20)
where u =M−1ai, α = 1/(1 + a
T
i u).
Combine (2.20) with N = FM−1F T and N ′ = F (M ′)−1F T , we obtain
N ′ = N − α(Fu)(Fu)T . As a result, we have
tr{N ′} = tr{N} − tr{α(Fu)(Fu)T} = tr{N} − α ‖Fu‖22. (2.21)
Therefore, we can compute φA(S ∪ {i}) = tr{N ′} incrementally by
computing u =M−1ai, α = 1/(1 + a
T
i u), and ‖Fu‖22 (note that M−1 remains
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fixed for different i). These operations are much more efficient than matrix
inversion and matrix multiplication, which are required to compute φA(S∪{i})
from scratch.
Incremental computation of φD(S ∪ {i}): Let b =
√
α · Fu. We
have N ′ = N − bbT . Using results in matrix algebra, we have
(N ′)−1 = (N − bbT )−1 = N−1 + βvvT , (2.22)
det{N ′} = det{N − bbT} = 1
β
det{N}, (2.23)
where v = N−1b, and β = 1/(1− bTv).
Therefore, we can compute φD(S ∪ {i}) = det{N ′} incrementally by
computing v = N−1b, and β = 1/(1− bTv) (note that N−1 remains fixed for
different i). These operations are much more efficient than the matrix inversion
and matrix multiplication operations required for computing φD(S∪{i}) from
scratch.
Further optimization: With the above incremental update meth-
ods, we need to update M−1 and N−1 each time after a new path is added to
S (line 8 in Figure 2.5). This takes O(n2) operations using (2.20) and (2.22).
We can further improve efficiency by maintaining the Cholesky factorization
ofM and N (instead ofM−1 and N−1), which in general are much sparser and
thus more efficient to update incrementally. Note that the only use of M−1
and N−1 is to compute quantities u = M−1ai and v = N
−1b. We can com-
pute the same quantities using the Cholesky factorization. For example, if we
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write M = LLT , where L is the lower-triangular factorization of M , we have
u = (LT )−1(L−1ai), which can be computed efficiently using back-substitution
without inverting L and LT .
In NetQuest, we use LDL [25], a MATLAB package highly optimized
for incremental Cholesky factorization of sparse matrices. Our experience
suggests that the resulting algorithm achieves an order of magnitude speedup
over directly updating M−1 and N−1.
2.3.1.2 Flexibility
Our Bayesian experimental design framework is very flexible and can
accommodate common requirements in large-scale network measurement. Be-
low we cover three common scenarios.
Differentiated design: In large-scale network performance monitoring, dif-
ferent quantities of interest may not always have the same importance. For
example, a subset of paths may belong to a major customer and it is important
to monitor those paths more extensively than the other paths. We can accom-
modate such differentiated design requirement in Bayesian A-optimality by
assigning higher weights to those important rows of matrix F in the objective
function f(x) = Fx.
Augmented design: Augmented design is useful in large-scale network mea-
surement for several reasons. First, when some of the measurements in a
previous design failed, we do not want to design a new experiment completely
from scratch, but instead would like to leverage the data that we have already
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observed as much as possible. Second, augmented design can also be used to
design active measurement experiments that complement well with the exist-
ing passive measurement (i.e., the additional information gain is maximized).
Our design framework can naturally support the augmentation of a previous
design. Specifically, let S0 be the set of rows we obtain in the previous design.
We just need to redefine
D(η)=(ATS∪S0AS∪S0 +R)
−1=(ATSAS +R + A
T
S0AS0)
−1 (2.24)
where S ∩ S0 = ∅. We can then apply the Bayesian A-optimal and D-optimal
design criteria to find S, the set of additional paths to probe. In addition, we
also extend QR and SVD, which will be described in Section 2.3.1.3, to support
augmented design by excluding the paths with successful measurements and
applying SVD or QR to select a set of paths from the remaining rows.
Multi-user design: In large-scale network performance monitoring, there
may be multiple users who are interested in different parts of the network and
may have different functions of interest. We can support such scenarios by
using a linear combination of individual users’ design criteria as the overall
design criterion. Formally, given a set of users 1, 2, · · · , u, let φi(η) be the
preferred design criterion for each user i (which may depend on his/her interest:
fi(x) = Fix). We can then use φ(η) =
∑
i wiφi(η) as the combined design
criterion, where wi is the weight associated with user i. As a concrete example,
consider the case where Bayesian A-optimality is used by all the users. In this
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case, we have φi(η) = tr{FiD(η)F Ti }. We can show
φ(η) =
∑
i
witr{FiD(η)F Ti } = tr{FD(η)F T}, (2.25)
where F = vertcat{w1/2i Fi} is the vertical concatenation of matrices w1/2i Fi.
Therefore, the optimal design using the combined design criterion is equivalent
to the Bayesian A-optimal design for the combined function: f(x) = Fx. Note
that if a subset of users (U) share a common row in their Fi, this row will
appear as multiple rows in F . These rows can be merged into a single row
with a combined weight of (
∑
i∈U wi)
1/2. In the special case when wi = 1, the
combined weight is simply |U |1/2, i.e., the square root of the number of users
interested in the row.
Besides the above three common scenarios, our design framework can
easily incorporate other constraints in the design space (e.g., the maximum
amount of paths that one can probe at each monitoring site, and the number
of monitoring sites available). As part of our future work, we plan to further
investigate them in the context of specific network monitoring applications.
2.3.1.3 Non-Bayesian Designs
For performance comparison, we will also examine the following non-
Bayesian solutions to the path selection problem.
Rank based solution: In Section 2.2, we presented a linear algebraic ap-
proach to efficient monitoring of overlay paths. In the context, given N overlay
nodes, there are N(N − 1) different paths. So A has N(N − 1) rows. The
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quantity of interest is f(x) = Ax (i.e., the performance on all overlay paths).
Given the rank of matrix A, k, the solution is based on the observation that
any subset of k independent rows of A, denoted as AS, are sufficient to span
the space of A: {y ∈ Rm|∃x ∈ Rn s.t. y = Ax}. As a result, given the
measurements for paths corresponding to the rows in AS, one can reconstruct
the end-to-end performance on all paths exactly. As we have seen from Sec-
tion 2.2.3, k gives an upper bound on the number of paths that one needs to
probe.
SVD based solution: Chua et al. [18, 19] presented a statistical framework
for monitoring a linear summary of the end-to-end path performance. Their
quantity of interest is f(x) = `TAx, where ` is a weight vector. This is a
network-wide metric, e.g., average delay of all paths in a network. It is a
special case of the inference problem we study in this work.
Chua et al. observed that routing matrices encountered in practice gen-
erally show significant sharing of links between paths. As a result, A tends
to have small effective rank compared to their actual matrix rank. That is,
a small subset of eigenvalues of ATA tend to be much larger than the rest.
Based on the observation, Chua et al. proposed to select a subset of s paths
such that the corresponding rows span as much of R(A) as possible, where
R(A) is the subspace formed by all possible linear combinations of the rows in
A. Algorithmically, this problem is equivalent to the subset selection problem
in the field of computational linear algebra (see [40, Ch 12]). So [18] adapted
the method described in Algorithm 12.2.1 of [40, p. 574], which is based on the
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1 compute C such that Σ = CCT
2 compute SVD of AC: U∇V T = AC
3 extract the first s column vectors of U : Us = [u1u2 · · ·us]
4 compute the QR factorization with column pivoting on UTs :
QR = (Us[E, ·])T (E is a permutation vector for rows of Us)
5 return the first s elements of E: S = {e1, e2, · · · , es}
Figure 2.6: SVD based path selection algorithm
singular value decomposition (SVD). Subsequently in [19], Chua et al. extends
their algorithm to incorporate Σ, the covariance matrix of x. It assumes that
Σ is a diagonal matrix (but allows diagonal elements to be different). The
resulting algorithm is summarized in Figure 2.6.
Path selection under general link covariance Σ (e.g., when link per-
formance has spatial dependency) is left as an open problem in [19]. Our
Bayesian experimental design framework works for any link covariance ma-
trix, and therefore solves this problem.
QR based solution: The third alternative solution is directly based on QR
factorization with column pivoting. It is one of the two algorithms proposed
by Golub et al. [39] for selecting numerically independent rows/columns (the
other algorithm is the SVD based solution described above). As noted in [39],
the QR based solution is generally more efficient than the SVD based solution
and often achieves comparable performance. We extend the algorithm in [39]
to incorporate the link covariance matrix Σ when Σ is a diagonal matrix. The
resulting algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Summary: Rank based solution requires monitoring rank(A) number of
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1 compute C such that Σ = CCT
2 compute G = (AC)T
3 compute the QR factorization with column pivoting on G:
QR = G[·, E] (E is a permutation vector for columns of G)
4 return the first s elements of E: S = {e1, e2, · · · , es}
Figure 2.7: QR based path selection algorithm
paths, which can be expensive in large networks. SVD and QR based solutions
can monitor fewer paths at the cost of higher error. We further enhance the
flexibility of SVD and QR by extending them to support augmented design.
Nevertheless, as we will show, Bayesian experimental design can out-perform
the alternatives in the following regards: (i) it achieves higher accuracy when
monitoring the same number of paths as SVD and QR, (ii) it is scalable and
can be applied to networks of thousands of nodes, and (iii) it is flexible to
support diverse design requirements.
2.3.2 Inference Algorithms
The other major component to the NetQuest framework is network
inference, which reconstructs the quantities of interest x based on partial,
indirect observations y by solving (2.1). Since NetQuest selects only a small
number of measurement experiments to conduct, the number of observables
can be much smaller than the number of unknowns. Therefore, the linear
inverse problem in (2.1) is often under-determined. A lot of solutions have
been developed for under-determined linear inverse problems. As we noted in
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Notation Inference algorithm Section
MinL2 L2 norm minimization §2.3.2.1
MinL1 L1 norm minimization §2.3.2.2
Entropy Maximum Entropy Estimation §2.3.2.3
Table 2.3: Inference algorithms
[110], many such proposals solve the regularized least-squares problem
min
x
‖y− Ax‖22 + λ2J(x), (2.26)
where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the L2 norm, λ is a regularization parameter, and J(x)
is a penalization functional. Proposals of this kind have been used in a wide
range of fields, with considerable practical and theoretical success when the
data match the assumptions of the method, and the regularization functional
matches the properties of the estimand. See [44] for a general description of
regularization.
In this work, we compare the accuracy of several widely used inference
algorithms as summarized in Table 2.3. MinL2 andMinL1 can optionally in-
corporate the nonnegativity constraints: x ≥ 0, resulting in MinL2 nonNeg
and MinL1 nonNeg, respectively. The goal is to understand how combina-
tions of different experimental design methods and inference algorithms affect
the overall inference accuracy.
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2.3.2.1 L2 Norm Minimization
A common solution to (2.1) is L2 norm minimization, which corre-
sponds to (2.26) with J(x) = ‖x‖22.
min
x
‖y− Ax‖22 + λ2‖x‖22. (2.27)
If we have prior information that x is close to an initial solution µ, we
can replace ‖x‖2 with ‖x− µ‖2 in (2.27), resulting in
min
x
‖y− Ax‖22 + λ2‖x− µ‖22. (2.28)
(2.28) is also commonly referred to as the Tikhonov regularization [44].
It can be efficiently solved using standard solvers for linear least-squares prob-
lems. If desired, one can incorporate the nonnegativity constraints x ≥ 0 into
(2.28). The resulting nonnegative linear least-squares problem can be solved
using PDCO [85], a MATLAB package highly optimized for problems with
sparse matrices A.
2.3.2.2 L1 Norm Minimization
Another common solution to (2.1) is L1 norm minimization, which
corresponds to (2.26) with J(x) = ‖x‖1 (i.e., the L1 norm of x).
min
x
‖y− Ax‖22 + λ2‖x‖1. (2.29)
L1 norm minimization is often used in situations where x is sparse, i.e.,
x has only very few large elements and the other elements are all close to 0.
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This can happen, for instance, in loss inference, where most links have close
to 0 loss rate (and thus log{1 − loss rate} is close to 0). In such scenarios,
ideally one would like to find the sparsest solution to y = Ax by minimizing
the L0 norm ‖x‖0 (i.e., the number of nonzeros in x). But since the L0 norm is
not convex and is notoriously difficult to minimize, one often approximates L0
norm with an L1 norm. As shown in [29], the minimal L1 norm solution often
coincides with the sparsest solution for under-determined linear systems. We
have successfully applied L1 norm minimization to network anomaly inference
[108].
As in [108], we solve the following variant of (2.29)
min
x
‖y− Ax‖1 + λ‖x‖1. (2.30)
An advantage of (2.30) is that it can be cast into an equivalent Lin-
ear Programming (LP) problem, for which solutions are available even with
large-scale A, owing to modern interior-point LP methods. The LP formula-
tion also allows one to incorporate additional linear constraints, such as the
nonnegativity constraints x ≥ 0. Finally, if we have prior information that x
is close to an initial solution µ, we can replace ‖x‖1 with ‖x− µ‖1 in (2.30),
yielding
min
x
‖y − Ax‖1 + λ‖x− µ‖1. (2.31)
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2.3.2.3 Maximum Entropy Estimation
For inference under the nonnegativity constraints x ≥ 0, another com-
monly used solution is maximum entropy estimation, which uses the negative
entropy function as J(x) in (2.26).
min
x
‖y −Ax‖22 + λ2
∑
i
xi log xi, x ≥ 0. (2.32)
If we know x is close to an initial solution µ = [µ1µ2 · · ·µn]T , we can
instead minimize the relative entropy [23], resulting in
min
x
‖y− Ax‖22 + λ2
∑
i
xi log
xi
µi
, x ≥ 0. (2.33)
(2.33) can be efficiently solved by PDCO [85], which has been highly
optimized for sparse matrices A. We have successfully applied (2.33) in the
context of traffic matrix estimation [110].
2.3.3 Toolkit Development
We develop a toolkit on the PlanetLab [80] to measure and infer net-
work path properties. Our toolkit is programmed in MATLAB, Perl, and
C++, altogether with around 25,000 lines of code. The toolkit design is
based on master-slave model. The master accepts measurement requests from
users, designs measurement experiments, issues measurement commands to the
slaves, and collects and analyzes the results. The slaves accept measurement
commands from the master, conduct measurements, gather the results and
return them back to the master. While our current implementation is based
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Figure 2.8: Our toolkit architecture.
on one master and multiple slaves, our architecture is extensible to multiple
masters and multiple slaves.
As shown in Figure 2.8, the master consists of the following five mod-
ules: (i) controller, which accepts user measurement requests, schedules jobs,
and manages the other master modules, (ii) topology manager, which gener-
ates and maintains the routing matrix, (iii) experimenter, which applies one
of the experimental design algorithms in Section 2.3.1 to identify which paths
to probe, and issues measurement requests to the corresponding slave nodes,
(iv) analyzer, which applies one of the inference algorithms in Section 2.3.2
to infer the network performance based on the obtained measurement data,
and (v) communication module, which takes care of communication between
slaves and masters.
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Slave side of the toolkit accepts measurement commands both from
topology manager and experimenter. The request is queued at its scheduler,
and executed according to the specified frequency and duration. When a set
of measurement experiments has finished, the results are sent back to the
communication module of the master. For safety and convenience, we use
scriptroute [95] for conducting traceroute. The toolkit runs continuously to
measure and infer performance on the paths specified by the users.
2.3.4 Evaluation
2.3.4.1 Accuracy Metric
We quantify the inference accuracy using normalized mean absolute
error (MAE) , which is defined as
normalized MAE =
∑
i |inferredi − actuali|∑
i actuali
, (2.34)
where inferredi and actuali are the inferred and actual end-to-end perfor-
mance for path i. A lower value of normalized MAE indicates better accuracy.
Another set of metrics we use to quantify the accuracy of loss infer-
ence, are false positive rate (FP) and false negative rate (FN). We consider
a path is lossy if its loss rate is above a certain threshold. In our evalua-
tion, a path with over 2% loss rate is considered as lossy. False positive rate
refers to the fraction of paths that are inferred to be lossy but actually are
not lossy, i.e., Pr(inferred lossy |actual not lossy). False negative rate refers
to the fraction of paths that are inferred to be not lossy but are actually lossy,
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# nodes # overlay nodes # paths # links rank(A)
PlanetLab-RTT 2514 61 3657 5467 769
PlanetLab-Loss 1795 60 3270 4628 690
Table 2.4: Summary of PlanetLab traces used for evaluation.
i.e., Pr(inferred not lossy |actual lossy). As MAE, lower FN and FP indicate
higher accuracy.
2.3.4.2 Dataset Description
We evaluate our approach using both real traces and synthetic data.
Note that the real traces use round-trip performance measurements, whereas
the synthetic data use one-way performance measurements. The problem for-
mulation y = Ax works for both one-way and round-trip measurements.
PlanetLab traces: We collected RTT traces among PlanetLab using our
toolkit on Oct. 1, 2005 for 10 minutes, with a probing frequency of one probe
per second for every monitored path. We also collected loss traces on Planet-
Lab on Jan. 22, 2006 for 15 minutes, with a probing frequency of one probe per
300 milliseconds for every monitored path. Table 2.4 summarizes the traces,
where nodes include both end hosts and intermediate routers on the end-to-end
paths, and overlay nodes only include end hosts among which the end-to-end
performance needs to be monitored or estimated.
We construct routing matrix, A, using traceroute measurements. We
derive the actual RTT based on the mean over 60 probes in every 1-minute
interval, and derive the actual loss rates based on the mean over 300 probes
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in every 90-second interval. We use the following approach to derive the in-
ferred RTT and loss rates: for the paths that are monitored we assume we
know the true RTT and loss rates; for the un-monitored paths, we use the
inference algorithms described in Section 2.3.2 to infer based on the observed
performance of monitored paths. For each interval, we use normalized MAE
to quantify the inference error.
Rocketfuel topologies: We also evaluate the performance of NetQuest on
ISP topologies discovered by Rocketfuel [94, 93]. Specifically, we use two large
router-level ISP backbone topologies as our underlay topologies: Sprint (in
US), and Tiscali (in UK). Both topologies have been annotated with inferred
link weights and link latencies as described in [62]. For each underlay topology,
we randomly selected 60 routers to form an overlay. The route between two
overlay nodes is computed as the shortest path on the underlay (using the
inferred link weights). Table 2.5 summarizes the Rocketfuel topologies we use.
# nodes # overlay nodes # paths # links rank(A)
Rocketfuel-Sprint 315 60 3540 622 518
Rocketfuel-Tiscali 161 60 3540 398 286
Table 2.5: Summary of Rocketfuel topologies used for evaluation.
To evaluate loss inference, we assign a loss rate to each link in the
following way as in [78, 17, 112]. A fraction of links were classified as “good”,
and the rest as “bad”. The loss rate for a good link is picked uniformly at
random in the 0-1% range and that for a bad link is picked in the 5-10% range.
Once each link has been assigned a loss rate, we derive the true loss rate for
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each path. Then we use Bernoulli or Gilbert loss process at each path to derive
the observed loss rate. In the Bernoulli model, each packet is dropped with
a fixed probability determined by the loss rate of the path. In the Gilbert
case, the path moves between a good state and a bad state, where no packets
are dropped at the good state and all packets are dropped at the bad state.
Following [72, 78], we use 35% as the probability of remaining in the bad state.
The other state-transition probabilities are determined to match the average
loss rate with the loss rate assigned to the link. In both cases, the end-to-
end loss rate is computed based on the transmission of 10000 packets. Our
evaluation shows that the inference accuracy is similar under Bernoulli and
Gilbert loss models. So in the interest of brevity, we only show the results
from Gilbert loss models.
Synthetic power-law topologies: To further test the scalability of our ap-
proach, we generate large synthetic power-law network topologies using BRITE
topology generator [64]. Specifically, we generate two topologies using the
router-level Barabasi-Albert model in BRITE (which is configured to have
each new node connect to m = 2 existing nodes). Table 2.6 summarizes the
BRITE topologies we use. The BRITE topology generator assigns each link
with a delay based on its physical distance. We emphasize that we use large
BRITE topologies primarily for illustrating the scalability of our approach as
opposed to evaluating its performance in realistic scenarios. The PlanetLab
traces and Rocketfuel topologies are used to achieve the latter goal.
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# nodes # overlay nodes # paths # links rank(A)
Brite-n1000-o200 1000 200 39800 2883 2051
Brite-n5000-o600 5000 600 359400 14698 9729
Table 2.6: Summary of BRITE topologies used for evaluation.
2.3.4.3 Experimental Parameters
There are several parameters in Bayesian experimental design and net-
work inference. Below we present the values that we use for these parameters
in our evaluation.
Prior information for Bayesian experimental design (R): Recall that
the design criteria for both Bayesian A- and D-optimality are functions of
D(η) = (ASA
T
S+R)
−1. To estimate R, one needs to estimate both the variance
of the measurement noise (σ2) and the covariance matrix of the link perfor-
mance (Σ = σ2R−1) through network measurement. However, the estimation
of such second-order statistics in large-scale network measurement can be both
expensive and inaccurate (due to measurement artifacts and non-stationarities
in Internet path properties).
In NetQuest, we avoid such difficulties by setting R =  I, where  is
a small constant and I is the identity matrix. Our results suggest that this
simple choice of R yields designs that consistently out-perform the alternative
designs we considered (see Section 2.3.4.4). Moreover, the resulting design is
highly insensitive to the choice of . In our evaluation, we set  = 0.001, which
yields good results. Finally, note that a similar approach has been taken in
the literature of Bayesian super-saturated design [48].
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Prior information for network inference (µ): In this work, unless noted
otherwise, we assume no prior information about x. That is, we set µ = 0
(an all-0 vector) for L2 and L1 norm minimization (both with and without
nonnegativity constraints), and µ = 1 (an all-1 vector) for maximum entropy
estimation. Despite not using any prior information, our results show that
NetQuest can achieve high accuracy by probing only a small fraction of paths.
Regularization parameter (λ): Our experience [110, 108] suggests that the
inference algorithms are not sensitive to the choice of λ. In our evaluation, we
use λ = 0.01, which gives satisfactory results.
2.3.4.4 Basic Framework Evaluation Results
We first evaluate our basic measurement framework. Then we examine
its capability of supporting flexible design requirements. Finally we study the
effects of prior information.
In this section, we evaluate the two key components of our framework:
(i) inference algorithms, and (ii) design of experiments.
Comparison of Inference Algorithms
First, we compare the accuracy of different inference algorithms. We
use the A-optimal design criterion to determine which set of paths to monitor.
Figure 2.9 (a) and (b) show the error of inferring end-to-end delay and loss
rates as we vary the number of monitored paths. The x-value of the right most
point on each curve corresponds to the rank of the routing matrix.
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(a) Delay estimation in Planetlab-RTT. (b) Loss estimation in Planetlab-loss.
Figure 2.9: Comparison of inference algorithms for delay and loss estimation
using A-optimal design.
As shown in Figure 2.9 (a), different inference algorithms perform sim-
ilarly for delay inference. Moreover, as expected, the error decreases with an
increasing number of monitored paths.
As shown in Figure 2.9 (b), the performance difference between various
inference algorithms is larger for loss rate inference. The inference algorithms
that enforce nonnegativity constraints out-perform those that do not enforce
such constraints. In addition, the inference error under those algorithms with-
out nonnegativity constraints does not decrease with an increasing number of
monitored paths. Since loss rates take nonnegative values, intuitively enforc-
ing nonnegativity constraints should give better inference. In comparison, the
effect of nonnegativity constraints is much smaller for delay inference. This
is because all paths have delay larger than 0, so even without enforcing non-
negativity constraints most links are assigned positive delay. Finally, MinL1
consistently out-performs the other inference schemes. As described in Sec-
tion 2.3.2.2, MinL1 effectively maximizes the sparsity of link loss rate, which
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of experimental design schemes for estimating
network-wide delay using MinL2 inference algorithm.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of experimental design schemes for estimating
network-wide delay using MinL1 nonNeg inference algorithm.
matches well with the fact that few links on the Internet are lossy.
From the above results, in the rest of the chapter, unless noted other-
wise, we use MinL1 nonNeg for both delay and loss inference.
Comparison of Measurement Designs
Next we evaluate different algorithms for designing measurement ex-
periments. We consider inferring two types of quantities: network-wide per-
formance and individual path performance.
First, we begin by addresssing the inference of network-wide perfor-
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of experimental design schemes for per-path delay
inference using MinL1 nonNeg inference algorithm.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of experimental design schemes for per-path loss
inference using MinL1 nonNeg inference algorithm (simulation uses Gilbert
model).
mance. A global view of the performance aggregated over an entire network
is useful for a variety of reasons. It can be used for estimating a typical user
experience (as in the Internet End-to-end Performance Monitoring Project
(IEPM)), detecting anomalies, trouble-shooting, and optimizing performance.
The pioneering work in this area is done by Chua et al. [18, 19], which is based
on SVD.
We compare the Bayesian experimental designs with the other alterna-
tives for inferring network wide average delay. Here the quantity of interest is
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f(x) = 1
m
1Ax, where 1 is an all-1 row vector of length m. We use the Plan-
etLab traces to evaluate the performance under a realistic scenario, and use
simulated topologies to further test the scalability of our measurement design.
Figure 2.14 (a) compares different experimental design schemes when MinL2 is
used for inference, and Figure 2.14 (a) shows the results when MinL1 nonNeg
is used. As noted in Section 2.3.1.1, A-optimal and D-optimal designs are
identical for inferring network-wide average, so we only show the results of
A-optimal.
As shown Figure 2.14 (a), with the A-optimal design, the inference error
decays very fast – the error is within 15% by monitoring only within 2% paths
(e.g., 77 out of 3657 paths in PlanetLab-RTT) In comparison, the inference
error is 50% or higher (than A-optimal) when the same number of paths are
monitored under the other schemes. In addition, we observe that to achieve
within 10% inference error, the other schemes require monitoring 60% more
paths than A-optimal. Finally, as the number of monitored paths increases,
all the schemes converge to close to 0 inference error, since in this case there
are sufficient information to reconstruct the global network view. Random
selection converges slower because it does not ensure the selected paths are
linearly independent. Similar results are observed in Figure 2.14 (b) when the
inference algorithm changes to MinL1 nonNeg.
Second, we now address the inference of individual path performance.
Figure 2.12 compares different measurement design schemes for inferring indi-
vidual path delay. As we can see, the rank-based approach requires monitor-
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(a) MinL2 inference algorithm (b) MinL1 inference algorithm
Figure 2.14: Comparison of experimental designs for estimating network-wide
delay.
ing 286–786 paths, which is expensive. In comparison, the other approaches
can provide a smooth tradeoff between inference accuracy and measurement
overhead. Among them, A-optimal consistently performs the best, though
the benefit becomes smaller compared with network-wide performance infer-
ence. Note that D-optimal performs significantly worse than A-optimal, and
sometimes even worse than the other alternatives. This suggests that the
Kullback-Leibler distance tends to under-penalize estimation errors.
Figure 2.13 shows the absolute inference error in loss rate estimation.
A-optimal performs very close to the other schemes. The performance differ-
ence is much smaller than that of delay, because most links have close to zero
loss rate, and assigning links with zero loss rate (even without extensive net-
work monitoring) can achieve low average inference error. Note that when the
number of monitored paths is equal to the rank of the routing matrix, the error
is non-zero due to the sampling errors when assigning true loss rates in Rock-
etfuel topologies. Finally, we observe that D-optimal often performs worse
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Figure 2.15: False positive and false negative rates of per-path loss inference
using MinL1 nonNeg inference algorithm in PlanetLab-Loss.
than or similar to A-optimal. We observe similar results for Bernoulli loss
model and other topologies. So hereafter we will focus on Bayesian A-optimal
designs.
We further quantify the accuracy of loss estimation using false positive
and false negative rates. As shown in Figure 2.15(a) and (b), the average false
positive and false negative rates are within 5% and 22%, respectively, even
when the number of monitored paths is 10% of the rank of the routing matrix.
Moreover, we observe that both false positive and false negative rates decrease
as the number of monitored paths increases.
To illustrate the scalability of our approach, Figure 2.16 compares the
performance of different measurement design schemes on the large synthetic
BRITE topologies. Our results show that A-optimal is more scalable than
SVD and QR, both of which cannot handle Brite-n5000-o600, and fail to
run on Brite-n1000-o200 when the number of monitored paths exceeds 1200.
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of experimental design schemes for per-path delay
inference using MinL1 nonNeg inference algorithm on large BRITE topologies.
Therefore the SVD and QR curves in Figure 2.16(a) stop at 1200 monitored
paths, and Figure 2.16(b) only shows the results for Bayesian experimental
designs and random path selection for Brite-n5000-o600. In terms of accuracy,
A-optimal consistently outperforms the other design schemes.
Summary
In this section we evaluate our measurement framework. Our key find-
ings are:
• Design of measurement experiments is crucial for large-scale network
monitoring. A-optimal is effective in constructing measurement exper-
iments for inferring network-wide average delay. It can achieve 15%
inference error by monitoring only 2% paths. Moreover it is also com-
petitive for estimating individual path performance. Compared with the
existing approach, SVD, A-optimal achieves comparable accuracy for
estimating individual path properties and achieves higher accuracy in
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estimating network-wide average delay. In addition, A-optimal is much
more scalable than SVD, and can be applied to networks with thousands
of routers and end hosts. Furthermore, as we will show in the next sec-
tion, A-optimal design provides high flexibility, which is another major
advantage over the existing SVD approach.
• Our results show that the different inference algorithms under study
perform similarly for delay inference, whereas the algorithms that enforce
non-negativity constraints perform better for loss inference.
2.3.4.5 Flexibility of Measurement Design
In this section, we evaluate the flexibility of our measurement frame-
work by estimating delay on individual network paths in the PlanetLab-RTT
topology.
Differentiated Design First we examine the effectiveness of experimental
designs for providing differentiated treatment to a subset of paths. We apply
the technique described in Section 2.3.1.2 to achieve this goal. In our evalu-
ation, we randomly assign a subset of preferred paths with a weight varying
from 1 to 16, while fixing the weight on the remaining paths to 1. Figure 2.17
shows the inference error on both the preferred and the remaining paths when
we monitor 200 paths in PlanetLab-RTT topology and vary the number of
preferred paths from 20 to 160. We make the following observations. First,
as we would expect, the inference error on the preferred paths decreases with
an increasing weight. When the weight is 4 and higher, the inference error is
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Figure 2.17: Use differentiated design based on A-optimal design to provide a
higher resolution in estimating a subset of preferred paths in PlanetLab-RTT.
close to 0. This is because when the weight is high enough, the performance
of many preferred paths is either directly monitored or exactly reconstructed
from the monitored paths. Second, we observe that the inference error on
the remaining paths increases slightly, because as we pay more attention to
the preferred paths, the remaining paths are monitored less extensively. For
a similar reason, the inference error of the remaining paths tends to increase
slightly with an increasing number of preferred paths.
2.3.4.6 Augmented Design
Next we consider augmented design for supporting continuous moni-
toring. Our evaluation is based on the following scenario. Suppose we identify
a set of paths to monitor, and some of them fail to provide us measurement
data (e.g., due to software or hardware failures at monitor sites or at their
incoming/outgoing links). In this case, we need to identify the additional
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of augmented design schemes in PlanetLab-RTT.
measurements to conduct given that we have already obtained the measure-
ment results from the unfailed paths.
In our evaluation, we first use A-optimal to identify 100 paths to moni-
tor in PlanetLab-RTT. Then we vary the number of failed paths from 10 to 80,
and apply different augmented design algorithms to determine the additional
paths to monitor. Figure 2.18 shows the average inference error under differ-
ent schemes. As we can see, A-optimal yields the lowest error. Moreover, its
inference error is similar for a varying number of failed paths. In comparison,
the inference error of the other schemes tends to increase with an increasing
number of failed paths. This suggests that the A-optimal design is the most
effective in augmenting existing designs.
Multi-user Design Now we study the multi-user scenarios, where each user
is interested in a certain part of network. We compare the following design
schemes:
• Separate design and separate inference (sep./sep.): Each user individu-
ally determines the set of paths to monitor, and makes inference based
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solely on his/her own observations.
• Separate design and joint inference (sep./joint): This is an enhancement
of the previous version. Users still individually decide which paths to
monitor, but they make inference based on the observations made from
all users.
• Augmented design and joint inference (aug./joint): In the augmented
design, we first design measurement experiments for user 1, and then
apply the the augmented design (in Section 2.3.4.6) to construct mea-
surement experiments for user 2. We continue the process for all the
other users.
• Union design and joint inference (union/joint): In the union design, we
take a union of all the paths that are interesting to at least one user, and
then apply the (basic) measurement design.
• Joint design and joint inference (joint/joint): Unlike in the union design,
where all interesting paths are treated equally, in joint design we set a
path’s weight to be the square root of the number of users who are
interested in the path (see Section 2.3.1.2).
All the design algorithms can work in separate, augmented, and union
modes. In addition, A-optimal can also support joint design.
In our evaluation, we have 16 users, each interested in 50 paths. There
are a common set of paths that are interesting to all users. Figure 2.19(a) com-
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of different design modes in handling multi-user sce-
narios using PlanetLab-RTT, where all modes use the A-optimal design.
pares the A-optimal design in its various design modes for inferring individual
path delay as the number of common paths is varied from 0 to 40. The remain-
ing paths interesting to a user are randomly selected from all the non-common
paths. In the order of accuracy ranking, joint/joint > union/joint ≈ aug./joint
> sep./joint > sep./sep. In particular, sep./sep. incurs significantly higher er-
ror than the others, because in this case different users do not share their
observation. Enabling information sharing in sep./joint reduces the normal-
ized MAE by 0.2 or higher. A further reduction is achieved by incorporating
users’ interest into measurement design. Interestingly, augmented design per-
forms similarly to union design, even though the former is an online version of
the latter (i.e., the i-th user determines its measurement experiments without
considering the j-th user’s interest for j > i). The performance of joint/joint is
even better, and its benefit over separate design grows as the number of com-
mon paths increases. This is attributed to the fact that it not only incorporates
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of different design schemes using their best modes
on PlanetLab-RTT.
all users’ interest in designing measurement, but also it biases measurement
towards paths that interest more users. Figure 2.19(b) compares the inference
error as we vary the number of monitored paths. As before, joint/joint yields
the best performance among all the schemes. The performance gap is largest
with a small number of monitored paths. This suggests that experimental
design is especially important under tight measurement resource constraints.
Next we compare the performance across different design schemes. Fig-
ure 2.20 (a) and (b) show the inference error of various design schemes under
their best design modes. They all use joint inference. As they show, A-optimal
yields the lowest error, up to 80% lower than the alternatives.
Summary
To summarize, we demonstrate the flexibility of our measurement frame-
work using the real trace. Our results show that it can effectively support
differentiated design, augmented design, and joint design. Such capabilities
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Figure 2.21: Effects of the enhanced prior on PlanetLab-RTT.
are useful for a variety of network monitoring applications.
2.3.5 Effects of Prior Information
So far we assume no prior information about x. In our future work,
we plan to develop light-weight techniques to obtain better priors and thus
further improving the inference accuracy. As a first step, below we develop
a simple method for obtaining an enhanced prior. Specifically, we consider a
special form of prior whose elements are all equal: µ = z · 1 , where z is an
unknown, and 1 is an all-1 column vector of length n. We can estimate z by
solving an over-determined least-squares problem: y = Aµ = (A1 )z, yielding
z = (A1)
T y
‖A1‖22
. Intuitively, the resulting prior µ = (A1)
T y
‖A1‖22
· 1 estimates the average
link performance. An advantage of this method is that it is extremely simple
and requires no extra measurement.
Figure 2.21 shows the accuracy of delay inference for different mea-
surement design schemes using the above enhanced prior. Compared with
Figure 2.12(a), we make the following observations. First, the enhanced prior
improves the inference accuracy for all measurement design schemes. It re-
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duces the normalized MAE by up to 0.07 (or about 25%). The improvement
is largest when the number of monitored paths is small. This is because the
enhanced prior information is most helpful to compensate for incomplete mon-
itoring information. In comparison, with extensive monitoring we can accu-
rately estimate performance even without prior. Second, the relative ranking
of different design schemes remains the same as before. A-optimal design
continues to yield the highest accuracy.
On the other hand, the enhanced prior only yields very little accuracy
improvement for loss inference (results omitted in the interest of brevity). This
is not surprising, because most links have very low loss rate, making µ = 0 a
good prior.
2.4 Summary of Network Property Inference
In this chapter, we develop two path performance measurement and
analysis schemes: exact reconstruction of path performance and approximate
reconstruction. In the former, we propose a scalable algorithm to overlay
network monitoring which provides an upper-bound guarantee of amount of
active probing for full reconstruction of path properties.
In the latter, we build a framework that leverages powerful tools de-
veloped in the field of Bayesian experimental design. The framework is highly
scalable and can design measurement experiments that span thousands of
routers and end hosts. It also is flexible to accommodate a variety of design
objectives from different administrative entities.
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Chapter 3
Scalable and Accurate Social Network
Analysis
A social network [103] is a social structure modeled as a graph, in
which nodes represent people or other entities embedded in a social context,
and edges represent specific types of interdependency among entities, such
as values, visions, ideas, financial exchange, friendship, kinship, dislike, con-
flict, or trade. Understanding the nature and evolution of social networks has
important applications in a number of fields such as sociology, anthropology,
biology, economics, information science, and computer science.
Traditionally, studies of social networks often focus on relatively small
social networks (e.g., [56, 57] examine co-authorship networks with about 5000
nodes). Recently, however, social networks have gained tremendous popularity
in the cyber space. Online social networks such as MySpace [70], Facebook
[32] and YouTube [105] have each attracted tens of millions of visitors every
month [77] and are now among the most popular sites on the Web [3]. The
wide variety of online social networks and the vast amount of rich information
available in these networks represent an unprecedented research opportunity
for understanding the nature and evolution of social networks at massive scale.
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A central concept in the computational analysis of social networks is
proximity measure, which quantifies the closeness or similarity between nodes
in a social network. Proximity measure lies at the heart of many important
applications, ranging from viral marketing to evolutionary study of human
networks. Given its importance, a variety of proximity measures have been
proposed. The simplest proximity measures are based on either the shortest
graph distance or the maximum information flow between two nodes. One can
also define proximity measures based on node neighborhoods (e.g., the number
of common neighbors). Finally, several more sophisticated proximity measures
involve infinite sums over the ensemble of all paths between two nodes (e.g.,
Katz measure [49], rooted PageRank [56, 57], and escape probability [99]).
Compared with more direct proximity measures such as shortest graph dis-
tances and numbers of shared neighbors, path-ensemble based proximity mea-
sures incorporate more information about the underlying social structure and
have been shown to be more effective in social networks with thousands of
nodes [56, 57, 99].
Unfortunately, the explosive growth of online social networks imposes
significant challenges on proximity estimation. First, online social networks
are typically massive in scale. For example, MySpace has over 400 million
user accounts [71], and Facebook has reportedly over 120 million active users
world wide [33]. As a result, many proximity measures that are highly effective
in relatively small social networks (e.g., the classic Katz measure [49]) become
computationally prohibitive in large online social networks with millions of
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nodes [84]. Second, online social networks are often highly dynamic, with
hundreds of thousands of new nodes and millions of edges added daily. In
such fast-evolving social networks, it is challenging to compute up-to-date
proximity measures in a timely fashion.
In this chapter, we address the above challenges by presenting two
scalable and flexible proximity approximation techniques to approximate a
large family of path-ensemble based proximity measures.
Scalable Proximity Inversion.
We first present scalable proximity inversion [87], our initial progress
on approximating a restricted sub-family of path ensemble based proximity
measures on social networks with millions of nodes. We present our techniques
applied to a large family of commonly used proximity measures, which includes
the aforementioned Katz measure [49], as well as rooted PageRank [56, 57] and
escape probability [99].
Clustered Spectral Graph Embedding.
While Scalable Proximity Inversion makes significant progress in ap-
proximating proximity measures that form low-rank matrices, there is still
room for improvement to handle proximity measures without low-rankness.
As a follow-up of Scalable Proximity Inversion, we propose Clustered Spectral
Graph Embedding(CSGE) [91], which dramatically improve the accuracy and
scalability of proximity estimation over Proximity Embedding and Proximity
Sketch. Clustered spectral graph embedding embeds the original highly sparse
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but massive social graph into a dense but much smaller graph. The embedded
graph captures the essential clustering and spectral structure of the original
graph, and allows a wide range of analysis tasks to be performed in an effi-
cient and accurate fashion. The technique is also flexible, and can naturally
support incremental update and parallel/distributed computation, which is
essential for social networks that are highly dynamic and/or decentralized.
We use three large real-world social network datasets (LiveJournal [61],
Flickr [36] and MySpace [70] with up to 2 million nodes and 90 million links)
to experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. In particu-
lar, we evaluate its accuracy, scalability and flexibility in the context of three
important social network analysis tasks: (i) proximity estimation (i.e., ap-
proximating well-known proximity measures proposed in the literature), (ii)
missing link inference (i.e., inferring the locations of unobserved links based
on observed links), and (iii) link prediction (i.e., predicting which node pairs
will become connected based on past snapshots of the social network).
In the context of proximity estimation, our new techniques results in
nearly an order of magnitude speedup over the state-of-the-art proximity es-
timation techniques [88]. More importantly, with the same memory require-
ment, our technique is able to create approximations when the rank is an order
of magnitude higher than previous methods. As a result, our technique results
in dramatic improvement on the approximation accuracy of proximity mea-
sures, such as rooted PageRank and escape probability, which are not low-rank
and thus cannot be approximated accurately by previous methods. In the con-
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text of missing link inference, our technique results in several-fold reduction in
the false positive rate subject to the same false negative rate. In the context
of link prediction, our technique yields a novel supervised proximity measure
that significantly improves the link prediction accuracy. These results clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness and the practical values of our approach.
3.1 Problem Formulation
A social network is denoted as a graphG = (V,E), where V = {1, 2, . . . , |V|}
is a set of vertices, and E = {eij | i, j ∈ V} is a set of edges. In particular, if
there is an edge between vertex i and vertex j, then eij denotes the weight of
this edge. The adjacency matrix A of the graph G is an m ×m matrix with
m = |V|:
aij = A[i, j] =
{
eij , if there is an edge between i and j,
0, otherwise.
Below we formally define some of the most commonly used proximity
measures and show that all of them can be efficiently estimated by solving a
subproblem, the proximity inversion problem.
3.1.1 Proximity measures
Proximity measures are important for many social network applica-
tions. Most proposed proximity measures can be divided into two broad cat-
egories: (1) direct measures that are based on shortest graph distances or the
maximum information flow between two nodes or node neighborhood, e.g.,
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common neighbors; and (2) more sophisticated measures that include infinite
sums over ensembles of all paths between two nodes, e.g., Katz measure [49],
rooted PageRank [57], and escape probability [99]. It has been shown that
the path-ensemble based proximity measures capture much more information
about the underlying network compared to the direct measures and are gen-
erally more effective for various tasks [57, 99]. Now, we define the proximity
measures mentioned above.
Common neighbors. Let Ni be the neighbor set of vertices i. Then, the
common neighbors proximity measure is
Pcn[i, j] = |Ni ∩Nj |.
If the number of common neighbors is high between vertices i and j, then it
is more likely they will get connected. For an unweighted graph (i.e., eij = 1
for all edges), the common neighbor for all vertex pairs is simply given by
Pcn = A
2.
Katz measure. Let p
(k)
ij denote the number of paths of length k between
vertices i and j. Then, the Katz measure is
Pkz[i, j] =
∞∑
k=1
βkp
(k)
ij ,
where β < 1 is a damping parameter. A high value of the Katz measure
between two vertices signifies a stronger relationship. Using the adjacency
matrix A, we may write the Katz measure for all vertex pairs simultaneously
as
Pkz =
∞∑
k=1
βkAk = (I − βA)−1 − I,
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where I is an identity matrix.
Rooted PageRank. The rooted PageRank measure is the stationary proba-
bility that vertex j returns to vertex i in a random walk with a probability α
that j jumps to i in each step, and with a probability 1− α that the process
continues to a random neighbor. Let D be the diagonal degree matrix given
by D[i, i] =
∑
j A[i, j]. Let T = D
−1/2AD−1/2 be the normalized adjacency
matrix. The stationary probability of the rooted PageRank for all vertex pairs
is given by
Prpr = (1− α)(I − αD−1A)−1 = (1− α)D−1/2(I − αT )−1D1/2
= (1− α)D−1/2
( ∞∑
k=0
αkT k
)
D1/2.
Escape probability. The escape probability is the probability in a random
walk that vertex i will visit the vertex j before it returns to i. The measure is
given by
Pep[i, j] = f(Prpr, i, j),
where the function f is defined as
f(P, i, j) =
(1− α)P [i, j]
P [i, i]P [j, j]− P [i, j]P [j, i] . (3.1)
The proximity inversion problem. From the above discussions, it is evi-
dent that the key to estimating all three path-ensemble based proximity mea-
sures is to efficiently compute elements of the following matrix inverse:
P
4
= (I − γM)−1 =
∞∑
`=0
γ`M ` (3.2)
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where M is a sparse nonnegative matrix with millions of rows and columns,
I is an identity matrix of the same size, and γ ≥ 0 is a damping factor (e.g.,
γ == β in Katz, and γ == α in rooted PageRank and escape probability).
We term this common subproblem the proximity inversion problem.
3.2 Scalable Proximity Inversion
As a first step towards scalable and flexible proximity approximation,
we propose Scalable Proximity Inversion [87]. The key challenge in solving
the proximity inversion problem (i.e., computing elements of matrix P = (I−
γM)−1) is that whileM is a sparse matrix, P is a dense matrix with millions of
rows and columns. It is thus computationally prohibitive to compute and/or
store the entire P matrix. To address the challenge, we first develop two
novel dimensionality reduction techniques to approximate elements of P =
(I − γM)−1 based on a static snapshot of M : proximity sketch and proximity
embedding.
3.2.1 Preparation
We first present an algorithm to approximate the sum of a subset of
rows or columns of P = (I − γM)−1 efficiently and accurately. We use this
algorithm as a basic building block in both proximity sketch and proximity
embedding.
Algorithm. Suppose we want to compute the sum of a subset of columns:
∑
i∈S P [∗, i], where S is a set of column indices. We first construct an indicator
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column vector v such that v[i] = 1 for ∀i ∈ S and v[j] = 0 for ∀j 6∈ S. The
sum of columns
∑
i∈S P [∗, i] is simply P v and can be approximated as:
P v = (I − γM)−1 v =
∞∑
`=0
γ`M ` v ≈
`max∑
`=0
γ`M ` v (3.3)
where `max bounds the maximum length of the paths over which the summation
is performed.
Similarly, to compute the sum of a subset of rows
∑
i∈S P [i, ∗], we first
construct an indicator row vector u such that u[i] = 1 for ∀i ∈ S and u[j] = 0
for ∀j 6∈ S. We then approximate the sum of rows ∑i∈S P [i, ∗] = uP as:
uP = u (I − γM)−1 =
∞∑
`=0
γ`uM ` ≈
`max∑
`=0
γ`uM ` (3.4)
In one extreme where S contains all the column indices, we can compute
the sum of all columns in P . This is useful for computing the PageRank (which
is the average of all columns in the RPR matrix). In the other extreme where
S contains only one element, we can efficiently approximate a single row or
column of P .
Complexity. Suppose M is an m-by-m matrix with n non-zeros. Comput-
ing the product of sparse matrix M and a dense vector v takes O(n) time
by exploiting the sparseness of M . So it takes O(n · `max) time to compute
{M `v | ` = 1, . . . , `max} and approximate Pv. Note that the time complexity
is independent of the size of the subset S. The complexity for computing uP
is identical.
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Estimate P[x,y] by taking the min upper bound in all H hash tables
k
S [x,g (y)]k
+=P[x,y]
So S  [x,g (y)] gives an upper bound on P[x,y]
P[x,y]
P[x,y] is hashed into entry S  [x,g (y)] in each hash table S  (k=1, ..., H)
Sk
k
m x mP
k
k
k
k
Figure 3.1: Proximity sketch
Note however that the above approximation algorithm is not efficient
for estimating individual elements of P . In particular, even if we only want
a single element P [x, y], we have to compute either a complete row P [x, ∗]
or a complete column P [∗, y] in order to obtain an estimate of P [x, y]. So
we only apply the above technique for preprocessing. We will develop several
techniques in the rest of this section to estimate individual elements of P
efficiently.
Benefits of truncation. We achieve two key benefits by truncating the
infinite expansion
∑∞
`=0 γ
`M ` to form a finite expansion
∑`max
`=0 γ
`M `. First,
we completely eliminate the influence of paths with length above `max on the
resulting sums. This is desirable because as pointed out in [56, 57], proximity
measures that are unable to limit the influence of overly lengthy paths tend
to perform poorly for link prediction. Second, we ensure that
∑`max
`=0 γ
`M `
is always finite, whereas elements of
∑∞
`=0 γ
`M ` may reach infinity when the
damping factor γ is not small enough.
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3.2.2 Proximity Sketch
Our first dimensionality reduction technique, proximity sketch, exploits
the mice-elephant phenomenon that frequently arises in matrix P in practice,
i.e., most elements in P are tiny (i.e., mice) but few elements are huge (i.e.,
elephants).
Algorithm. Figure 3.1 shows the data structure for our proximity sketch,
which consists of H hash tables: S1, · · · , SH . Each Sk is a 2-dimensional array
with m rows and c m columns. A column hash function gk : {1, · · · , m} →
{1, · · · , c} is used to hash each element in Pm×m (P [x, y]) into an element
in S
k m×c (Sk[x, gk(y)]). We ensure that different hash functions gk(·) (k =
1, · · · , H) are two-wise independent. In each Sk, each element P [x, y] is added
to entry Sk[x, gk(y)]. Thus,
Sk[a, b] =
∑
y: gk(y)=b
P [a, y] (3.5)
Note that each column of Sk: Sk[∗, b] =
∑
y:gk(y)=b
P [∗, y] can be computed
efficiently as described in Section 3.2.1.
Since P is a nonnegative matrix, for any x, y ∈ V and any k ∈ [1, H ],
Sk[x, gk(y)] is an upper bound for P [x, y] according to Eq. 3.5. We can there-
fore estimate P [x, y] by taking the minimum upper bound in all H hash tables
in O(H) time. That is:
Pˆ [x, y] = min
k
Sk[x, gk(y)] (3.6)
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Probabilistic accuracy guarantee. Our proximity sketch effectively sum-
marizes each row of P : P [x, ∗] using a count-min sketch [21]: {Sk[x, ∗] | k =
1, · · · , H}. As a result, we provide the same probabilistic accuracy guarantee
as the count-min sketch, which is summarized in the following theorem (see
[21] for detailed proof).
Theorem 1. With H = dln1
δ
e hash tables, each with c = d e

e columns, the
estimate Pˆ [x, y] guarantees: (i) P [x, y] ≤ Pˆ [x, y]; and (ii) with probability at
least 1− δ, Pˆ [x, y] ≤ P [x, y] +  ·∑z P [x, z].
Therefore, as long as P [x, y] is much larger than  ·∑z P [x, z], the
relative error of Pˆ [x, y] is small with high probability.
Extension. If desired, we can further reduce the space requirement of prox-
imity sketch by aggregating the rows of Sk (at the cost of lower accuracy).
Specifically, we associate each Sk with a row hash function fk(·). We then
compute
Rk[a, b] =
∑
x: fk(x)=a
Sk[x, b] (3.7)
and store {Rk} (instead of {Sk}) as the final proximity sketch. Clearly, we
have Rk[a, b] =
∑
x: fk(x)=a
∑
y: gk(y)=b
P [x, y]. For any x, y ∈ V , we can then
estimate P [x, y] as
Pˆ [x, y] = min
k
Rk[fk(x), gk(y)] (3.8)
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3.2.3 Proximity Embedding
Our second dimensionality reduction technique, proximity embedding,
applies matrix factorization to approximate P as the product of two rank-r
factor matrices U and V :
Pm×m ≈ Um×r · Vr×m (3.9)
In this way, with O(2mr) total state for factor matrices U and V , we can
approximate any P [x, y] in O(r) time as:
Pˆ [x, y] =
r∑
k=1
U [x, k] · V [k, y] (3.10)
Our technique is motivated by recent research on embedding network
distance (e.g., end-to-end round-trip time) into low-dimensional space (e.g.,
[75, 58, 97, 63]). Note however that proximity is the opposite of distance
— the lower the distance the higher the proximity. As a result, techniques
effective for distance embedding do not necessarily work well for proximity
embedding.
Algorithm. As shown in Figure 3.2(a), our goal is to derive the two rank-r
factor matrices U and V based on only a subset of rows P [L, ∗] and columns
P [∗, L], where L is a set of indices (which we term the landmark set). We
achieve this goal by taking the following five steps:
1. Randomly select a subset of ` nodes as the landmark set L. The probability
for a node i to be included in L is proportional to the PageRank of node i
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(b) factorize P[L,L] to get U[L,*], V[*,L]
(c) obtain U from P[*,L] and V[*,L]
(d) obtain V from P[L,*] and U[L,*]
     by only computing a subset of rows P[L,*] and columns P[*,L]
(a) goal: approximate P as the product of two rank−r matrices U, V
*
U[
L,*
]
V[*,L]
P[L,L] P[L,*]
P[*,L]
Figure 3.2: Proximity embedding
in the underlying graph1. Note that the PageRank for all the nodes can be
precomputed efficiently using the finite expansion method in Section 3.2.1.
2. Compute sub-matrices P [L, ∗] and P [∗, L] efficiently by computing each
row P [i, ∗] and each column P [∗, i] (i ∈ L) separately as described in
Section 3.2.1.
3. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), apply singular value decomposition (SVD) to
obtain the best rank-r approximation of P [L,L]:
P [L,L] ≈ U [L, ∗] · V [∗, L] (3.11)
1We also consider uniform landmark selection, but it yields worse accuracy than PageR-
ank based landmark selection (see Section 4.3).
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4. Our goal is to find U and V such that U · V is a good approximation of P .
As a result, U ·V [∗, L] should be a good approximation of P [∗, L]. We can
therefore find U such that U ·V [∗, L] best approximates sub-matrix P [∗, L]
in least-squares sense (shown in Figure 3.2(c)). Given the use of SVD in
step 3, the best U is simply
U = P [∗, L] · V [∗, L]T · (V [∗, L] · V [∗, L]T )−1 (3.12)
5. Similarly, find V such that U [L, ∗]·V best approximates sub-matrix P [L, ∗]
in least-squares sense (shown in Figure 3.2(d)), which is simply
V = (U [L, ∗]T · U [L, ∗])−1 · U [L, ∗]T · P [L, ∗] (3.13)
Accuracy. Unlike proximity sketch, proximity embedding does not pro-
vide any provable data-independent accuracy guarantee. However, as a data-
adaptive dimensionality reduction technique, when matrix P is in fact low-rank
(i.e., having good low-rank approximations), proximity embedding has the po-
tential to achieve even better accuracy than proximity sketch. Our empirical
results in Section 4.3 suggest that this is indeed the case for the Katz measure.
3.2.4 Evaluation
3.2.4.1 Dataset Description
We carry out our evaluation on five popular online social networks:
Digg [28], Flickr [36], LiveJournal [61], MySpace [70], and YouTube [105].
For comparison, we also examine the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia [104].
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Snapshot # of Conn- # of # of Added Asymmetric
Network Date ected Nodes Links Links Link Fraction
Digg 9/15/2008 535,071 4,432,726 –
10/25/2008 567,771 4,813,668 656,478 58.3%
11/10/2008 567,771 4,941,401 175,958
Flickr 3/01/2007 1,932,735 26,702,209 –
4/15/2007 2,172,692 30,393,940 3,691,731 37.8%
5/18/2007 2,172,692 32,399,243 2,005,303
Live- 11/13/2008 1,769,493 61,488,262 –
Journal 12/05/2008 1,769,543 61,921,736 1,566,059 28.3%
1/30/2009 1,769,543 62,843,995 3,093,064
MySpace 12/11/2008 2,128,945 89,138,628 –
1/11/2009 2,137,773 90,629,452 1,845,898 0%
2/14/2009 2,137,773 89,341,780 696,016
YouTube 4/30/2007 2,012,280 9,762,825 –
6/15/2007 2,532,050 13,017,064 3,254,239 0%
7/23/2007 2,532,050 15,337,226 2,320,162
Wikipedia 9/30/2006 1,636,961 28,950,137 –
12/31/2006 1,758,323 33,974,708 5,024,571 83.1%
4/06/2007 1,758,323 38,349,329 4,374,621
Table 3.1: Dataset summary
For each network, we conduct three crawls and make three snapshots of the
network. Table 3.6 summarizes the characteristics of the three snapshots for
each of the networks. Note that, for the purpose of link prediction, we only use
connected nodes (i.e., nodes with at least one incoming or outgoing friendship
link), rather than considering all the crawled nodes. Another point to note is
that since link prediction implies that based on one snapshot of the network, we
predict the new links that are formed in the next snapshot, the same set of users
should appear in two consecutive snapshots. Hence, for a growing network, the
number of users appearing in the last snapshot that we create may be less than
the total number of users (to match the previous snapshot). Lastly, although
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there can be both link additions and deletions between two snapshots, since
the goal of link prediction is to predict those that get added, we explicitly show
the number of added links between two consecutive snapshots in Table 3.6.
Accuracy metrics. We quantify the estimation error using two different met-
rics: (i) Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) (defined as
P
i |esti−actuali|P
i actuali
),
and (ii) Relative Error (defined as |esti−actuali|
actuali
), where esti and actuali denote
the estimated and actual values of the proximity measure for node pair i,
respectively.
Since it is expensive to compute the actual proximity measures over all
the data points, we randomly sample 100,000 data points by first randomly
selecting 200 rows from the proximity matrix and then selecting 500 elements
from each of these rows. We then compute errors for these 100,000 data points.
In the subsequent parts, we evaluate the accuracy and scalability of
Proximity Embedding and Proximity Sketch using the aforementioned six
datasets. We present results for Katz and RPR (defined in Section 3.1.1).
The accuracy for escape probability (EP) is similar to RPR (due to their close
relationship in Eq. 3.1) and is omitted in the interest of brevity.
3.2.4.2 Accuracy Evaluation of Proximity Embedding
We first evaluate the accuracy of Proximity Embedding in estimating
Katz and RPR.
Parameter settings. Throughout our evaluation, we use a damping factor
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of β = 0.05, `max = 6, and 1600 landmarks unless otherwise specified. We
also vary these parameters to understand their impact. By default, we select
landmarks based on the PageRank of each node. Specifically, we first compute
PageRank for each node and normalize the sum of PageRank of all nodes to 1.
We then use the normalized PageRank as the probability of assigning a node
as a landmark. In this way, nodes with high PageRank values are more likely
to become landmarks. For comparison, we also examine the performance of
uniform landmark selection, which selects landmarks uniformly at random.
Estimating large Katz values. Table 3.2(a) shows the accuracy of proxim-
ity embedding in estimating Katz values larger than 1%, 0.1% and 0% of their
corresponding row sums in the Katz matrix. As we can see, for elements larger
than 0, the NMAE is low (the largest one is 0.0212 for YouTube). In com-
parison, for elements larger than 1% and 0.1% of the row sums, the NMAE is
often larger (e.g., the corresponding values for LiveJournal are 0.98 and 0.25).
Manual inspection suggests that many Katz values larger than 1% of row sum
involve a direct link between two nodes in an isolated island of the network
that cannot reach any landmarks. For such node pairs, the proximity embed-
ding yields an estimate of 0, thus seriously inflating the NMAE. Fortunately,
large Katz values are quite rare in each row. As a result, the NMAE is low
when we consider all elements in the Katz matrix.
Estimating large Rooted PageRank values. Table 3.3(a) shows the ac-
curacy of proximity embedding in estimating Rooted PageRank values larger
than 1%, 0.1%, and 0% of their corresponding row sums in the RPR matrix.
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Threshold for Large Katz Values
Network 1% row sum 0.1% row sum 0% row sum
Digg 0.0562 0.0650 0.0002
Flickr 0.2177 0.2505 0.0001
LiveJournal 0.9872 0.2516 0.0122
MySpace 0.0532 0.0650 0.0002
YouTube 0.0074 0.0054 0.0212
Wikipedia 0.0039 0.0001 0.0027
(a) NMAE of proximity embedding
Threshold for Large Katz Values
Network 1% row sum 0.1% row sum 0% row sum
Digg 0.0001 0.3209 211.5
Flickr 0.0048 0.0293 1116.3
LiveJournal 0.0012 0.0113 1383.2
MySpace 0.0041 0.0360 1451.1
YouTube 0.0495 0.3769 1141.3
Wikipedia 0.0114 0.2645 647.3
(b) NMAE of proximity sketch
Table 3.2: Comparing proximity embedding and proximity sketch in estimat-
ing large Katz values.
We observe that the NMAE for RPR is much larger than the NMAE for Katz.
To understand why proximity embedding performs well on Katz but
not on RPR, we plot the fraction of total variance captured by the best
rank-k approximation to the inter-landmark proximity matrices Katz[L,L] and
RPR[L,L] in Figure 3.3, where L is the set of landmarks. Note that the best
rank-k approximation to a matrix can be easily computed through the use of
singular value decomposition (SVD). The smaller the number of dimensions
(i.e., k) it takes to capture most variance of the matrix, the lower the “in-
trinsic” dimensionality the matrix has. As we can see, for LiveJournal, even
3 dimensions can capture over 99% variance for Katz, whereas it takes 1580
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Threshold for Large RPR Values
Network 1% row sum 0.1% row sum 0% row sum
Digg 0.6662 2.0008 0.7933
Flickr 0.7285 1.6385 1.0000
LiveJournal 1.4491 7.2752 0.9980
MySpace 1.0916 6.6324 0.9984
YouTube 0.7068 1.1952 1.0635
Wikipedia 1.4429 5.7987 0.7208
(a) NMAE of proximity embedding
Threshold for Large RPR Values
Network 1% row sum 0.1% row sum 0% row sum
Digg 0.0031 0.0247 131.8
Flickr 0.0006 0.0019 717.6
LiveJournal 0.0042 0.0296 500.2
MySpace 0.0038 0.0269 853.0
YouTube 0.0019 0.0110 486.3
Wikipedia 0.0046 0.0265 619.7
(b) NMAE of proximity sketch
Table 3.3: Comparing proximity embedding and proximity sketch in estimat-
ing large RPR values.
dimensions to achieve similar approximation accuracy for rooted PageRank.
This indicates that the RPR matrix is not low-rank, whereas the Katz matrix
exhibits low-rank property, which makes proximity embedding work well.
Relative errors. Figure 3.4 further plots the CDF of relative errors using
60 dimensions. We take top 1%, 5%, and 10% of the randomly selected data
points and generate the CDF for each of the selections. In all datasets, we
observe that the relative errors are smaller for elements with larger values.
This is desirable because larger elements play a more important role in many
applications and are thus more important to estimate accurately.
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3.2.4.3 Accuracy Evaluation of Proximity Sketch
Now we evaluate the accuracy of proximity sketch. We use H = 3 hash
tables and c = 1600 columns in each table.
Estimating large Katz values. Table 3.2(b) shows the NMAE of proximity
sketch in estimating Katz values larger than 1%, 0.1%, and 0% of row sum.
Comparing Table 3.2(a) and (b), we observe that proximity sketch generally
performs better than proximity embedding for large values (i.e., greater than
1% of row sums), and performs worse for small values (i.e., greater than 0.1%
and 0 of row sums). This is consistent with our expectation, since proximity
sketch is designed to approximate large elements. This also suggests that
the two algorithms are complimentary and we can potentially have a hybrid
algorithm that chooses the results among the two algorithms based on the
magnitude of the estimated values.
Estimating large Rooted PageRank values. Table 3.3(b) shows the
NMAE of proximity sketch in estimating RPR. As for Katz, proximity sketch
yields lower error than proximity embedding for large elements (i.e., larger
than 1%, and 0.1% of row sums) and higher error for small elements (i.e.,
larger than 0). This confirms that proximity sketch is effective in estimating
large elements.
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Dataset proximity embedding proximity sketch Common neighbor Shortest path distance
Job type Preprocess Query Preprocess Query Query Query
Sample type Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg
Digg 1.08hrs 0.1µs 0.1µs 1.16hrs 0.3µs 0.2µs 15.0µs 12.0µs 149.2µs 132.5µs
Flickr 4.26hrs 47.9µs 11.8µs 4.88hrs 45.2µs 32.5µs 478.9µs 118.0µs 3111.1µs 1720.4µs
LiveJournal 8.29hrs 14.6µs 13.7µs 8.71hrs 15.1µs 13.4µs 546.2µs 137.5µs 9976.8µs 2416.7µs
MySpace 4.92hrs 58.8µs 84.1µs 9.85hrs 62.0µs 88.5µs 1588.1µs 841.8µs 50273.3µs 41473.2µs
YouTube 2.27hrs 25.1µs 20.6µs 4.67hrs 32.4µs 35.6µs 251.6µs 206.4µs 3727.5µs 1029.9µs
Wikipedia 3.30hrs 0.5µs 0.2µs 3.75hrs 0.6µs 0.2µs 54.0µs 24.0µs 1377.9µs 374.6µs
Table 3.4: Computation time of proximity embedding, proximity sketch, com-
mon neighbor and shortest path distance.
3.2.4.4 Scalability
Table 3.4 shows computation time for Proximity Embedding and Prox-
imity Sketch compared with that of common neighbor (e.g., # of common
friends in the graph), and graph distance (e.g., the shortest path distance).
The measurements are taken on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.33GHz machine with
4GB memory running Ubuntu Linux kernel v2.6.24. We explicitly distinguish
the query time for positive and negative samples – A node pair 〈A,B〉 is con-
sidered a positive sample if there is a friendship link from A to B; otherwise
it is considered a negative sample.
We make several observations. First, the query time of both prox-
imity embedding and proximity sketch is small, even smaller than common
neighbor and graph distance, which are traditionally considered much cheaper
operations than computing Katz. Second, the preprocessing of proximity em-
bedding and proximity sketch increases linearly with the number of links in
the dataset. As the preprocessing can be done in parallel, we use the Condor
system [31] for datasets with a large number of links. Running preprocessing
step simultaneously from 150 machines, we observe that the total preprocess-
ing time goes down to less than 30 minutes, even for large networks such as
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MySpace and LiveJournal. Furthermore, the pre-processing only needs to be
done periodically (e.g., once every few days). For symmetric networks, such
as MySpace and YouTube, proximity embedding only needs to compute either
P [L, ∗] or P [∗, L], reducing the preparation time to half of that of proximity
sketch. These results demonstrate the scalability of our approaches.
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(f) Wikipedia
Figure 3.3: Fraction of total variance captured by the best rank-k approxima-
tion to inter-landmark proximity matrices Katz[L,L] and RPR[L,L].
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(f) Wikipedia
Figure 3.4: Relative errors for top 1%, 5%, and 10% largest values (Katz
measure, β = 0.05, 1600 landmarks, and 60 dimensions).
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3.3 Clustered Spectral Graph Embedding
3.3.1 Proposed Methodology
In this section, we describe our proposed clustered spectral graph embed-
ding algorithm beginning by formalizing the following preliminary concepts.
Graph Embedding
Let A be an m × m adjacency matrix of a graph. For simplicity, we
assume that A is symmetric. In section 3.3.1.3 we will show how to extend the
presented concepts to non-symmetric adjacency matrices. A graph embedding
can be mathematically formalized as the decomposition
Am×m ≈ Um×rLr×rUTm×r = ULUT, (3.14)
where U is anm×r orthonormal matrix (i.e., UTU = Ir is an identity matrix),
and L is an r× r matrix. U represents a basis for the embedding subspace and
L represents the embedded adjacency matrix of the original graph. Since U is
orthonormal, (Eq. 3.14) can be applied to approximate any matrix power Ak
by
Ak ≈ (ULUT)k = ULkUT. (3.15)
As a special case, with k = 2, we get the frequently used common neighbor
proximity measure Pcn = A
2 ≈ UL2UT. Many functions defined on A can be
approximated using a sum of matrix powers through the Taylor series expan-
sion. Using (Eq. 3.15) we can approximate these functions with corresponding
functions on L. This can significantly reduce the computational cost because
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r  m and most of the calculations will involve the r× r matrix L instead of
the m ×m matrix A. For example, using (Eq. 3.14) and (Eq. 3.15), we can
approximate the Katz measure as
Pkz ≈
∞∑
k=1
βkULkUT = U
(
(Ir − βL)−1 − Ir
)
UT.
Spectral graph embedding
The best rank-r approximation of A is given by the r-dimensional spec-
tral graph embedding (SGE)
A ≈ UΛUT, (3.16)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with the r largest (in magnitude) eigenvalues
of A, and U contains the corresponding eigenvectors. Figure 3.6(a) shows a
pictorial illustration of the spectral graph embedding.
Over the past several decades, eigen decomposition and spectral graph
embedding have been the primary research tool for achieving dimensionality
reduction on large matrices and graphs. Although there are computationally
efficient algorithms [52, 51] to compute the spectral embedding of large sparse
matrices, they are still quite expensive on massive social networks with million
of nodes. As a result, spectral graph embedding can only afford to work with
relatively small r, which may not capture sufficient social/network structure
for very large social networks and thus yields poor approximation accuracy
(see Section 4.3).
Graph clustering
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A key step in the methods we will propose is to cluster or partition
a graph. Given a graph G = (V,E) there are various objective functions
that measure the quality of the clustering, e.g., ratio cut [43] and normal-
ized cut [86]. Although the graph clustering objectives are NP-hard problems
[101], there are several efficient clustering algorithms that often produce good
quality partitioning of a graph, e.g., Graclus [27], METIS [2], “modularity”
optimization [10], and power iteration clustering [59].
Assume that we have a clustering of G(V,E) into c disjoint clusters
specified by the vertex sets Vi, i = 1, . . . , c, i.e.,
⋃c
i=1 Vi = V and Vi ∩ Vj = ∅
for all i 6= j. Let mi = |Vi|. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
the vertices in V1, . . . ,Vc are in a strictly increasing order. Then the adjacency
matrix A will have the following form
A =


A11 · · · A1c
...
. . .
...
Ac1 · · · Acc

 , (3.17)
where each diagonal block Aii is an mi ×mi matrix, that can be considered
as a local adjacency matrix for cluster i. The off-diagonal blocks Aij (i 6= j)
are mi × mj matrices that contain the set of edges incident on vertices be-
longing to different clusters. In an ideal scenario, with perfect clustering, the
off-diagonal blocks will not contain any edges, thus Aij = 0, and the graph
will have c connected components. On the other hand, in the more general
scenario of A comprised of a single connected component with a clear cluster-
ing structure, a naive approximation of the original graph could be obtained
through its diagonal blocks A ≈ diag(A11, . . . , Acc). By further introducing
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low-rank approximations Aii ≈ ViΛiV Ti , we have
A ≈ diag(V1Λ1V T1 , . . . , VcΛcV Tc ).
3.3.1.1 Basic algorithm
Our proposed method, clustered spectral graph embedding improves
the efficiency and accuracy of approximating various proximity measures by
effectively combining clustering with spectral graph embedding. Recall that
A is the adjacency matrix of a graph. We will assume that the graph has
been partitioned into c clusters and that the vertices are ordered so that the
diagonal blocks Aii, i = 1, · · · , c, correspond to the local adjacency matrices
for the different clusters as in (Eq. 3.17). Since the block partitioning of A
is obtained through clustering of the graph, it follows that most of the edges
are within the diagonal blocks. Only a small fraction of the edges are between
clusters and are consequently located in the off-diagonal blocks. Figure 3.5
shows a typical sparsity pattern of an adjacency matrix after a clustering step.
In this particular case, we have clustered the graph into c = 10 clusters and
80% of the edges are within the diagonal blocks. Computing the best rank-
ri approximations through the spectral graph embedding for every cluster
(diagonal block), we get
Aii ≈ ViΛiV Ti , i = 1, . . . , c, (3.18)
where Λi is a diagonal matrix and contains the ri largest eigenvalues of Aii (in
magnitude), and Vi is an orthonormal matrix with the corresponding eigen-
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Figure 3.5: Sparsity pattern of an adjacency matrix with c = 10 clusters. 80%
edges are within diagonal blocks.
vectors. Due to the orthonormality of Vi it follows that the matrix
V = diag(V1, . . . , Vc)
is also orthonormal. We can now use this block-diagonal matrix V to obtain
a graph embedding for the entire adjacency matrix A. The graph embedding
may be written as A ≈ V SV T. Since V is orthonormal, it follows that the
optimal S, in least squares sense, is
S = V TAV =


S11 · · · S1c
...
. . .
...
Sc1 · · · Scc

 ,
where Sij = V
T
i AijVj, for i, j = 1, . . . , c. Using (Eq. 3.18) we can verify that
Sii = Λi are diagonal. The off-diagonal blocks Sij, on the other hand, capture
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(a) Regular SGE (b) CSGE
Figure 3.6: Illustration of the regular SGE A ≈ UΛUT and CSGE A ≈ V SV T
in (Eq. 3.19) with c = 3 clusters.
interactions between different clusters. We obtain the following approximation
A ≈ V SV T = (3.19)
diag(V1, . . . , Vc)


S11 · · · S1c
...
. . .
...
Sc1 · · · Scc

 diag(V1, . . . , Vc)T,
which we denote as the clustered spectral graph embedding (CSGE). For exam-
ple, with c = 3 we can write
A ≈

V1 0 00 V2 0
0 0 V3



S11 S12 S13S21 S22 S23
S31 S32 S33



V1 0 00 V2 0
0 0 V3


T
.
Figure 3.6 shows an illustration of the SGE compared to the CSGE. In anal-
ogy to the terminology for spectral graph embedding, we will denote V =
diag(V1, · · · , Vc) as a basis for the clustered embedding subspace, and S as the
embedded adjacency matrix for CSGE. Note that with c = 1, CSGE becomes
the regular SGE.
3.3.1.2 Advantages
Compared with the rank-r SGE A ≈ UΛUT, the CSGE A ≈ V SV T
from (Eq. 3.19) can achieve much higher accuracy while using a comparable
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amount of memory. CSGE is also computationally more efficient. To simplify
the discussion for the CSGE we will use r-dimensional graph embeddings for
each cluster Aii (i.e., ri = r).
Memory usage of the final embedding.
From the block-diagonal structure of V , we immediately observe that
we have a cr-dimensional embedding in the CSGE, while only an r-dimensional
embedding in the SGE. Thus, there are c times more columns in Vm×cr than
in Um×r. However, Vm×cr has exactly the same O(mr) memory usage as Um×r,
since we only store the diagonal blocks Vi, and not the off-diagonal blocks,
which are all zeros (see Figure 3.6). Comparing the embedded adjacency
matrices S from the CSGE and Λ from the SGE, we see that the cr × cr
matrix S is larger and dense, while the Λ is r × r and diagonal. Therefore,
CSGE uses O(mr + c2r2) total memory and SGE uses O(mr + r). For large
graphs with millions of vertices, the memory complexity is dominated by U
or V because we have m  r and m  cr. For example, in the LiveJournal
dataset m = 1, 770, 961. With (typical values) r = 100 and c = 50, S accounts
for only 12% of the total memory usage of CSGE. As shown in Section 3.3.1.3,
we can further reduce the memory usage of S through another embedding. So
the total memory usage of CSGE is comparable to that of SGE.
Memory usage for deriving the embedding.
With state-of-the-art algorithms for computing a small number of eigen-
vectors of a large and sparse matrix (e.g., [52, 53]), the SGE has a memory
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complexity of O(m(r + p)), where p is a user specified parameter and usually
p ≈ r. Smaller p requires less memory but the convergence becomes slower,
and vice versa. For the CSGE, the approximation of the different clusters is
independent of each other. These computations can be done using the entire
memory available. Since the size of each cluster mi = |Vi| may be orders of
magnitude smaller than m =
∑c
i=1mi, we can compute the per-cluster spec-
tral graph embedding with a much larger dimension than otherwise possible.
For example, when c = 10, the average cluster size would be about m/10.
Allowing the CSGE to fully utilize the entire memory space would increase
the maximum computable dimensions from r to 10r.
Computational efficiency.
The time complexity for computing the CSGE or the SGE is dominated
by the cost of eigendecomposition. State-of-the-art algorithms (e.g., [52, 53])
for sparse eigendecomposition are typically iterative algorithms. The time
complexity for each iteration scales linearly with respect to the number of
non-zeros in the input matrix, whereas the number of iterations required to
achieve convergence depends on the gap between adjacent eigenvalues. For
example, it typically takes many more iterations to decompose the normalized
adjacency matrix T = D−1/2AD−1/2 than the original adjacency matrix A
because eigenvalues of T are more evenly distributed.
It is easy to see that the number of non-zeros in the global adjacency
matrix A is larger than the total number of non-zeros in all the per-cluster
adjacency matrices Aii. Hence, the per-iteration cost for decomposing A is
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higher than the total per-iteration cost for decomposing all the Aii. In addi-
tion, our experience suggests that it often takes a larger number of iterations
for the global eigendecomposition to converge. As a result, it is often much
faster to compute many r-dimensional graph embeddings of smaller matrices
Aii than a single r-dimensional graph embedding computation of a large A.
Our experimental results in Section 4.3 show that even after including the
initial clustering time of the graph as well as the computation time for S, the
CSGE is still much faster than the SGE. In the specific case when the normal-
ized adjacency matrix T is used, CSGE is an order of magnitude faster than
SGE. Moreover, with parallel/distributed computation of clusters detailed in
Section 3.3.1.3, we can further improve the timing efficiency of CSGE.
Accuracy
An important consequence of explicitly focusing on each cluster of the
network is that using the same amount of memory the CSGE yields a signifi-
cantly smaller residual than the residual for the regular SGE, i.e.,
‖A− V SV T‖F < ‖A− UΛUT‖F ,
where ‖X‖F =
√∑
ij X[i, j]
2 is the Frobenius norm ofX. Recall that the SGE
is optimal with respect to the dimension of the embedding (or with respect
to the rank in the approximation), but in terms of memory consumption the
CSGE gives significantly better embedding (see Section 4.3).
The accuracy benefit of CSGE is most significant when we are able to
transform (using permutations) a given adjacency matrix so that most of the
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non-zeros are contained within the diagonal blocks. This property is closely
related to a graph forming good clusters. Many (if not most) real-world graphs
and social networks exhibit this property of forming reasonably good clusters
[54, 55]. This is certainly the case for the datasets we have considered in this
work.
Interestingly, even if the original graph does not form good clusters or
if the clustering algorithm performs poorly, clustered graph embedding can
still achieve lower residual error than the regular SGE. The following theorem
establishes this guarantee for the special case with c = 2 clusters.
Theorem 2. Let A ≈ UΛUT be the r-dimensional SGE. Split U into any two
parts UT = [UT1 U
T
2 ]. Let Ui = QiRi be the QR decomposition [41] of Ui,
where Qi is orthonormal (i.e., Q
T
i Qi = Ir) and Ri is upper triangular. Let
V = diag(Q1, Q2) and let S = V
TAV . We have
‖A− V SV T‖F ≤ ‖A− UΛUT‖F .
Proof. Through simple matrix calculation, we have:
UΛUT =
[
U1 0
0 U2
] [
Λ Λ
Λ Λ
] [
U1 0
0 U2
]T
=
[
Q1 0
0 Q2
] [
R1ΛR
T
1 R1ΛR
T
2
R2ΛR
T
1 R2ΛR
T
2
] [
Q1 0
0 Q2
]T
4
= V Λ¯V T.
It is evident that V is orthonormal. So S = V TAV is an optimal solution to
minS ‖A− V SV T‖F . As a result, we have ‖A− V SV T‖F ≤ ‖A− V Λ¯V T‖F =
‖A− UΛUT‖F .
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The above theorem can be easily generalized to the case with c > 2
clusters. Therefore, under any arbitrary clustering of the original graph, there
always exists a clustered graph embedding that has lower residual error than
the regular SGE.
3.3.1.3 Extensions
The basic CSGE algorithm can be further extended to support (i) asym-
metric adjacency matrices, (ii) further embedding of the embedded adjacency
matrix, (iii) incremental updates, and (iv) parallel/distributed computation.
Asymmetric adjacency matrices. There are two possible strategies to cope
with an asymmetric adjacency matrix A.
• When the fraction of asymmetric edges (i.e., vertex pairs (i, j) such that
A[i, j] 6= A[j, i]) is not high, we can simply derive the basis of the clustered
embedding subspace (i.e., the V matrix) using a symmetrized version of
A, e.g., Asym =
1
2
(A + AT) or Asym = max(A,A
T). We can then capture
the asymmetry of A by solving minS ‖A− V SV T‖F , yielding S = V TAV .
• Alternatively, we can apply singular value decomposition [41] to compute
the best rank-ri approximation for every cluster (diagonal block), yielding
Aii ≈ UiΣiV Ti , i = 1, . . . , c,
where Σi is a diagonal matrix containing the ri largest singular values of
Aii, Ui and Vi are orthonormal matrices with the corresponding left and
right singular vectors, respectively. Due to the orthonormality of Ui and Vi,
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U
4
= diag(U1, . . . , Uc) and V
4
= diag(V1, . . . , Vc) are also orthonormal. We
can then use the block-diagonal matrices U and V to obtain an asymmetric
clustered graph embedding for the entire adjacency matrix A written as
A ≈ USV T. The optimal S, in least squares sense, is
S = UTAV =


S11 · · · S1c
...
. . .
...
Sc1 · · · Scc

 ,
where Sij = U
T
i AijVj , for i, j = 1, . . . , c. The asymmetric graph embedding
A ≈ USV T has properties very similar to the symmetric graph embedding.
For example, it can be applied to efficiently approximate matrix powers
Ak ≈ (USV T)k = U(SV TU)k−1SV T.
Further embedding. With a large number of clusters, and larger ranks in
the approximations, the size of S could become too large. To reduce memory
usage, we can further compute the SGE of the embedded adjacency matrix
S. That is, we further approximate S by keeping the largest eigenvalues (in
magnitude), i.e., S ≈ Q¯Λ¯Q¯T, where Λ¯ contains the largest eigenvalues of S and
Q¯ contains the corresponding eigenvectors. The combined approximation is
then A ≈ V Q¯Λ¯QTV T. Note that we can directly derive the SGE S ≈ Q¯Λ¯Q¯T
without having to first compute the dense matrix S (which requires extra
computation and memory). All we need is to treat S = V TAV as an operator
acting on a vector. Thus, for a given vector v we compute Sv = (V TAV )v =
V T(A(V v)). Since V is block diagonal, and A is sparse, computing matrix-
vector products with both V and A is efficient. State-of-the-art algorithms
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for sparse eigendecomposition (e.g., [52, 53]) can then efficiently compute the
SGE S ≈ Q¯Λ¯Q¯T using such matrix-vector products.
Incremental updates. As many social networks are highly dynamic, it is
desirable to cheaply update the graph embedding equation A ≈ V SV T under
the new adjacency matrix A′ = A + ∆A when ∆A has only few non-zero
elements. A simple strategy is to keep V stable while updating S with
S ′ = V TA′V = V T(A+∆A)V
= S + V T∆AV
4
= S +∆S, (3.20)
where ∆S = V
T∆AV contains the updates to S and can be efficiently computed
due to the sparsity of ∆A. The embedding for the new adjacency matrix A
′ is
then A′ ≈ V S ′V T.
Parallel/distributed computation. CSGE is naturally suited for paral-
lel/distributed computation. For example, consider the email exchange graph
of a large corporation, which may consist of a number of organizations. Instead
of requiring a separate clustering step, we can directly partition users based
on their natural organizational boundaries. Each organization (i.e., cluster) i
can then derive Vi locally based on its internal email exchange subgraph Aii
according to Aii ≈ ViΛiV Ti . Each pair of organizations i and j can jointly
compute the block Sij of the embedded adjacency matrix S based on their Vi,
Vj and the inter-organization email exchange subgraph Aij, which can again
be locally monitored. The ability to support parallel/distributed computation
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can further improve efficiency in parallel/distributed computational environ-
ments.
3.3.2 Applications
In this section, we show how to utilize CSGE and SGE in three impor-
tant social network analysis tasks: proximity estimation, missing link infer-
ence, and link prediction.
3.3.2.1 Proximity estimation
In Section 3.1.1 we defined four proximity measures: common neigh-
bors, Katz measure, rooted PageRank, and escape probability. Each of these
proximity measures will be computed or approximated using three different ap-
proaches: (i) direct computation; (ii) approximation using the spectral graph
embedding A ≈ UΛUT from (Eq. 3.16); and (iii) approximation using the
clustered spectral graph embedding A ≈ V SV T from (Eq. 3.19). We obtain
12 different proximity measures as summarized in Table 3.5. Note that follow-
ing [88], the summation for the Katz measures are truncated to only include
kmax = 6 terms, i.e., at most length-kmax paths are taken into account. The
truncation is necessary in order to compute the real proximity measures that
do not use any graph embedding [88], which is used as the ground truth for
accuracy evaluation. In the rooted PageRank measures, we truncate the sum-
mation to only include kmax = 20 terms and we have the spectral and the clus-
tered spectral graph embeddings T
4
= D−1/2AD−1/2 ≈ U¯Λ¯U¯T and T ≈ V¯ S¯V¯ T,
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respectively. Finally, the escape probability measures are computed from the
rooted PageRank measures using the function f defined in (Eq. 3.1).
Abbreviation Method name Definition
cn Common neighbor Pcn = A
2
cn-sge Common neighbor with SGE Pcn-sge = UΛ
2UT
cn-csge Common neighbor with CSGE Pcn-csge = V S
2V T
kz Katz measure Pkz =
Pkmax
k=1
βkAk
kz-sge Katz measure with SGE Pkz-sge = U
`Pkmax
k=1
βkΛk
´
UT
kz-csge Katz measure with CSGE Pkz-csge = V
`Pkmax
k=1
βkSk
´
V T
rpr Rooted PageRank Prpr = (1− α)D
−1/2`Pkmax
k=0
αkTk
´
D1/2
rpr-sge Rooted PageRank with SGE Prpr-sge = (1 − α)D
−1/2`I + U¯
`Pkmax
k=1
αkΛ¯k
´
U¯T
´
D1/2
rpr-csge Rooted PageRank with CSGE Prpr-csge = (1− α)D
−1/2`I + V¯
`Pkmax
k=1
αkS¯k
´
V¯ T
´
D1/2
ep Escape probability Pep[i, j] = f(Prpr, i, j)
ep-sge Escape probability with SGE Pep-sge[i, j] = f(Prpr-sge, i, j)
ep-csge Escape probability with CSGE Pep-csge[i, j] = f(Prpr-csge, i, j)
Table 3.5: Description of the proximity measures.
3.3.2.2 Missing link inference
Missing link inference aims to infer additional links that, while not di-
rectly visible, are likely to exist (based on the set of links that are directly
observed). Missing link inference falls into the general realm of compressive
sensing, which aims to reconstruct missing data based on indirect, partial
observations. Compressive sensing has many applications both in network-
ing [111] and beyond, and has attracted considerable research attention re-
cently (e.g., [30, 82, 12, 111]).
Problem definition. Let G = (V,E) be a social network with a binary
adjacency matrix A. Let O be the set of observed edges or links and M = E\O
be the set of missing or unobserved links. Let AO be the incomplete adjacency
matrix containing the set of observed links. AO is defined as
AO[i, j] =
{
A[i, j], if (i, j) ∈ O;
0, otherwise.
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Let AM = A − AO. Given AO, the goal of missing link inference is to infer
non-zeros in AM as they correspond to the set of missing links in M.
Inference algorithm. Despite much progress on compressive sensing, we
are not aware of any existing compressive sensing algorithm that can scale
to massive social networks with millions of vertices. Therefore, in this work
we explore the following simple but much more scalable heuristic. We first
compute proximity measures based on the observed incomplete adjacency ma-
trix AO (e.g., those given in Section 3.3.2.1), and then assume that the high
values in these proximity measures will correspond to the set of missing links,
i.e., non-zeros in AM. The threshold for determining high proximity measure
values can be varied to achieve different tradeoffs between false positives and
false negatives.
3.3.2.3 Link prediction
Link prediction [57] refers to the task of predicting which vertex pairs in
a social network will become connected. An accurate link predictor can provide
valuable insights for constructing meaningful network evolution models [8,
24]. It also allows social networks to make high-quality recommendations on
potential new friends, making it easier for individual users to expand their
social neighborhood. Link prediction also has direct applications in cyber
security. For example, it allows one to conjecture that certain individuals in a
terrorist network are working together even though their interaction has not
been directly observed [50]. In this section, we show how CSGE and supervised
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learning together can facilitate more accurate link prediction.
Problem specification
A natural setting for evolving social networks, or evolving networks in
general, is to introduce discrete time steps t = 1, · · · , tmax at which a “snap-
shot” Gt = (Vt,Et) of the graph is taken. Denote the corresponding adjacency
matrices with At, t = 1, · · · , tmax. To ease the analysis and notation, we will
restrict ourselves and only use V1 for all time steps, i.e., Vk = V1
4
= V. It is
clear that the evolution of the graph is incremental. In terms of the adjacency
matrices, we can express this as At+1 = At +∆t, where ∆t contains the edges
or links that are formed between time t and t + 1 (for simplicity, we assume
no edges are removed).
In the link prediction problem, given At, we try to find the non-zeros
in ∆t as they correspond to newly formed links. The standard heuristic is to
first compute some proximity measures based on At (e.g., those given in Sec-
tion 3.3.2.1) and then assume that the high scores in these proximity measures
will correspond to new links, i.e., non-zeros in ∆t. In the following, we will
present several supervised proximity measures that explicitly target ∆t and
construct graph specific models for link prediction. To clarify the problem set-
ting, we will use three snapshots, A1, A2, and A3. The first two will be used to
learn the model and the third one will be used to validate the obtained model.
Extending to more than three snapshots is straightforward.
Link prediction models. The link prediction models we propose have the
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generic prediction scores, obtained from a low dimensional graph embedding
P∗ = W∗F∗(x)W
T
∗ ,
where W∗ represents the basis for a graph embedding, and F∗(x) is a small
matrix with the model parameters x that will be learned. In particular, we
will consider the following two models that are characterized by the particular
form of the embedded adjacency matrix F∗(x) and the kind of graph embedding
(spectral or clustered spectral) that is used.
• Spectral learning. In this model, we set Wsl-sge = Ut, where At ≈ UtΛtUTt
is the SGE of the adjacency matrix At. We then let the parameter matrix
be of the form
Fsl-sge(x) = diag(x1, · · · , xr).
• Clustered spectral learning. Here we set Wsl-csge = Vt, where At ≈ VtStV Tt
is the CSGE of the adjacency matrix At as in (Eq. 3.19). The parameter
matrix has the form
Fsl-csge(x) = Qt diag(x1, · · · , xcr)QTt ,
where orthogonal matrix Qt is obtained from the full eigendecomposition
St = QtΛStQ
T
t . Recall that Vt is block diagonal and St is a dense matrix
that captures interactions between all clusters. The number of parameters
to be learned is cr, where c is the number of clusters and r is the embedding
dimension for each.
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Framework. Our basic framework for supervised link prediction consists of
the following two phases:
1. Supervised learning. We compute the embedded adjacency matrixW∗ from
either the SGE or the CSGE of the first snapshot A1. We then learn the
parameter matrix F∗(x) by performing linear regression on ∆1 = A2 − A1
(which contains the links newly formed between snapshots A1 and A2) with
respect to F∗(x).
2. Link prediction. We compute the embedded adjacency matrix W¯∗ from
either the SGE or the CSGE of the second snapshot A2. We then use
P∗ = W¯∗F∗(x)W¯
T
∗ as the prediction score matrix to predict ∆2 = A3−A2,
which contains the set of new links that will be formed between snapshots
A2 and A3.
3.3.2.4 Supervised learning
Supervised learning. At each time step t, there are three associated sets:
the set of existing edges Et; a positive set Pt containing vertex pairs that form
new links in the time interval (t, t+1]; and a negative set Nt containing vertex
pairs without edges at time step t+1. Using adjacency matrices At and At+1,
we can write
Et = {(i, j) | At[i, j] 6= 0},
Pt = {(i, j) | At[i, j] = 0 and At+1[i, j] 6= 0},
Nt = {(i, j) | At[i, j] = 0 and At+1[i, j] = 0}.
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It is straightforward to see that Et+1 = Et ∪Pt, and that the three sets Et, Pt,
Nt are mutually disjoint.
Supervised learning of model parameters. We perform linear regression
on ∆1 to learn the parameter matrix F∗(x). Specifically, we solve the following
least squares problem:
min
x
∑
(i,j)∈S
(
[W∗F∗(x)W
T
∗ ]i,j −∆1[i, j]
)2
, (3.21)
where W∗ is obtained from either the SGE or the CSGE of A1, F∗(x) is one of
the parameter matrices from Section 3.3.2.3 (for time step t = 1), ∆1 = A2−A1
contains the new links, the notation [ · ]i,j denotes the i, j entry of the argument,
and S is the sample set (see discussions below). Care must be taken in order
to solve this least squares problem efficiently. In the interest of brevity, we
omit the details of the solution process and will include them in a technical
report.
Choice of the sample set S. In the ideal case the model parameters in the
vector x should be learned only over the positive set P1 and the negative set
N1, thus setting S = P1∪N1. With this approach, the edges that already exist
in E1, i.e., the non-zeros in A1, will not contribute to the learning process.
The reason behind this choice of the sample set is that we only want to target
links that will form during the next time interval and we do not want to
target links that already exist. Unfortunately, for the social networks we have
considered, the choice S = P1 ∪N1 would yield a sample set of the order |V|2
and practically impossible to work with. To make the problem manageable,
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we choose S to contain a fraction of P1 and a fraction of N1. In addition |S|
should be not only large enough to capture the essence of the model, but also
have manageable size. In our experiments we have |V| ≈ 2 · 106 and we choose
|S| ≈ 5 · 105 (see Section 4.3).
Link prediction The different models are validated by predicting the new
links in A3. The prediction scores are based on
P∗ = W¯∗F∗W¯
T
∗ ,
where W¯∗ is obtained from a SGE or CSGE based on A2 (instead of A1 used
in the model learning step). Specifically, let the SGE of A2 be A2 ≈ U2Λ2UT2 ,
then the prediction scores for sl-sge can be written as
Psl-sge = U2Fsl-sge(x)U
T
2 = U2 diag(x1, · · · , xr)UT2 ,
where the parameter vector x = [x1, · · · , xcr]T is learned by solving (Eq. 3.21).
Similarly, let the CSGE of A2 be A2 ≈ V2S2V T2 , then the prediction scores for
sl-csge are given by
Psl-csge = V2Fsl-csge(x)V
T
2 = V2Q2 diag(x1, · · · , xcr)QT2 V T2 ,
where Q2 is obtained from the eigendecomposition S2 = Q2ΛS2Q
T
2 , and the
parameter vector x = [x1, · · · , xcr]T is learned by solving the least squares
problem in (Eq. 3.21).
3.3.3 Evaluation
In this section we present experimental results that evaluate accuracy,
scalability, and flexibility of CSGE in the context of proximity approximation,
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Network Date # of nodes # of links # of added links (in %)
4/14/2007 1,990,149 41,302,536 –
Flickr 4/25/2007 1,990,149 42,056,754 754,218 (1.8%)
5/6/2007 1,990,149 42,879,714 822,960 (1.9%)
2/16/2009 1,770,961 83,663,478 –
LiveJournal 3/4/2009 1,770,961 84,413,542 750,064 (0.8%)
4/03/2009 1,770,961 85,713,766 1,300,224 (1.5%)
12/11/2008 2,137,264 90,333,122 –
MySpace 1/11/2009 2,137,264 90,979,264 646,142 (0.7% )
2/14/2009 2,137,264 91,648,716 669,452 (0.7% )
Table 3.6: Summary of the online social network datasets.
missing link inference, and link prediction.
3.3.3.1 Dataset description
In our experiments we used three real-world large online social networks
with millions of nodes: Flickr [36], LiveJournal [61] and MySpace [70]. Live-
Journal and MySpace datasets are obtained from [88], and the Flickr dataset
is collected by [68]. Table 3.6 summarizes some of the characteristics of three
snapshots for each network. In Figure 3.7 we plot the shortest hop distance
of user pairs in A1 who become connected in A2 (i.e., positive set P1). We see
that more than 70% of links in P1 are between user pairs who are two-hops
away, whereas the fraction of new links between users who are 4 or more hops
away is very small. All users in the datasets are connected to at least one
other user and for simplicity, we do not consider rare occasions of link dele-
tions. We also make Flickr and LiveJournal networks undirected to simplify
the evaluation.
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Figure 3.7: Shortest path distance of positive sets P1.
Flickr [36] is a photo-sharing website, where users can connect to each other
by indicating a relationship. This dataset was gathered by a breadth-first
search on the graph starting from a few seed nodes. To allow most nodes
to be discovered, we use the first few months as a bootstrap period, and
create snapshots when most nodes have been discovered and link growth has
stabilized. Because of this crawling methodology, we observe that even though
the snapshot dates are just ten days apart, there is 2% growth in the number
of links.
LiveJournal [61] is a blogging site, where members can become “fans” of
other members. We obtained the LiveJournal dataset from [88]. The dataset
was collected by listening to the RSS server, which sends out recent update
information. The statistics suggest that LiveJournal users are more active in
forming links than users in other networks.
MySpace [70] is a social networking site for people to interact with their
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c µ =
∑
imi/c Links in Aii links in Aij, i 6= j
Flickr 18 110,563 71.8% 28.2%
LiveJournal 17 106,241 72.5% 27.5%
MySpace 17 125,721 51.9% 48.1%
Table 3.7: Clustering results with Graclus. c is the number of clusters and µ
is the average cluster size.
acquaintances by posting on each other’s personal pages. We obtained this
dataset from [88]. The graph is symmetric since both users need to agree to
having a social link. The dataset was created by collecting information of the
first 10 million user IDs. MySpace assigns user IDs chronologically. Since the
first few million ids we crawled are also the oldest MySpace users, they have
already formed most of the links and are relatively dormant in forming new
ones (i.e., the fraction of new links is smaller than those of other networks).
3.3.3.2 Scalability
In this section, we evaluate and compare various aspects of the compu-
tational efficiency of the CSGE, SGE and the proximity embedding introduced
in [88]. All benchmarking was done using an Intel Xeontm E5440 machine with
32GB memory, running Ubuntu Linux Kernel v2.6.
Graph clustering: In our experiments we use both GRACLUS[27] and
METIS [2] to partition the social networks. The two software packages pro-
duce different clusterings as they minimize different objective functions. For
example, METIS attempts to produce clusters with equal size, regardless of
the inherent clustering structure of the network, whereas GRACLUS produces
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Prox. measure SGE CSGE
Dataset kz rpr A T clustering
SGE of
S Total
SGE of
S¯ Total
all Aii all Tii
Flickr 216 276 19.9 2,821 1.4 12.0 2.3 15.7 327 3.1 331.5
LiveJournal 324 456 23.8 420 1.4 12.8 2.4 16.6 33.0 2.5 36.9
MySpace 330 588 22.8 546 2.6 14.4 2.9 19.9 48.1 3.5 54.2
Table 3.8: Comparison of preparation times (c = 20 and r = ri = 100). All
timings are in minutes.
Direct Method Proximity Embed. SGE CSGE
Dataset cn kz kz-prox.embed. cn-sge kz-sge cn-csge kz-csge sl-csge
Flickr 15.9ms 8040ms 0.051ms 0.042ms 0.045ms 2.72ms 2.76ms 5.59ms
LiveJournal 23.5ms 14790ms 0.045ms 0.038ms 0.036ms 5.45ms 2.03ms 4.57ms
MySpace 24.5ms 16655ms 0.076ms 0.040ms 0.036ms 2.60ms 2.65ms 4.73ms
Table 3.9: Comparison of query times (r = ri = 100, 0.6 million samples).
more balanced clusters. Both software produce good quality partitioning in
short time. All experiments are conducted on the largest connected compo-
nent of each graph as each connected component can be decoupled and dealt
with independently. Only a small fraction of users and links are discarded by
only working with the largest connected component. For example, the largest
connected component of the Flicker network contains 93.9% of the users and
99.5% of all links. Table 3.7 gives an example of clustering results on each data
set. In this particular case the clustering was performed using GRACLUS in a
recursive way until all cluster sizes were smaller than 1/10 of original network
size. We observe that more than 70% of the links in Flickr and LiveJournal
are within the same clusters, while only 51.9% of the links in MySpace are
within the same clusters.
Timing benchmarks: There are three steps involved in the CSGE: cluster-
ing, SGE of all clusters, and computation of the embedded adjacency matrix
S. We present timings for each one of these steps and compare them with
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timings for the SGE of the entire network. The CSGE and SGE are used to
approximate both the adjacency matrix A and the normalized adjacency ma-
trix T = D−1/2AD−1/2. We also present timings for the proximity embedding,
which does not directly approximate A or T , but rather generates models to
compute approximations of Pkz or Prpr using relatively small number (1,600)
of “landmark” nodes [88].
Timing benchmarks for the different methods for all three data sets are
presented in Table 3.8. Clustering in these experiments is based on METIS
using c = 20. Performance in terms of the number of links within the different
clusters is similar to the results from Table 3.7. The rank in the SGE and
each cluster in CSGE approximations was r = ri = 100. We see that CSGE
consistently outperforms the other two methods. In the approximation of A,
CSGE is up to 30% faster than state of the art spectral embedding algorithms.
In the approximation of the normalized adjacency matrix T , the timing dif-
ference between CSGE and SGE becomes even higher, resulting in over an
order of magnitude difference. The convergence of iterative spectral methods
is influenced by the size of the “gap” in the eigenvalues [7]. It is also well
known that the eigenvalues of T are between 1 and -1 with very small gaps
between them. Therefore, it is expected that the computation times for T
become longer. The Flicker data set seems to be the extreme with respect to
this. All 100 dominant eigenvalues of T and all 100 dominant eigenvalues of
each cluster Tii are very close to one.
In Table 3.9 we present the average time to approximate the different
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of eigen decomposition times.
proximity measures. The computations are performed on a sample set with
600,000 node pairs. Compared to the common neighbor and Katz measure, all
the three embeddings are orders of magnitude faster. Recall that computing
exact proximity measures or proximity approximations on all node pairs is
not practical with large graphs, as the computed matrices will become dense.
We note that once the different models are calculated the query times for all
proximity measure approximations (based on both SGE and CSGE) are small
and comparable to timings of the common neighbor method.
In Figure 3.8, we present aggregate times for the spectral embedding
step of the CSGE method with varying number of clusters and varying size
of the embedding dimensions. The timing results for c = 1 are simply SGE
on the entire adjacency matrix A (since it is connected). Clustering time is
not included. We observe from the graph that for any given r the aggregate
time of cluster-wise approximations is significantly less than the time SGE. It
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AFL B C
m 2,000,000 6,000,000 12,000,000
Numbers of links 40,000,000 239,000,000 598,000,000
c 18 52 104
Timing 22.6 min 116.3 min 391.2 min
Memory usage 74 MB 546 MB 1,197 MB
Table 3.10: Computational time and memory usage for the CSGE. Network
size m and number of links are approximate.
is also evident from the curves that the general trend of computational time
decreases with increasing number of clusters.
Scalability of graph embedding: In Section 3.3.1.2, we discussed the mem-
ory usage of the CSGE. To show the scalability, both in computational time
and memory efficiency, we present some measurements on even bigger (artifi-
cial) networks. Let AFL, ALJ, and AMS be the adjacency matrices for Flickr,
LiveJournal and MySpace, respectively. Then we form
B = diag(AFL, ALJ, AMS) + AOff
where AOff contains a small fraction of links in the off-diagonal part so that B
becomes connected. We also formed C in a similar way as follows:
C = diag(B,B) +BOff.
One may consider that the constructed datasets correspond to some real-world
social networks. Approximate sizes, number of links, and number of clusters
are presented in the upper half of Table 3.10. The lower part of Table 3.10
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shows the memory required to store V diag(V1, · · · , Vc) and the embedded ad-
jacency matrix S. Corresponding computational times are also given. The
clustering for this experiments is given by the clustering of the individual net-
works. We fix ri = 100 in all cases and examine the behavior by increasing
the number of clusters c rather than the size of individual clusters. The mem-
ory and time required for creating the embedded adjacency matrix S grows
quadratically with the number of clusters c, but also with the rank ri. Despite
the fact that the size of S is inherently quadratic to c, the CSGE is able to
handle the largest network with 12,000,000 users and 598 million links - with
only 1.2 GB of memory. On the other hand, the regular SGE is unable to
load U for the B network, confirming that S is indeed not a limiting factor of
memory usage in CSGE, and that it has higher spatial scalability than SGE.
3.3.3.3 Proximity measure estimation
Next we compare the accuracy of the Katz measure, rooted PageRank,
and escape probability when they are combined with the SGE or CSGE. Due
to spacial constraints, we present results only for the LiveJournal network.
Experiment setup. As the benchmark results in Table 3.9 suggest, it is im-
practical to directly compute proximity measures for all user pairs, i.e., we can
not afford to compute the dense matrices of Pkz-sge or Pkz-csge for all user pairs.
Therefore, we evaluate the different methods using a sample set S, which con-
sists of 100 columns chosen randomly from the proximity matrix. This gives
roughly 180,000,000 sample points. For each pair (i, j) ∈ S we let pij denote
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the “true” value of a proximity measure and pˆij to be an “estimate”. For
example we may have pij = Pkz[i, j] while pˆij = Pkz-sge[i, j]. The true proxim-
ity measures were computed for comparison purpose using the methodology
outlined in [88]. In all Katz measure computations, we use β = 0.0005 and
kmax = 6. For computing the rooted PageRank and the escape probability,
we use α = 0.15 and kmax = 20. Recall that the different proximity measures
are described in Table 3.5. The embedding subspace dimensions in the SGE
and each cluster in CSGE are set to r = 100. Clustering of the datasets is
done on A while the graph embedding is based on A for the Katz measure
and T = D−1/2AD−1/2 for the rooted PageRank and the escape probability
measures.
Metrics. As for the accuracy measure, we use normalized absolute error
(NAE), defined by eij = |pij − pˆij |/µ, where µ =
∑
(i,j)∈S pij/|S|. For each
method and a set of computed NAEs, we plot the cumulative distribution
function (CDF).
Accuracy evaluation
Figure 3.9 (a) plots the CDF of the normalized absolute errors in ap-
proximating the Katz measure with Pkz-sge and Pkz-csge. We make two observa-
tions: (1) for most samples the normalized absolute error is small: in 85% of
the node pairs, the error is 0.2 or less; and (2) the error for the CSGE is lower
than SGE while the gap is as small as 2%. A likely reason for SGE and CSGE
yielding similar performance is that Pkz has low intrinsic dimensionality and
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both SGE and CSGE have reached to a point where r = 100 is enough for
low-rank approximation of Katz metric.
In Figure 3.9 (b) we present the CDF of normalized absolute errors in
approximating the rooted PageRank measure with Prpr-sge and Prpr-csge. We
observe that clustering gives a considerable improvement of the accuracy of
the rooted PageRank measure. For over 95% of the samples, the normalized
absolute error is less than 0.01. On the other hand, SGE exhibits a relatively
higher error of 0.6 for 95% of the samples. It can be verified that the normalized
adjacency matrix T , for which we compute SGE and CSGE, has a much higher
intrinsic dimensionality than A. The improved accuracy in Prpr-csge may be
explained by the fact that 100 dimensional embeddings on each cluster (CSGE)
captures a much larger fraction of variance compared to an r = 100 embedding
on the entire matrix (SGE). Figure 3.9 (c) shows the CDFs of normalized
absolute error for escape probability measure Pep-sge and Pep-csge. Again, using
clustering significantly improves the accuracy. This improvement is to be
expected as escape probability is based on the rooted PageRank measure.
While CSGE provides normalized absolute error less than 0.1 for more than
95% of the samples, SGE exhibits much higher error of over 20 for the same
95% of the samples.
To summarize, our proximity estimation evaluation shows that CSGE
is not only effective in approximating proximity measures on A but also per-
forms well on matrices with high intrinsic dimension such as the normalized
adjacency matrix T . Compared with SGE, CSGE can accurately approximate
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Figure 3.9: Accuracy of proximity estimation for LiveJournal dataset.
the rooted PageRank and the escape probability measures even though these
metrics are known to be difficult to approximate [88].
3.3.3.4 Missing link inference
An important problem in social network applications is missing link
inference. We evaluate the accuracy of inferring different proximity measures
with and without clustering.
Metrics. The accuracy of missing link inference is measured by computing
the false negative rate (FNR), and the false positive rate (FPR), defined by
FNR =
#of missed missing links
#of actual missing links
,
FPR =
#of incorrectly predicted missing links
#of non-friend pairs
,
or all user pairs in a sample set. Note that the denominator of the FPR is the
number of user pairs who are not friends. This number is usually very large,
e.g.in MySpace we have 2 × 106 × 2 × 106 − 90 × 106 ≈ 1012. To focus on
the more interesting region (with low FPR) in the plots, we present the FPR
along the x-axis in log-scale, and FNR along the y-axis in regular scale.
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(c) MySpace
Figure 3.10: Missing link inference accuracy for different proximity measures.
Experimental setup. From the first snapshots of all three datasets, we
randomly mask half of the links as missing M. The adjacency matrix with the
remaining links is considered as an incomplete adjacency matrix with observed
links AO. The trade-off curve between FPR and FNR is plotted for all user
pairs given the non-zero of AM.
Accuracy evaluation In Figure 3.10, we present the performance of Pcn-sge,
Pcn-csge, Pkz-csge, and Pkz-csge. We observe that using CSGE in both proxim-
ity measures consistently outperforms SGE in all three datasets. Comparing
across different measures, we observe that Katz measure with CSGE generally
performs the best. For example, using the LiveJournal data set, for a given
FPR, Pkz-csge yields 10% or less FNR than Pkz-sge
3.3.3.5 Link prediction evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of supervised clustered and
non-clustered spectral link prediction method against unsupervised proximity
measures. Through the performance evaluation, we verify if the training of
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control parameters done in supervised measure is indeed helpful in improving
accuracy within all datasets.
Training and testing steps. Table 3.6 shows the brief information related
to the three snapshots A1, A2, and A3 of each dataset. To learn the model
parameters in the the two supervised models, we use a graph embedding of
A1 and minimize the corresponding objective function by explicitly targeting
newly formed links in A2. In the next step, we use an embedding of A2 with
the learned model parameters to predict new links in A3.
Since our datasets are very large, we randomly select a fraction of
the positive samples and negative a fraction of the samples. Specifically, for
training, we select 100,000 user pairs from the positive links P1, and 500,000
user pairs from the negative links N1. For testing, we pick a different sample
set of the same size as before but now from P2 and N2.
In a second experiment, we learn the model parameters based on a
sample set of users pairs that are connected by two hops. This practical
scenario focuses on link prediction for user pairs who are already close in the
network (but not friends yet). These are user pairs that will form a triangle
with a common friend, if they become friends.
Metrics. The accuracy of link prediction is quantified using the FPR and
FNR introduced in Section 3.3.3.4. In the context of link prediction, the
“true” and “estimated” links refer to the links in P2. As in the missing link
inference, the raw count of non-friend pairs in FPR is extremely large. Since
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(c) MySpace
Figure 3.11: Link prediction accuracy of different measures.
we are more interested in picking up small number of correct friendships (as
opposed to finding as many new friendship links as possible), we present the
performance measures with small FPR values area in the trade off curves.
Link predictors. we have conducted extensive set of experiments, with many
different methods. In the interest of brevity, and not to clutter the figures too
much, we will present link prediction results based on three link models: Pcn,
Pkz-sge and the supervised Psl-csge.
Clustered Spectral Graph Embedding. Figure 3.11 presents the link
prediction accuracy of Pcn, Pkz-sge and Psl-csge. We see that, the spectral learning
with CSGE performs the best in all datasets, followed by the Katz measure
with SGE. For example, at an FPR of 0.001, spectral learning with CSGE
reduces FNR by more than 10% in Flickr and LiveJournal. In MySpace, the
performance of clustered spectral learning is still better than the other two
measures albeit the gain is less 3% less FNR).
Two hop user pairs. In figure 3.12, we evaluate link predictors for a different
setup: user pairs who are only two hops away. Our spectral learning model
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(c) MySpace
Figure 3.12: Link prediction accuracy with 2-hop scenario.
again outperforms other measures by up-to 20% in the Flickr dataset, and 10%
in the LiveJournal dataset. For MySpace, the performance of Katz with SGE
and spectral learning with CSGE is better than common neighbor by 4%.
Note that there is no significant difference among predictors in MyS-
pace. We speculate that it is an artifact of the data collection technique that
takes the first 10 million users. Since the first users have been in the network
the longest time, they may already have a large number of friends, and thus
they are less active in creating new relationships. An indication of the claim
is the the small increase of the links between two snapshots compared to the
number of existing links (shown in Table 3.6) and other networks. Another
reason may be the large number of inter-cluster links in MySpace, as shown
in table 3.7. Taking into account that 48% of the links are outside the clus-
ters, the benefit of clustering approach may have diminished, as almost half
the links in the network are not used when computing the cluster-wise em-
beddings. The overall CSGE result for this particular experiment is similar to
SGE.
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Summary. This section shows that our spectral learning algorithm is flexible
and consistently out-performs the existing schemes across different datasets
and proximity measures.
3.4 Summary of Social Network Analysis
In this section, we illustrate two novel approaches to analyzing node
proximity in social networks. In the first work, scalable proximity inversion,
we develop several novel techniques to approximate a sub family of proximity
measures in massive, highly dynamic online social networks.
In the second scheme, clustered spectral graph embedding (CSGE), we
develop a novel dimensionality reduction technique that can embed a massive
original graph into a much smaller graph. The embedded graph captures the
essential clustering and spectral structure of the original graph and provides
flexibility that a wider range of proximity measures to be approximated in
scale.
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Chapter 4
Proactive Service Quality Assessment
Recent advances in residential broadband access technologies have led
to a wave of commercial application network deployments. One such cut-
ting edge application network is Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) system. IPTV
technologies are transforming the global television industry, enabling new op-
erators to provide TV services whilst also enabling a wealth of innovative
new IP-based services integrated with more traditional TV. However, there
is a pressing need to ensure that the IPTV services being deployed deliver a
Quality of Experience (QoE) that is equal to or better than traditional TV
services.
The traditional approach to assessing quality of experience has been
through subjective evaluation in controlled laboratory environments. Subjec-
tive evaluation is expensive, error-prone and unreliable. A complementary
approach is through user feedback about the service quality collected from de-
ployed services. User feedback in the form of complaints is collected by the call
centers and it provides a direct measure of the service performance problems
experienced by the users. However, user feedback is incomplete (not all users
complain) and delayed (damage is already done).
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What operators lack today is a proactive approach to obtaining com-
prehensive views of user.s quality of experience. Such views are critical to
proactively detecting service issues that matter to customers so that operators
can rapidly respond to them to ensure a high-quality customer experience.
Without such visibility, operators risk being unaware of service degradations
- instead learning about issues only as customers reach frustration points and
complain. Thus, proactive assessment of quality of experience is crucial to
providing operators with insights into the ultimate metric - what customers
are experiencing - so that they can effectively manage their service offerings
and detect and ideally respond to issues before customers complain. Proactive
assessment of quality of experience can also help operators in effective dimen-
sioning of the customer care workforce in anticipation of the large volume of
user complaints should unavoidable, customer-impacting conditions arise.
Although there is extensive monitoring of network elements in place
today and operators rapidly react to issues which are reported by the network
elements - there is no technology which can directly measure customer percep-
tion of TV service quality. Video monitoring technologies exist, but it is still
non-trivial to relate such measurements to customer perception. Deploying
video monitoring to millions of customers is also often prohibitively expensive,
and service providers are also typically constrained by the technology available
within the Set Top Boxes.
In the absence of direct measurements, we instead focus on using net-
work measurements to infer customer service experience. However, such an
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approach is still challenging, due to (i) incomplete knowledge about the rela-
tionship between user-perceived issues and network performance metrics, and
(ii) user feedback about quality of experience is biased towards the negative
(i.e., customer complaints) and is often delayed, noisy and limited which makes
the inference even more challenging.
We propose a new framework, which we refer to as Q-score [89], for
proactive assessment of user’s quality of experience. Q-score constructs a sin-
gle quality of experience score using performance metrics collected from the
network. Q-score consists of two key components: (i) offline learning of the
association between the service quality of experience and the network perfor-
mance metrics collected from the servers, routers and in-home equipment, and
(ii) online computation of the score for individual users or groups of users. Q-
score captures the quality of experience by users in a timely fashion and can
provide operators with rapid notification of service issues, often giving them a
lead time of several hours before the user complains to the call center.
Q-score Design Challenges. Due to the interwoven server and network sys-
tem, as well as the sophisticated hardware and software composition of home
network devices, assessing service quality of experience is a sophisticated task.
The proposed Q-score approach uses customer complaints (e.g., tickets) to pro-
vide feedback regarding issues that customers are concerned about. Designing
Q-score required us to address the following key challenges:
1. Difficulty in associating QoE with network performance. Be-
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cause of the inherent difference between network-level performance in-
dicators and user-perceived quality of service, associating the two does
not occur naturally. Even for domain experts, since there is no objective
video quality metric, it is not trivial to identify key performance indica-
tors that are closely related to quality of experience (QoE). Even if the
metric were available, it would require more finely grained monitoring of
network indicators, which in turn might introduce scalability issues.
2. Lack of timely, high-quality user feedback. User feedback is inher-
ently noisy, incomplete and delayed. Some users issue a complaint im-
mediately after they observe a service quality degradation; others may
take hours to complain. Similarly, different users have different toler-
ance levels to service quality issues - one user may complain incessantly
regarding issues that another user may barely notice. Furthermore, the
amount of delay in reporting service quality issues is variable. Depending
on situations such as the individual viewer’s living schedule, the severity
of the issue, there are large variances between the beginning of service
quality issues and reporting times. This all makes it inherently challeng-
ing to use such feedback to associate service quality of experience with
network performance.
3. Large volume of diverse performance measurements. From a
network perspective, service providers typically collect fine-grained mea-
surements from the routers and servers (e.g., real-time syslogs, and reg-
ular polls of SNMP performance counters such as CPU, memory, packet
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counts, and losses). Some performance measurements inside the home
may be fine-grained (e.g., residential gateway events), whereas others
may be coarse-grained (e.g., hourly or daily summaries of Set-Top-Box
events). Set-Top-Box (STB) data collection is intentionally not fine-
grained to minimize the potential of service disruption due to measure-
ments and due to the massive scale of the measurement infrastructure
that would be required. The diversity in the granularity of performance
measurements poses interesting technical challenges in inferring the qual-
ity of experience.
Our Contributions.
1. We design and implement a prototype Q-score system for proactively as-
sessing quality of experience for IPTV users. Q-score uses a multi-scale
spatio-temporal statistical mining technique for computing a single score
capturing the quality of experience. By performing spatio-temporal ag-
gregation and multi-scale association of the user feedback with network
performance metrics, it identifies the right set of metrics useful for accu-
rately quantifying the quality of experience.
2. We evaluate Q-score using data collected from a large commercial IPTV
service provider and show that Q-score is able to predict 60% of customer
service complaints with 0.1% of false positives.
3. We create three applications above Q-score. (i) Identifying important
KPIs that are statistically associated with the quality of experience ,
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(ii) Predicting bad quality of experience to users and generating alerts
to the Operations team, and (iii) Effective dimensioning of the customer
care workforce to dynamically allocate repair personnel to service regions
as they experience issues for conducting root-cause diagnosis and rapid
repair.
4.1 Background
In this section, we give an overview of IPTV service architecture fol-
lowed by a detailed description of the data sets used in this chapter.
4.1.1 IPTV Service Architecture
Figure 4.1 provides a schematic overview of an IPTV system. The
service network exhibits a hierarchical structure where video contents are de-
livered from the servers in core provider network to millions of Set-Top Boxes
(STBs) within home networks via IP multicast. Specifically, either Super
Head-end Office (SHO) which serves as the primary source of national con-
tents or Video Head-end Offices (VHOs) which governs local contents at each
metropolitan areas encodes, packetizes and sends the contents towards end
users. Depending on the service provider, the video contents go through sev-
eral routers and switches in Intermediate Offices (IOs), Central Offices (COs),
Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM), and Residential Gate-
way (RG) before reaching STBs where the packetized contents gets decoded
and displayed on the TVs. All of the network entities comprising IPTV ser-
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Figure 4.1: IPTV service architecture
vice logs key performance indicators (KPIs) such as delivery status of data
and health diagnostics.
4.1.2 Data Sets
In this work, we use data collected from a large commercial IPTV
service provider in the United States, which has customers spread throughout
four different time-zones. Our data set consists of (i) network performance
indicators, (ii) user behaviors and activities, and (ii) user feedback in form of
customer complaints. We normalize timestamps in all data sets to GMT to
accurately and effectively associate the user feedback with performance metrics
and user behaviors.
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Data set Type Spatial Level Description
STB
STB audio quality indicators
STB video quality indicators
STB syslog
Network STB resets
Performance STB crashes
Indicators RG RG Reboots
IO & CO SNMP MIBs of routers & switches
SHO & VHO SNMP MIBs of routers & switches
User
User
STB power on/off log
Interaction STB Channel change log
Indicators STB Stream control log
User Feedback User Customer trouble tickets
Table 4.1: Summary of Data sets
Network Performance Indicators. Network performance indicators are
categorized into two parts: (i) provider network performance indicators, which
are collected from routers and switches in SHO, VHO, IO, CO of the IPTV
service provider as shown in Figure 4.1 and (ii) home network performance
indicators, which are collected from components inside user’s homes (i.e., RG
and STB). For the provider network performance data, we collected SNMP
MIBs from every router and switch in SHO, VHO, IO, and CO. The SNMP
MIBs report five minute average performance statistics of CPU utilization and
fifteen minute average summaries for packet count, packet delivery errors and
discards.
From the home network side, we first collected data relevant to STB
and RG. STB records audio and video streaming-related information including
video throughput, receiver transport stream errors, codec errors, DRM errors,
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and viewing duration of TV channels. The video streaming-related information
is reset when the TV tuner clears its buffer by switching channels. While each
STB logs all the TV viewing information at all times, polling servers only take
a subset of STBs’ statistics at each polling interval (due to high volume of audio
and video log and traffic overhead during data delivery). As a result, only a
sampled set of STBs are used in our study. Secondly, we collected STB syslog
information that contains a wide variety of hardware and software information
such as hard disk usage and memory usage, data delivery status such as packet
error rate and buffer usage. The diagnostic information are collected in the
same way as the STB audio and video log, i.e., polled by collection server
in round robin fashion. Thirdly, we collected crash and reset events log from
each STB. The crash events log refers to unexpected rebooting of STBs due to
software malfunctions and the reset refers to intentional and scheduled reboots
commanded by network operators due to, for instance, software updates. The
crash and reset log are periodically collected from all STBs with millisecond
scale time stamps. Last performance indicator taken from home network is
the reboot log of RGs that are commanded by operators remotely. RG reboot
log is collected in the same way as STB reboot log.
User Activity Data. Because IPTV networks are highly user-interactive
systems, certain user activity patterns or habits can create overload condi-
tions on the STB and cause a service issue (e.g., a user changing channels
too frequently may cause its upstream device such as a DSLAM to be over-
whelmed leading to inability in handling all the remaining STBs that it serves).
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Hence, user activities are another important factor to be considered. Similar
to conventional TV users, IPTV users use a vendor/provider-customized re-
mote controller to control the STB. For this work, we collected logs from every
STB that captures four types of user activities performed: (i) power on/off:
this is the result of the user pressing the power button to turn on or off the
STB; (ii) channel switch: this can be the result of one of the three actions:
target switching by directly inputting the channel number, sequential scanning
by pressing the Up/Down button, or pre-configured favorite channel list; (iii)
video stream control: this includes actions such as fast forward, rewind, pause
and play that are performed on either live TV streams, VoD, or DVR; and
(iv) on-screen menu invocation: this log saves the user action of pulling up the
STB menu displayed on TV screen that lets the users to access the features
provided by the IPTV system.
User Feedback. For user feedback, we used complaints made to the customer
care center of an IPTV service. Customer care cases are records of user inter-
actions at call centers. A customer call can be related to service provisioning,
billing and accounting, or service disruption. Since the focus of our work is on
quality of experience (QoE), we specifically examined users’ reports on service
disruptions that later involved technical support as our user feedback. Each
customer complaint related to service disruption includes the user ID, report
date and time, brief description of the problem, and resolution of the issue.
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4.2 Q-score Design
In this section, we introduce our proposed scheme, Q-score. The high
level idea is to extract useful association between the noisy, incomplete, and
indeterminately-delayed user feedback and the various network (including the
servers, transport and in-home devices) performance indicators through an
offline learning process, and then transform the knowledge into an online run-
time system that estimates/predicts user-perceived service quality based on
the available network KPIs. We start by giving an overview of the Q-score
system architecture and then dive into details of each component.
4.2.1 Overview
Figure 4.2 presents the system architecture of Q-score. As shown in the
figure, Q-score takes input from network (including servers, transport and in-
home devices) performance indicators, which we refer to as features, the user
control activities, and the user feedback in the form of customer call service
records. The output is series of Q-scores, one for each user in service, quan-
tifying the received service quality. At a high level, our system is composed
of two components: (i) offline learning component and (ii) online continuous
monitoring component. The overall dataflow in Q-score system begins with
the offline relationship learning between user feedback on service quality and
the measurements from network features and user activities. Ideally, if there
had been any accurate and fine-grained user-level service quality measure, we
would use it to train a model for network feature selection. However, as stated
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earlier, the best available channel for discovering user-level service quality issue
is through the lossy, noisy and indeterminately-delayed calls to customer care
centers. Consequently, we need to carefully design the appropriate temporal
and spatial aggregations to remedy the inherent loss, noise and delay with user
feedback. Furthermore, by applying statistical regression over large quantity of
historical data between various network KPIs and the user feedback, we obtain
a set of regression coefficients which quantitatively capture their relationship.
These regression coefficients are fed into the online monitoring component.
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With the regression coefficients, we can turn the up-to-date network
KPI measurements into a single numerical score for each user or groups of
them within a given spatial region. The numerical score, which we refer to as
the Q-score, captures the likelihood of any on-going service quality problem.
Tracking the Q-score over time enables many service management applications
as will be described in Section 4.4.
4.2.2 Spatio-Temporal Feature Extraction
On each of the network performance indicators and user interaction
indicators described in Section 4.1.2, we apply the following series of transfor-
mation to obtain a measurement matrix.
4.2.2.1 Transformation of Measurement Readings
Conversion to fixed-intervaled time bins.
Network measurement data collected from different sources and devices
are bound to different time periods, posing challenge in correlating them. Some
datasets, such as CPU level of routers in SNMP MIBs, contain periodically
collected measurement data, and the value represents the average or total
over the measurement interval. Some other datasets, such as user activities to
STB and STB crashes logs, contain events that take place at a single point of
time, hence are intermittent and have zero duration. Datasets such as STB
audio and video quality indicators contain data polled either on demand or at
irregular intervals and represent the cumulative counters over a variable time
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interval (e.g., due to channel switches clearing the diagnostic counter entries).
To unify the data representation, we define a data point d(m, l, s, e) = v
as composed in a four dimensional specification: (i) metric m ∈M whereM is
a set of metrics such as CPU level of routers and count of video decoding errors
at STBs. (ii) location l ∈ L where L is a set of spatial location identifiers such
as a set of users, DSLAMs, or COs. (iii) beginning time for the data binding
interval s ∈ T , where T is the total time window, and (iv) ending time of the
data binding interval d ∈ T . v is the measurement value that d contains. Note
that for measurement data pertaining to a single time point, s = d.
The above representation is comprehensive in capturing various cases of
periodical/intermittent or fixed/variable duration measurements. However, it
requires a moderate amount of computation to determine the overlaps among
the time intervals, which becomes prohibitively expensive for a large dataset
as in our case. To reduce the complexity, we convert all d(m, l, s, e) into a
fixed-size time interval data representation b(m, l, s, δ) as follows:
b(m, l, s, δ) = {v | v = d(m, l¯, s¯, e¯), where l = l¯
and [s¯, e¯] overlaps with [s, s+ δ]} (4.1)
where δ is length of the feature time interval. Note that if there exist two
or more ds with matching measurement time to [s, s + δ], there could also
be multiple identical values for b – making b not well defined. We need to
introduce the aggregation functions as below.
Conversion to derived features. To deal with multiple ds colliding into the
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same b (either due to time bin or spatial aggregation), we define three types of
aggregate data points, which we refer to as the derived features. They contain
(i) the minimum, (ii) the maximum, and (iii) the average of all the values for
b respectively. Formally,
fm(m, l, s, δ) = min
l∈child(l¯)
(∪(b(m, l¯, s, δ))).
fM(m, l, s, δ) = max
l∈child(l¯)
(∪(b(m, l¯, s, δ))). (4.2)
fa(m, l, s, δ) = avgl∈child(l¯)(∪(b(m, l¯, s, δ))). (4.3)
In this way we can limit the number of derived features to be three regardless
of the number of actual readings in b. Unless specified otherwise, all features
referred in the rest of the work are the derived features.
Feature normalization. Network features we consider typically take numer-
ical values, potentially having different signs and across large range of scales.
This makes it difficult to assess the significance of their associated coefficient
under regression. To deal with the diverse data values, we further normalize
features to be binary-valued by comparing to a threshold, which is determined
depending on the metric and location.
Consider a vector of features of the same metric and location over
different time and interval combinations:
~fa(m, l) = 〈fa(m¯, l¯, s, δ) where m = m¯, l = l¯〉 (4.4)
We need to identify a threshold value τ for ~fa. To do so, we bring in the
user feedback in the form of user complaint logs. We consider the conditional
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distribution function of the metric value of interest when (1) there is one or
more entries of the user complaint log being associated with the location l
and when (2) there is no such entry. Ideally, a threshold τ can separate the
instances between case 1 and 2. When threshold τ is low, the chance of having
instances in case 1 passing the threshold increases, and when threshold is high,
the chance of having instances in case 2 failing the threshold increases. So,
we set the threshold τ such that the two factors balance out. Using empirical
CDFs of the case 1 (F1) and case 2 (F2), we can define τ such that
F1(τ) = 1− F2(τ). (4.5)
Once τ is determined, we can normalize of fa as follows.
fa(m, l, s, δ) =
{
1 if fa(m, l, s, δ) >= τ
0 otherwise.
(4.6)
Features fm and fM can be normalized in the same way.
4.2.2.2 Construction of Measurement Matrix
In order to support multi-scale analysis that accounts for the indeter-
minate delay in user feedback, we construct the regression input matrix X
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over all measurement metrics, location, and time parameters as below.
X =




fm(m1, l1, s1, δ)
fm(m1, l1, s2, δ)
...
fm(m1, l1, st, δ)
fm(m1, l2, s1, δ)
fm(m1, l2, s2, δ)
...
fm(m1, l2, st, δ)
...
fM
fM
...
fM
fM
fM
...
fM
...
fa
fa
...
fa
fa
fa
...
fa
...




fm(m2, l1, s1, δ)
fm(m2, l1, s2, δ)
...
fm(m2, l1, st, δ)
fm(m2, l2, s1, δ)
fm(m2, l2, s2, δ)
...
fm(m2, l2, st, δ)
...
fM
fM
...
fM
fM
fM
...
fM
...
fa
fa
...
fa
fa
fa
...
fa
...


· · ·


(4.7)
The columns of X represent different metric of derived features. Thus,
each column has f with a unique mi. The rows of X represent all feature
values during a specific time (si, δ) at a specific location lj . Assuming there
are n locations, t different time bins, and k different KPI metrics and feature
aggregations, the number of rows in X is n× t and the number of columns is
k.
4.2.2.3 Multi-scale Temporal Level Aggregation
The time window parameter δ plays an important role in capturing the
extend of cause-effect delays. Large δ would include cause-effect relationship
with long delay. However, large δ would make it insensitive to dense measure-
ments with short cause-effect delay, as the aggregation weakens the significance
of correlation. Since different δ values have advantages over others, we adopt
a multi-scale analysis approach by including multiple time window parameters
into our consideration. Our matrix representation in Eq (4.7) is flexible enough
to enable this – we append in columns the X(δi)s with different time-intervals
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(δi).
XTemp.Comb. = [X(δ1) · · · X(δv)] (4.8)
where v is the number of different values of the time window parameter.
4.2.2.4 Multi-scale Spatial Level Aggregation
Similarly to the temporal aggregation captured by the time window
parameter, there can be multiple spatial aggregation levels with IPTV system
architecture. Based on the hierarchical structure in Figure 4.1, we consider
three different spatial aggregation levels in Q-score, namely user, DSLAM, and
CO levels.
Single-scale Spatial Level Aggregation. We set the baseline spatial aggre-
gation level to per user aggregation. This is because the service complaint logs
are associated with a household, which we loosely refer to as a user. Matching
the network features to the household/user level, one of the following process-
ing is necessary: (i) for features at finer grained spatial level than user (such as
STB related features since one household may have multiple STBs), we take
the maximum among different feature values for the more specific locations as
the representation for fM , the minimum for fm, and the average for fa, at the
user level; (ii) for features with coarser grained spatial level than user (such
as DSLAM and CO), we replicate the coarser grained feature values for each
associated user within the hierarchy. In this way, we preserve the number of
samples to be n × t in each row of Xuser. The same spatial level aggrega-
tion is applied for DSLAM level and CO level to obtain XDSLAM and XCO
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respectively.
Multi-scale Spatial Level Aggregation. In parallel with the multi-scale
analysis with respect to time window parameter, different spatial aggrega-
tion levels can be fed into regression altogether. The idea is that the most
prominent feature would be at a suitable spatial aggregation level and would
dominate the same features aggregated at other spatial levels. We append in
column the feature matrices for different spatial levels to get the XSpat.Comb.:
XSpat.Comb. = [XuserID XDSLAM XCO]. (4.9)
4.2.3 Feedback Aggregation
As outlined in Section 4.1.2, we use the user complaint logs through
customer service calls as the user feedback regarding service quality. This
feedback is inherently unreliable. It is incomplete as not all service quality
problems (e.g., video glitches) would be noticed by user – when the user is
not actively watching the TV for example. Different users vary in their tol-
erance level of video problem and in their readiness to call customer service
to report/complain about the problem, making this feedback very noisy. Fur-
thermore, users may not pick up the phone at the first sight of the service
quality degradation. There is an indeterminate delay ranging from minutes to
hours to even days between the service problem and the user complaint log
entry. All of these require some denoise processing for such user feedback to
be useful even in statistical sense.
We adopt the same principle applied in the spatio-temporal aggregation
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with respect to network features. Let c be the predicate of the presence of a
matching entry in the feedback log (B):
c(l, u, γ) =
{
1 if ∃ b ∈ B during [u, u+ γ];
0 otherwise.
(4.10)
where u is the beginning time for a feedback binding interval and γ is the
length of feedback time interval. Once c(l, u, γ) is defined, we can use the
same spatio-temporal aggregation method for the network features on c.
A network event or user activity is always a cause of user feedback but
cannot be an effect. Thus we set u = s + δ so that when we correlate ci to
bi, we take account of the causal sequence between network (or user activity)
events and user feedback. Let y be a vector of feedback for different users over
time
y = [c(l1, u1), ..., c(l1, ut), c(l2, u1), ..., c(l2, ut), ...]
T .
The length of the vector y is determined by the number of locations n and
the number of time bins t, making it to be n× t which is the same as the row
count of X.
4.2.4 Regression
Given the measurements of network indicators X and user feedback y,
we now aim to find a coefficient vector β that provides a compressed represen-
tation of the relationship between X and y.
Such optimization can be performed using regression. A baseline re-
gression model of linear regression [14], however, cannot provide the opti-
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mal solution as our system of equation Xβ = y is over-constrained (i.e., the
equation has far smaller number of unknowns than the number of equations
(k  (m ∗ n))). To prevent β from over-fitting due to high variance, we ap-
ply Ridge regression [46] that imposes penalty λ on complexity of model by
minimizing a penalized residual sum of squares RSS as follows
min
β
RSS(D, β) s.t.
n∑
i=1
β2 ≤ s. (4.11)
where D is the set of observed data points D = xn, yn.
We can state this optimization problem in Ridge regression as
βˆ = argmin
β
∑
i
(yi − β0 −
p∑
j=1
xijβj)
2 + λ
p∑
j=1
β2j . (4.12)
The Ridge coefficient βˆ becomes
βˆ = (XTX+ λI)−1XTy. (4.13)
where I is the identity matrix.
There are other regression methods we have explored including l1-norm
minimization and logistic regression. However, as our system of equation has
tens of thousands of equations and thousands of unknowns, l1-norm minimiza-
tion and logistic regression either took excessive amount of time in compu-
tation or failed to converge to an answer. The complexity and scale of our
system make these techniques infeasible.
Finding significant KPI weights From the β coefficients, we can identify
key performance indicators (KPIs) that are more closely related to user feed-
back. This involves sorting the regression coefficients by their absolute value
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and identifying the top N KPIs associated with them. Furthermore, by an-
alyzing the commonality and difference of the same metric across different
temporal and spatial aggregation configuration, we can gain insight on how
each of these KPIs impact the users’ quality of experience specific to the most
significant spatio-temporal aggregation. The analytical results on the most
significant KPIs in IPTV are presented in Section 4.4.1.
4.2.5 Compute Q-score in Runtime
Once the offline learning of β completes, we can compute from the
available key performance indicators the Q-scores either for individual users
or groups of users aggregated spatially depending on the feedback aggregation
scheme used.
Detecting significant Q-score changes With β from the offline learning,
we apply it to the current network measurement data X and obtain Q-score
that estimates per user level service quality. Running continuously as network
KPI data streaming into Q-score, we track the series of Q-scores over time.
Since Q-scores are real-valued numbers, we need to identify the thresh-
olds for alarming on the Q-scores to the operations. The alarms can be proac-
tively used to predict customer complaints. We apply simple threshold-based
change detection on the time-series of Q-scores to generate the alarms.
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4.3 Evaluation
In this section, we present the performance evaluation results of Q-score
and show that the regression results are accurate and robust, and the multi-
scale aggregation of spatio-temporal features has benefit over single scale, non
aggregated cases.
4.3.1 Evaluation Methodology
Metrics. We compare the number of predicted customer trouble tickets and
that of genuine customer trouble tickets and measure the accuracy of prediction
of service quality issues by false negative rate (FNR) and false positive rate
(FPR). The FNR and FPR are computed per user basis.
FNR =
#of time bins that Q-score fails to predicts a trouble ticket
#of time bins that have genuine trouble tickets
FPR =
#of time bins that Q-score incorrectly predicts a trouble ticket
#of time bins that do not have any trouble ticket
Note that due to the sparsity in the occurrence of user feedback (i.e., trou-
ble tickets), the number of time bins without any use feedback is orders of
magnitude higher than the number of time bins with user feedback.
Training and testing sets. In our evaluation of Q-score system, we use
data sets collected from a commercial IPTV network provider in US over two
months time period from August 1st, 2010 to September 30th, 2010. Unless
otherwise mentioned, we use 15 days of data collected from August 15th, 2010
to August 29th, 2010 as the training data set for β and the subsequent 15
days of data collected from September 1st, 2010 to September 15th, 2010 as
the testing data set. In addition, we use multi-scale temporal aggregation of
XTemp.Comb. combining δ of 3-24 hours and multi-scale spatial aggregation of
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XSpat.Comb. combining spatial levels of user, DSLAM, CO, and VHO as the
default setting. Lastly, we set the default feedback time bin γ to be γ = 24
hours.
We assign λ a small positive value within (0, 0.05]. While different
λ exhibit small difference in accuracy, the optimal λ varied from dataset to
dataset. Since the selection of λ is specific to dataset in each test, we present
the results with the best λ while omitting to show its actual value.
4.3.2 Results
4.3.2.1 Accuracy Analysis
We begin our evaluation by assessing how well Q-score follows the
ground truth of user-perceived service quality. In our evaluation, we use user
feedback as approximation of the ground truth of user-perceived service qual-
ity issues in training and testing Q-score system. Recall that the user feed-
back is incomplete in reflecting user perceived service quality. In fact, the
user feedback captures a subset of user perceived service quality issues and
thus underestimates the actual occurrences of service performance degrada-
tion. Fortunately, major and/or long lasting service performance degradation
are likely to be captured by the user feedback [81]. Hence, it is likely that
the computed Q-score underestimates the actual user perceived performance
issues, but expected to capture major outages and performance degradation.
While Q-score does not perfectly match with the user perceived service
quality at the individual user level, the change or trend in the distribution of
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Q-score are expected to follow closely with that of the actual service quality
degradation at certain spatial aggregation level. In our evaluation, we choose
CO as the aggregation level1. By summing up individual users’ feedback within
each CO into a single value, we obtain an aggregation vector Sactual of user
feedback. Since Sactual is a spatio-temporal aggregation of user feedback, its
element now signifies the level of user-perceived service quality issues. Simi-
larly, by summing up the individual users’ Q-score inside each CO into a single
value, we can obtain an aggregation vector of Q-scores Sestim that signifies our
estimated level of user-perceived service quality.
To evaluate the significance of the relation between the actual (Sactual)
and estimated (Sestim) user perceived service quality level, we run an F-test
between them. Let the null hypothesis H0 : r = 0 where Sactual = r ∗ Sestim.
We find that for the significance level of 0.1, the hypothesis test is rejected,
implying that the relation between the two vectors does exist. A Pearson’s cor-
relation test also shows relatively high correlation coefficients between Sactual
and Sestim, proving that the relationship between the two is linear. In other
words, Q-score does follow the user-perceived service quality.
Because CO level aggregation represents spatial proximity of user geo-
graphical locations, user feedback rates can be different across COs. To eval-
uate if CO aggregation introduce any bias on the results, we also conduct the
1We considered various levels of spatial granularity in the IPTV hierarchy including
DSLAM, CO, and VHO levels. Among them, CO level aggregation is most adequate for the
accuracy analysis because it yields statistically sound number of user IDs in each CO and
enough number of COs to make meaningful comparisons between aggregation vector Ses.
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Aggregation method P value in F-test Correlation coefficient
CO 0.00 0.6826
Random 2.21e-31 0.7165
Table 4.2: Accuracy analysis results of Q-score
same evaluation using a random grouping with the same number of groups as
the number of COs and compute aggregation vectors. Table 4.2 summarizes
F-test and Pearson’s correlation tests results for both CO level aggregation and
random grouping based aggregation. The random grouping based aggregation
generally shows the same results as the CO level aggregation, supporting that
Q-score indeed follows user feedback regardless of how we aggregate users in
Q-score computation.
4.3.2.2 Multi-scale Temporal Aggregation
In this section, we evaluate the impact of different time-bin size (δ) on
network indicators (single-scale temporal level aggregation). Then we show
the performance benefits by using multi-scale temporal aggregation on network
performance indicators (multi-scale temporal level aggregation).
Figure 4.3 shows the Q-score on FPR-FNR trade-off curves using var-
ious δs ranging from 3 hours to 24 hours (i.e., each curve corresponds to an
X with a given δ). Note that FPR shown on the X-axis is in log-scale and
FPR shown on Y-axis is in normal scale. The figure shows that the predic-
tion accuracy gets generally better as we shorten δ (i.e., the curve gets closer
to the lower left corner of the plot). However, comparing δ = 3hours and
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of various δs on features (performance indicators)
δ = 6hours, their FNR overlaps over different range of FPR, indicating that
there is no single optimal δ to be chosen.
Figure 4.4 shows the results of XTemp.Comb. by applying multi-scale
temporal aggregation on network performance indicators. There are three
curves obtained by combining (i) shorter time bins of 3-12 hours, (ii) longer
time bins of 15-24 hours, and (iii) the entire range of 3-24 hours. We observe
that (iii) provides the best performance among them. At the same time, (iii)
is also strictly better than any curves in Figure 4.3, proving that multi-scale
temporal aggregation on network performance indicators does improve the
accuracy of Q-score prediction on service quality issues.
4.3.2.3 Multi-scale Spatial Aggregation
We now evaluate the impact of various levels of spacial aggregation on
network performance indicators and the benefit of using multi-scale spatial
aggregation in Q-score.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of multi-scale temporal aggregations on features (per-
formance indicators)
Figure 4.5 shows the trade-off curves of X with various single-scale spa-
tial aggregation ranging from user ID (XuserID), to DSLAM (XDSLAM), to CO
(XCO), and to VHO (XVHO) level. As the spatial aggregation level changes
from user ID to DSLAM (i.e., smaller-sized region to larger-sized region), we
observe that the FNR increases from 35% to 100% when FPR is at 0.1%. A
possible explanation to this is that if the service quality issues reported by
users are more related to home network side problem rather than the provider
network problem, spatial aggregation of network performance indicators can
attenuate signals relevant to the individual users at home network side. As
we will show in Section 4.4.1, by analyzing significant KPIs, we are able to
confirm that the significant KPIs are mostly related to STB and RG (i.e.,
home network devices) while backbone network is suggested to be well pro-
visioned. In addition to the single-scale spatial aggregation, the first plot of
Figure 4.5 (denoted as ‘USER + DSLAM + CO + VHO’) shows multi-scale
spatial aggregation (with measurement matrix XSpat.Comb.). We observe that
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of various spatial aggregation levels on features (per-
formance indicators)
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of various time bin size γ on user feedback
the multi-scale spatial aggregation outperforms any single-scale aggregation
in terms of overall prediction accuracy, proving that the regression algorithm
makes the most accurate selection of spatial level of features.
4.3.2.4 Feedback Aggregation
To show the effect of user feedback duration being aggregated together,
Figure 4.6 compares various lengths of γ. We observe that as γ gets longer, the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of accuracy with various training durations
regression performance gets better. An explanation for this is, as mentioned in
Section 4.2.3, there is a significant delay between the occurrence of a problem
and the filing of user feedback. Due to the elongated delay, time-bins with short
γs may fail to contain feedback correlated with significant network indicator
values.
4.3.2.5 Sensitivity to Training Duration
Finally, we evaluate the sensitivity of testing accuracy on the duration
of training. In this experiment, we fix the testing duration and assess how
accuracy changes by varying the training duration. Table 4.3 shows the dates
of training and testing periods used in our evaluation. Figure 4.7 shows the
accuracy trade-off curves of using different training durations. We observe that
in general, the testing accuracy improves as we increase the training duration.
However, the gain becomes marginal once the training duration is longer than
15 days. This result suggests that using 15 days as training period is a good
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Duration Dates
Testing duration 15 days 09/01/2010 - 09/15/2010
Training durations
5 days 08/25/2010 - 08/29/2010
10 days 08/20/2010 - 08/29/2010
15 days 08/15/2010 - 08/29/2010
20 days 08/10/2010 - 08/29/2010
30 days 08/01/2010 - 08/30/2010
Table 4.3: Training and testing durations
choice.
A closer examination on the curves corresponding to the use of 15 and
20 days of training duration reveals that the accuracy of using 15 days training
duration is marginally better. Possible reason for this is that in the month
of August, there was a network-wide STB firmware upgrade. The upgrade
that took place between 08/10/2010 and 08/14/2010 could have obstructed
measurement of STB logs (i.e., STB audio and video quality measurement
logs, syslog, reset and crash logs) and caused learning of β to be affected. Since
this kind of glitches in data are common in practice, we take small amount of
noise as granted. In all, we observe that 15 days of training is enough to learn
β.
4.4 Application
In this section, we demonstrate the utility of Q-score by presenting three
applications on it. First, we present a set of network KPIs that are closely
related to user-perceived service quality. Second, we illustrate how much Q-
score can predict user complains. Third, we show the possibility of intelligently
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dimensioning workforce into troubling regions. In all the applications, we
successfully identified interesting findings by running run-time analysis of Q-
score on an ongoing basis.
4.4.1 Identification of Significant KPIs
A typical IPTV service already supports millions of user devices. If for
every single device, few KPIs need to be monitored continuously, the measure-
ment space can easily reach to the order of billions. In addition, time-lapse
analysis in the diagnosis (as many diagnosis schemes employs) requires mul-
tiple measurements in short periods of time. Thus, in service assurance of
a large-scale IPTV systems, it is infeasible to blindly measure, collect, and
analyze such large volume of diverse KPIs from the entire network. In this ap-
plication, we discuss about our experience on identification of a small number
of significant KPIs with respect to user-perceived quality of experience.
Significant KPIs. In the generation of Q-score, we relate the network KPIs
and user feedback by means of the factor β. β measures the relevance of
significant KPIs by its magnitude. The analysis of the magnitude of β for
different temporal aggregation levels indicates how KPIs correlate with user
feedback. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 list top ten significant KPIs for relatively long
history hours (15-24 hours) and short history hours (3-9 hours), respectively.
Being regressed with individual users’ feedback, the significant KPIs exhibit
some commonality (shown in bold) as well as differences.
From the KPIs relevant to STB packet statistics, we observe that “tuner
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fill”, “hole without session packets”, “bytes processed per sec” are particularly
interesting KPIs. “Tuner fill” logs the number of packets lost by STBs before
they are requested for retransmission. The lost packets are supposed to be
retransmitted by D-Servers. Tuner fill counts can be related with video quality
in that they indicate the condition of the delivery network and gives a sense of
the average packet loss that would occur without any packet recovery scheme.
A ’hole’ represents time interval greater than a given threshold (assumed to
affect video quality) in which no video packets have been received. ’Hole
without session packets’ counts the number of such holes occurred during a
STB’s viewing session (since user’s last channel change).
On the audio and video related KPIs, “decoder error” logs a rather gen-
eral type of errors occurred during decoding of audio data. Decoder errors can
occur due to various situations including, but not limited to, out-of-order data
packet reception, audio buffer underrun or overrun, and packet loss. ‘DRM
errors’ and ‘crypto error’ indicates errors caused by video DRM decoder . This
error can occur when encoder packets containing DRM keys are lost. In IPTV,
every video program is encoded with DRM, and inability of decoding DRM
blocks viewing of the programs. Thus, the occurrence of this error blocks
TV viewing until new encoder keys are received regardless of receipt of the
data packets. Lastly, there is ‘video frames dropped’ error which represents
the number of video frames drops (below normal frame rate of 29.97 frames
per second) due to packet loss or decoder errors. When large frame drop oc-
curs, viewers can notice choppy or skippy motions. The identification of the
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KPI Type KPI Label β Coef.
STB packet stat RTP payload error 0.68
Tuner fill 0.63
Hole Too Large 0.61
Decoder stall 0.42
Bytes processed per sec -0.32
Audio Audio decoder errors 0.84
Video Video DRM errors 0.73
Video decoder errors 0.53
Video frames decoded -0.49
Video data throughput -0.49
Table 4.4: Significant KPIs for large δ (15-24 hrs)
KPI Type KPI Label β Coef.
STB packet stat Hole without session packets 0.60
Tuner fill 0.57
Bytes processed per sec -0.34
ECM parse errors 0.32
Audio Audio decoder errors 1.03
Audio samples dropped 0.84
Audio crypto error 0.64
Audio data dropped 0.55
Audio DRM errors 0.34
Video Video DRM errors 0.63
Table 4.5: Significant KPIs for small δ (3-9 hrs)
important KPIs uncovers information that were missed out in controlled en-
vironments. In our case, we discovered that DRM errors is one of the most
prominent indicators of video issues and added them to be considered in the
simulated lab tests.
Observations. We observe an interesting finding by comparing significant
KPIs of long-term event duration (i.e., large δ) and short-term event duration
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KPI Type KPI Label β Coef.
STB packet stat Tuner fill 0.67
Src unavailable received 0.5
Hole without session packets 0.52
ECM parse errors 0.35
Bytes processed per sec -0.33
Audio Audio decoder errors 0.74
Audio data dropped 0.57
Audio crypto error 0.44
Video Video DRM errors 0.68
Video frames dropped 0.65
Table 4.6: Significant KPIs for multi-scale temporal aggregation (0-24 hrs)
(i.e., small δ). The finding is that the former tend to have more video related
KPIs as the most significant ones, whereas the latter has more KPIs related to
audio. This relates with the relevance that audio has with respect to video in
the user experience. Being the primary data, audio data is more susceptible
to losses and errors than the secondary data, video. The reason is because the
total volume of the data in audio is much less than that of the video, thus the
impact of lost or delayed audio data is relatively greater than that of video
data. Naturally, the viewers of the programs have less tolerance to audio issues
than to video issues and complain about audio issues much earlier than video
issues. The contrasting finding between long and short history hours have
uncovered that, depending on the characteristics of the issues (i.e., whether
the issue is about audio or video), there are difference in urgency.
Another finding from the KPI analysis is drawn from multi-scale tem-
poral aggregation. As shown in Table 4.6, by combining long-term and short-
term event duration δ in regression, we observe both video and audio related
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issues appear as the most significant KPIs. This further confirms the effective-
ness of letting regression algorithm to choose important KPIs among multiple
temporal aggregations.
Noticing that different KPIs have different degrees of relevancy to user
feedback, we aim to guide monitoring of network KPIs by enlisting a small
number of significant KPIs to user-perceived service quality. This way, forth-
coming fine-grained network diagnosis can focus on the significant KPIs rather
than analyzing excessive amount of KPIs.
4.4.2 Predicting Bad Quality of Experience
In order for Q-score to be useful for alerting services it should have
the capability to provide triggers well before users start to complain. Thus,
there is a need to study how much into the future we can infer user complaints
using Q-score. To understand the feasible level of proactiveness in Q-score ,
we have evaluated two characteristics: (i) the growth pattern of Q-score over
time and (ii) stability of Q-score with time gap between network events and
user feedback.
Growth of Q-score over time. Figure 4.8 shows the growth pattern of Q-
score for individual user IDs who filed trouble tickets. In the figure, we align
the time by the trouble ticket filing time (time = 0) and observe how Q-score
grows. The solid line represents the average value of the scores and the upper
and lower tips of error bars represent one standard deviation plus and minus
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Figure 4.8: Growth pattern of Q-score
the average. From the graph, we observe that the increase of average Q-score
is close to linear when it is greater than 0.05. The monotonic and gradual
increase of Q-score suggests possibility of using Q-score as a proactive trigger
for alerting because (i) it keeps increase once it becomes non-negligible level
and (ii) its growth is not too abrupt. However, due to great variance among
different users’ Q-scores, we cannot use Q-score of 0.05 as the significant value
triggering forthcoming actions. In stead, we seek for a more realistic lead time
by conducting a further study on the stability of Q-score.
Feasible level of proactiveness. Next, we test for the stability of Q-score
by skipping time interval between the occurrence times of network events bi
and user feedback ci. The default time gap (or skipping interval) between
si+ δ and ui is 0 hour because we set ui = si+ δ in Section 4.2.3. In this test,
we add time gap τ to the equation ui = si + δ + τ . By increasing τ in online
monitoring step of Q-score generation, we test for the stability of Q-score in
proactive, early warning.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of accuracy of Q-scores with different skip intervals
With various τ ranging from 0 hours to 36 hours, Figure 4.9 exhibit
FPR-FNR of learned β with different skipping times. As we increase τ , [5 we
observe that FPR-FNR trade off gets worse. While the choice of lead time
should mainly left to the discretion of network administrators, we find 9 hours
of lead time is at the feasible level observing 9 hours of skip interval preserves
0.1% of FPR only sacrificing 10% of FNR (i.e., FNR is 30% when skip interval
is 0 hours and 40% when skip interval is 9 hours).
4.4.3 Dimensioning Customer Care Workforce
If network problems occur locally to regional service areas rather than
globally impacting the entire service regions at once, an efficient management
of field operators (e.g., customer care representatives and repair men at cus-
tomer premises) and servicing resources (e.g., devices for fine-grained monitor-
ing of network) would be to dynamically allocate them to challenging service
regions than assigning static work areas. Thus, predicting the volume of fore-
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coming issues to a service region at a given time is beneficial in adaptively
allocating workforce across service regions. In this application, we assess the
possibility of pre-allocating customer care workforce to potentially troubling
service areas using Q-score. To begin, we first assess the volume of service
quality issues per different spatial regions and see if the issues are contained
locally or spread out globally.
Spatial distribution of user feedback. Figure 4.10 shows spatial distri-
bution of user feedback across different COs. x-axis shows indexes of different
COs, z-axis shows temporal trend. y-axis shows the percentage of user com-
plaints (e.g., value of 1 represents that 1% of users in the CO have complained
on a given time). At a given time, we observe that high user feedback is lo-
cal to each CO. And over time, the areas of high user feedback changes from
one CO to another. From the fact that high feedback values generally being
uncorrelated across time and CO (or space), we can affirm that the issues are
temporal rather than permanent and local to an area rather than being global.
Leveraging Q-score for dimensioning workforce. Now that we have seen
the possibility of dynamic resource allocation over different COs, we evaluate
how closely Q-score follows user feedback in its magnitude when aggregated
across individuals within each COs. Note that, to focus on its similarity to user
feedback rate, we ignored the lead time of Q-score in this test. Figure 4.11
shows the trend of Q-score and user feedback aggregated per-CO. In doing so,
Q-scores of individual user ID are first computed, and the scores corresponding
to individuals within each CO are aggregated together to form per-CO Q-score.
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Figure 4.10: Percentage of users with trouble tickets over different spatial
locations (COs) and times.
Figure 4.11 (a) shows the trend of per-CO Q-score and user feedback for a
CO with relatively high customer feedback (i.e., complaints). Over the course
of 24 days, the percentage of users with complaints shown on the y-axis gets
as high as 11%. Despite that there are some overestimations, the general
trend of per-CO Q-score closely follows that of user feedback. Figure 4.11
(b) shows per-CO Q-score and user feedback for COs with moderately high
complaints. We again see that the Q-score follows feedback whenever feedback
increases over 2%. Figure 4.11 (c) shows the same for a CO with low customer
complaints. Because there are only small increase (2% of users complaining)
in the user feedback, Q-score remains at low level of 0.17% on average. From
the observations from three different COs with high, medium, and low level
of feedback, we confirmed that Q-score, when aggregated across individuals
within each CO, closely follows the trend of per-CO user feedback. Since Q-
score is confirmed to have several hours of lead time before users begin to
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Figure 4.11: Trend of customer complaints and Q-score per CO.
complain, we can leverage Q-score in dimensioning workforce and prioritizing
resources to areas with more upcoming issues ahead of time.
4.5 Summary of Proactive Service Quality Assessment
In this chapter, we develop Q-score, a novel framework for proactive as-
sessment of user perceived service quality in large operational IPTV network.
By associating coarse-grained network KPIs with imperfect user feedback, Q-
score generates a single score that represents user-perceived quality of experi-
ence (QoE). Accuracy analysis of Q-score reveals that it is able to predict 60%
of service problems reported by customers with only 0.1% of false positive rate.
Applying Q-score to various application scenarios, we have: (i) identified a set
of KPIs most relevant to user-perceived quality of experiences; (ii) quantified
how early it can alert bad quality of experience; (iii) observed possibility to
pre-allocate customer care workforce to potentially troubling service areas.
There are many other network services that are sensitive to service
quality but lacks objective measures of user-perceived quality of experience.
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Our future work include applying the proactive service quality assessment
beyond the specific context of IPTV network. For example, we plan to apply
Q-score to VoIP and mobile networks so that operation teams can predict user
distressing call drops and voice quality degradation without having to wait for
customers to complain.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This chapter summarizes and discusses our contributions in Section 5.1,
and point out directions for future research in Section 5.2, both in addressing
the limitations of this work and in pursuing new avenues.
5.1 Contributions
In this thesis, we endeavored to present network path analytics that
are scalable to be ran on massive networks, flexible to accommodate various
objectives from different administrative tasks, and robust to dynamic changes
in the networks. The quadratic growth in the number of network paths with
respect to the number of network nodes poses significant challenges.
Addressing the challenges, we made the following contributions for dif-
ferent analysis conducted on various types of networks.
5.1.1 Accurate and Flexible Inference of Network Properties
We first design, implement, and evaluate an algebraic approach to exact
reconstruction of network path properties. For an overlay of n end hosts, we
selectively monitor a basis set of O(n logn) paths which can fully describe all
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the O(n2) paths. Then the measurements of the basis set are used to infer
the loss rates of all other paths. Our approach works in real time, offers
fast adaptation to topology changes, distributes balanced load to end hosts,
and handles topology measurement errors. Both simulation and real Internet
implementation yield promising results.
Then in approximate reconstruction of network path properties, we present
a flexible framework for large-scale network measurement and inference which
further reduces the overhead of active measurement in exchange of slight accu-
racy sacrifice. The framework consists of two major components: the design of
measurement experiments, and network inference. For the former, we leverage
powerful tools developed in the field of Bayesian experimental design. For the
latter, we build on top of a number of existing network tomography techniques
to infer network properties based on partial, indirect observations. Our frame-
work is flexible, and can accommodate a variety of design objectives, such as
differentiated, augmented, and multi-user designs. It is also highly scalable
and can design measurement experiments that span thousands of routers and
end hosts.
5.1.2 Scalable and Accurate Social Network Analysis
In our first step towards node proximity approximation, scalable prox-
imity inversion, we develop two novel techniques, proximity embedding and
proximity sketch, to approximate proximity measures that have a low-rank
structure, such as Katz measure, in massive, highly dynamic online social
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networks. Our techniques are accurate and can easily handle networks with
millions of nodes, which are several orders of magnitude larger than what
existing methods can support.
Since the first scheme cannot approximate proximity measures that
are not low-rank, in the subsequent work, clustered spectral graph embedding
(CSGE), we develop a novel dimensionality reduction technique that can em-
bed a massive original graph into a much smaller graph. The embedded graph
captures the essential clustering and spectral structure of the original graph
and allows a wide range of analysis tasks to be performed in an efficient and
accurate fashion.
To evaluate the performance of clustered spectral graph embedding, we
explore three important social network analysis tasks (proximity estimation,
missing link inference, and link prediction) using three large-scale real-world
social network datasets (Flickr, LiveJournal and MySpace; with up to 2 mil-
lion vertices and 90 million edges). For proximity estimation, clustered spectral
graph embedding achieves up to an order of magnitude improvement in effi-
ciency and up to several orders of magnitude improvement in accuracy (when
the proximity measures of interest have high intrinsic dimensionality). For
missing link inference and link prediction, our technique consistently yields
better accuracy across different social networks. These results clearly demon-
strate the effectiveness and the potential values of our approach.
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5.1.3 Proactive Service Quality Assessment
In application service networks, we develop a novel framework for proac-
tive assessment of user perceived service quality in large operational IPTV
network. By associating coarse-grained network KPIs with imperfect user
feedback, Q-score generates a single score that represents user-perceived qual-
ity of experience (QoE). Accuracy analysis of Q-score reveals that it is able to
predict 60% of service problems reported by customers with only 0.1% of false
positive rate. Applying Q-score to various application scenarios, we have: (i)
identified a set of KPIs most relevant to user-perceived quality of experiences;
(ii) quantified how early it can alert bad quality of experience; (iii) observed
possibility to pre-allocate customer care workforce to potentially troubling
service areas.
There are many other network services that are sensitive to service
quality but lacks objective measures of user-perceived quality of experience.
Our future work include applying the proactive service quality assessment
beyond the specific context of IPTV network. For example, we plan to apply
Q-score to VoIP and mobile networks so that operation teams can predict user
distressing call drops and voice quality degradation without having to wait for
customers to complain.
5.2 Future Works
There are several avenues for future work that we plan to extend the re-
sults of this thesis. First, in the path performance measurement and inference
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of IP network, we plan to further enhance the robustness of our experimen-
tal design and inference by making the design fault tolerant. Specifically, we
want a design that minimizes the worst-case design criterion in the presence of
multiple faulty paths (i.e., paths that experience either failures or major rout-
ing changes). We also are interested in applying our techniques to estimating
other network properties, such as traffic matrix estimation. In particular, we
may use Bayesian experimental design to identify strategic locations to place
additional measurement capabilities to enhance the accuracy of traffic ma-
trix estimation. Then, we would like to extend our framework to incorporate
additional design constraints and to handle non-linear metrics by leveraging
the existing work on non-linear Bayesian experimental design [13]. Finally,
we are interested in developing light-weight techniques to obtain better prior
information.
Second, in the social network analysis, we envision to further expand
the application of clustered spectral graph embedding. One expansion is to
community detection. Applying the results of clustering to infer the formation
of grouping among nodes, we expect to gain insights on both the effectiveness
and possible improvements to normalized cut based co-clustering methods.
The other expansion can be done by applying the dimensionality reduction
scheme to discovery of user identity across multiple online social networks. By
comparing embedded graphs of multiple online social networks rather than the
original network topologies, we can develop ways to concisely represent charac-
teristics of those well-connected nodes in massive-scale online social networks.
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With the knowledge of the well-connected nodes in each network, we can then
de-anonymize a subset of users that appear across different networks as it is
done in [73].
Third, expanding the results of service quality assessment, we can de-
vise better service assurance in cloud computing, data center, and application
networks. Today’s network platforms such as cloud computing operates hun-
dreds of thousands of servers and storages in their data centers, therefore, it is
challenging to obtain a holistic view that effectively manages the entire system.
Classic network monitoring only has partial view of the whole system, i.e., they
only assure reliability of individual network elements, network segments, sub-
networks, or the routing among components. A service assurance should inte-
grate the network performance with service quality and troubleshoot network
faults that directly impact the customer-perceived service quality. We plan to
first assess the service quality in the large-scale networks and obtain a set of
key network performance metrics. We will then initiate fine grained analysis
on a small number of targeted devices. In the analysis and troubleshooting,
it is imperative to devise scalable, flexible, and robust methodologies. We
plan to explore multi-resolution techniques and spatio-temporal aggregation
for effective handling of such ultra-large scale networks.
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